FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

On the 1st day of July we crossed the State
line of Pennsylvania, and noted the event by
loud cheering and much enthusiasm. And here
on the border of the state we learned that our
cavalry under General Buford, and our old
First corps under General Reynolds, had on
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that day encountered the rebels at Gettysburg,
and that on the morrow the great battle would
be fought.
Night came on. but we halted not.
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tirst used as a convenieut means of transportation, these cambric shapes came at

last to be almost as much a mania with
him as his grammar.
Perhaps it was
from carrying his manuscripts so much
in bags that he came at last to regard
the connection between them and bis
work as something vital. Certainly their
number would have warranted extreme
I think, moreover, that lie
opinions.
knew where they all were at one time,
but dropped them here and there as he
traveled, happy it his journey's end
brought him to a previous deposit of his

not to-be-beaten young man;
All ii|)-to-the front young man:
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A real wide-awake voting man
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Not-too-smart-to-learn young man.
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by purifying tin- blood. regulating the -tomneh and
oels i'i pr vent and mire the disea-e- arising
fr*an -pring malaria and miasma, and -lie must
know that there i- nothing that u ill do it
perfect
lv and surei> as Hop Hitters, the pum-t and -.e-t ot
me ii- ine-.
*e oilier column.

Story

of

Charles

Greenleaf.

Tin practical Maine people among
whom my hero lived, at the time when 1
kne w him, had gradually ceased to think
him remarkable, or perhaps, they hud
rather ceased to comment upon his remarkableness.
\t any rate, he slipped
in and out of the homes of a hundred different families with tiie familiarity of a
shadow, and only strangers remarked
upon the oddity of the little old man's
ways. Only strangers marked the restless movements of his slight figure, with
its crown of scanty gray hair; his small,
bright eyes, the more noticeable because
the lace about them was eleau-shaven,
and, most of all, from their manner of
glancing up and droop ng so suddenly
that it was about as easy for Mr. Greeuleaf's acute Yankee benefactors to decide
upon their color, as to name the precise
shade of a trout gleaming in their swiftrunning brooks. The benefactors, afore“Well,,
said, used sometimes to say:
yes, old Greenleaf is queer ; but then he I
don’t eat much and he buys his own tea."
Thus, dwelling among people who tolerated him chiefly for the uegatite virtue
of abstinence, and looked upon him with
a pitying interest at best, lived the old
man of whom I write.
lie had, apparently, no means of supporting himself, except the scanty sums
that he gained in teaching, whenever he
stopped long enough in one place to organi/.e what he called a “grammar
school." but which might more properly
have been termed a charity school, in
which the benevolence was all on the
side of the pupils.
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An affable, courteous young mai :
A know-what-to-say young man i
A knight of tru* chivalry. *
Frank in delivery,
.Makiiig-liis-mark young man.

Colonel Mead, an agricultural authority. says that in five years after he fixed
his stables so as to save his liquid manure
he had doubled the products of his farm.
'File greatest w aste of Now England agriculture to-day is this waste of the liquid
excrement of our cattle.
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facts are too closely mingled with dreams
to he accurately stated.
I am no more
able in remember when 1 first saw him,
than i am to name the day of the month
mi which 1 saw the snn rise for the first
j
time. Indeed. Mr. Greenleaf had a habit,
like the sun, of periodical appearance anti
A mi-er i- a man who may he 11 uthfully deseribed
as eriminally poor.
disappearance. I have known him to
s:a\ so long at my father's house that we
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cmpilatiou of an English Grammar,
Put
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It
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he moved.
Ho asked only a quiet cordi-honest, and yet in a popular vote we know which
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ner for his work, and a certain studied
Druggists say that Lydia L. Pinkham- Vegetable secrecy in his ways of life repelled all at< ompiuind is the best reined' for female weakne-But all the
tempts at acquaintance.
tiiat thev ever heard of. Pu n gives universal -atis.
more dhl his energies, forbidden to exfactio,,.
send t<> Mr- Lydia L. Pinkliam, 2.U WY-t
era Avenue. Lynn, Mass'., for
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pand naturally, obtrude themselves in
The que-tion of the day i- not only, “Are your
many queer angles which were prominent
window- open toward Jerusalem?’' but, are they
enough for knowing ones to hang conprovided w ith tire-escapes?
jectures on. Reticent as he was, a quesThe Question Settled.—Tho-r eminent men. Dr.
tion on the subject of his age would sting
.James ( lark, Phy-ieian to Queen Victoria, and Dr.
him to a sort of impotent fury.
I rememHughe- Bennett, say that consumption can he
mired. Du. Wist ah knew this when he discovered
ber hearing how one good man, perhaps
hi now widely known IDi.sam or Wlt.i> Cm.uitY.
more curious than kindly, determined, as
and experience ha- proved the correctness of his
he said, ‘‘to see if Charles Greenleaf could
opinion.
not he made to give some account of his
The real fun lamental different
between the rich
and poor man i- that the rich m;r can eat all
day if lore gone career,” and began by asking
he " ant- to, while the poor man i- restricted* to
him how old be was. Old Greenleaf at
three times a day.
cnee rose, walked in a stately
way to his
A Significant Fact.
and
a grammar,
thence
room,
bringing
The chcape-t medicine in u-e i- TltoMAs' L< ij;<
it before bis tormentor with his
TKK DIP, because
very little of ir i- required to : placed
effect a cure. For croup, diphtheria, and diseases ; linger on the
following example: ‘‘It is
of the lungs ami throat, whether used for bathing
; not
polite to ask a person his age.”
the che-t or throat, for taking internally or inh.u 1iug, it i* a mafehle-s e impound. Ihr safe bv H. H.
Hike most fanatics who believe themMoody, Belfast.
selves raised by their enthusiasm above
‘I'm the light of this menagerie"' cried the tapir, j the trivialities of
life, he occasionally
Then the other beasts wanted to put him out.
evinced tastes comically at variance with
A Word to Mothers.
the real of one whose object it was to
Mothers should remember it i- a im»-t important
make a new departure in English speech.
duty at this season fo look after the health of their
at a New England dinner table, he
families and cleanse the malaria and
impurities Thus,
:

e

■■

from their systems, and that nothing will tone
up
the
and liver, regulate the bowels and
puriiv the blood -o perlectlv :i- Parker’s (linger
Tonic, advertised ia oui’ column-. j Po,-t. See other
column.
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Scandal, when it ha- truth in it, is like a grease
spot on new <*loth, but when there i- no truth in it
it is like a splash of mud, which will come off easil v
when dry.
1

caught a severe cold, and remembering you told
to u.-e “Downs’ Klixir/) I bought a bottle and
less than three day- my cough and sore throat
had vanished! It's good.
Publisher New Market,
N IF. Advertiser.
Please send me six bottle.- Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake
Bitters. 1 never used a medicine that did me so
much good as this.
IltA Tayi.ou, Holland, Mich.
Henry & Johnson*- Arnica and Oil Liniment ithe best family liniment made.
me

in

It you have a -mall salary and princely desires.
remember the old saw,
Taking out often and never
putting in soon comes to the bottom.”
restoration to health «<f <>ur child we con
.-sidered very uncertain.
When two weeks old she
until is months old she was notable
caught a
to breathe through her nostrils, became emaciated,
was a puny child,
rpon using Ely'- Cream Halm
her
is removed; she breathes freelv and
naturally. '1 lie neighbor- consider it a wonderful
restoration.
Mu. A Mrs. J. M. smith, Owego, N.V.
I have used Ely’s Cream Halm and received great
at
beneiit,
present being entirely free from Catarrh.
Many of my friends have also been much benefited
by the Halm. \\ hat N claimed for this remedy 1 am
convinced is true. Oil \s. Oreene, Conductor
N. N
L. E. \ \\ IE IE. 1'orl Jervis, N. V. Price
f>0 cents.
2\vll
inc

cold;

difficulty

fully
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If you can only persuade yourself to
-ay, “Mrs.
Eve, 1 never did like apples," vou will live a good
and have a largely attended*funeral.

life
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BEES.

System of Bee

Keeping.

will lie perEvery one w ho has a farm or garden can keep
■
1 from a comparison of its cherni- bees on my plan with good prolit. i have received
one hundred dollars profit for sale of lM»\
honey
'■iimpnsition with that of Peruvian from one hive of bees in one year. I have obtained
mo
lien manure (dry) contains per over one hundred pounds of box honey from one
hive of bees in ten day-. Swarming controlled. No
-aired pounds, Hi 3 pounds of nitrogen, loss of bees in winter,
-i complete revolution in bee
•’> pounds of
Illustrated Circular of fall particulars
potash and 15.4 pounds of keeping.
Address
Mrs.
Lizzie
E. Cotton, West (iorp'i ispliorie acid, while Peruvian guano fne.
Jiam, Maine.
;$m2
I"'!- hundred pounds, contains 13 pounds
Penurious young men who go off sleigh-riding
of nitrogen, 2 3 pounds of potash and 13
alone should remember that there is a law against
pounds of phosphoric acid.
Peruvian sleighing without belles.
guano at three and a half to four cents
per
Rescued from Death.
pound, is about as cheap a fertilizer as
William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass., says:
'here is in the market.
It is evident that In the fall of 1870 I was taken with heeeim.no*<>i
'he value of hen manure is not less than the ei'nos followed by a severe cough. I lost my
and flesh, and was routined to my bed. iii
that of Peruvian guano, and the impor- appetite
1878 I was admitted to the Hospital. The doctors
tance of saving it is evident.
said I had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar.
manure

■

around

A Vermont farmer recommends the use
"I sawdust as a
bedding for cattle, to keep
them clean and absorb the liquid manure.
An experience of twenty \ ears in using on
a
large farm, shows that it does not injure
the soil by being freely applied in this
Some soils, no doubt, would he
"ay.
improved by the addition of sawdust,
others might be injured somewhat for a
time until the sawdust decayed.

Ideal.

I’lain-spoken, sensible,
Thoroughly self-made young mail.

four years under grass, raised lour tons
of hay and clover per acre.

The

value of hen

American

All independent young man;
A right-kind-of-stuff young munj,
A deep, comprehensible.

barnyard manure has been 25 per cent,
profitable when done in March and
April than when done in the fall of the
year, and superior results have been produced by the use of such manures as were
fresh or strawy. If a second or subsequent
crop is sought a partial seeding should accompany the top dressing. iSy such process a New Hampshire farmer has, on land
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The

experi-

more

r.iagii this large warehouse

ti
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proved by

top dressing grass land with

ing of the fields of winter grain and grass
the structure, its tirrangernents
in spring the roots are much disturbed,
1
from the Home Farm. This and often so
exposed as to dry up and
This is what fanners call "winter
10 b> no feel, gif feet posted, die.
doors, and comprising very killing," which occasionally docs such
great injury to grain and grass. Much of
thousand feet of surface flnorthis may he avoided by passing ovei tile
it is wellfinish- lields with a roller as soon as the soil is
i.g purposes
r led and painted, provided
sufficiently dry to allow a team upon it.
This presses the r.>;.t- into the soil, leaves
elevator for the several floors.
the fields smooth and is a practice to be
_e doors through which a
generally commended.
machine, it'd set up, can he easily
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It has been
ments that

the lequiremeuts of his large and
uisiiiess, hut quote a fuller tic- I

■i

aid,
evening. The moon shorn*
from a cloudless sky, and flooded our way with
its glorious light. The people rushed from their
homes and stood by the road side to welcome
us.
Men, women, and children all gazing on
the strange spectacle. Bands played, the soldiers and the people cheered, banners waved,
was

At one time a report went
I gave up hope, but a friend

that I

was

dead.

told me of DIE WILLIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOB THE LI NOS. I
got a bottle, when to my surprise, I commenced to
feel better, and to-dav I feel better than for three
years past.
“I write this hoping every one afflicted with diseased Lungs will take DIE WILLIAM HALL’S
BALSAM, and be convinced that CONSUMPTION
( AN HE Cl BED. 1 can
positively say it has done
more good than all the medicines f have taken since
my sickness.”
The difference between a dog and a
boy consists
in the fact that when the dog finds a scent he doesn’t
spend it for candy.

,

|
!

j
!

one

day helped liberally

to

some

baked beans, if which he was especially
fond. These he had only half eaten when
marking the decline of the dish in the
centre of the table, he said with an air of
great gentility: “A little more of the
beans, if you please; 1 see they are going verv fast."
Hut the carnal and natural man most
strongly asserted itself in Air. Greenleaf
in the matter of tea.
He had a truly
Chinese appreciation of that cheerful
beverage, and, like a Chinaman thought
that nobody knew how to make it but
himself. The process was simple enough
"hen Air. Greenleaf had “fair Held,” but
in my mother's kitchen was wont to preside a genius who made the concoction of
his favorite drink a burden and a trial to
Mr. Greenleafs soul.
With him the
“time and the bout” were everything;
but, unhappily, he always chose the hour
which was also everything to Aurilla.
Air. Greenleaf, with an eye to brevity in
the boiling of his tea, always wanted to
make it precisely five minutes before the
dinner hour; Aurilla, with an eye to the
nice preparation of vegetables, at that
time in a critical stage of development,
objected to this procedure with determination as invariable as Mr. Greenleaf’s
own.
Hut whoever was victorious in the
struggle thus involved whenever Air.
Greenleaf wanted to make tea scientifically, the contest itself was interesting to
observe.
Air. Greenleaf was always deprecatory, silent, but persistent; Aurilla
was tremendously
aggressive, and inclined to offensive warfare.
Hut, be it said
to the credit of cunning, Air. Greenleaf
usually won the day, no, the stove,—
while Aurilla and the vegetables came
off very much overheated.
< >ur friend’s itinerant
ways had bred in
him a habit of carrying all his possessions
in bags, and these he refused to have
made of any other material than green
cambric.
He also laid great stress on the
point of uniformity; their shape must be
oblong, though rather wide, and they
must have a capacious mouth at the top.
He would, I think, have challenged any
person to single combat, who should have
suggested a different plan. Hut one
thing about them was indefinite, and
that was their number.
Every new
possession demanded a fresh bag. He
had a very large one for his over-coat, a
moderate sized one for his vests, ami a
diminutive one for his thimble; for he
made all his bags for himself, suffering
the interference of no feminine hand. At

As for his grammar, it never seemed
much nearer completion than at tirst ;
although now and then he published, in
an abbreviated form, a sort of precursor
of what would follow when Ins anxious
labor should be at an end.
Hid he purposely delay their end, recognizing dimly
that even possible fame would not take
the place of the work for which he had
sai l diced every other passion of his life '!
At any rate, lie still wrote and traveled ;
was still a familiar, if exceptional figure
in his circuit of a hundred miles or so.
Years only added emphasis to tlie oddities of his nature, and numbers to his
bags. He grew daily more sensitive to
otters of charity, and more restlessly industrious in tiis pointless work.
His

personal aversions, always marked, were
now often ludicrously prominent.
Hut,
■strangely enough, as he approached the
cud of his life, the studied reserve, which
had always made his nature a mystery,
He
seemed threatening to desert him.
said sometimes that there was “something
which, at the proper time, he should like
to communicate,’' but too urgent responsiveness only provoked him to answer
that, “at present his attention was occupied with other matters.'’ And, as if this
instinct of confession were a harbinger ol
the time when Old tJreenleaf must make
his ow n great confession, his restless life
was, indeed, now drawing near its close.
The household with whom he happened
then to be staying, found, one winter
morning, that Mr. Oieenleat had died
quietly in his bed. Fortune favored bis
whim of independence to the last. Iu one
of the pockets of bis coat was found
money enough to pay his funeral expenses, and in three days the only lasting
impression which diaries Cieenleaf had
left on humanity was an uneasy sense,
among his former benefactors, that something ought to be done with his o'd
papers and bis patnetic old coats and
hats
Hut his bags gradually took the-ii
places in neglected garrets, and wa re
rsuu 11
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oi mis woman was

oriel, out

siory
in its anxious sorrow.
She had
her married life happy, as the wife
of the principal of the village school. For
several months she had been uninterruptedly happy in the cares and affections of home, husband and child.
Her
husband was successful in his piofession
of teacher, and almost as the young wife
thought, too thoroughly devoted to his
work.
But this, she argued, was a happy
fault, and would bring them fame sometime; for he had even then begun his
work on the grammar.
When their child
was three months old, Mr. Greenleaf’s iirst
prolonged absence occurred. This, he
explained to his wife, was wholly on account of his book, for which it was
He stayed
necessary to collect mateiial.
away some weeks, and after this the wife
was often made anxious by his mysterious absences from home, each succeeding one longei than the last, his communications with her growing each time
more irregular and uncertain. Two years
passed in this way, when the trouble,
which she had dreaded, came upon her.
From one of his journeys Mr. Greenleaf
did not return. She wrote and re-wrote
in vain to the last address which he had
given her,- to any and every place which
she knew or fancied he had visited.
Her
poverty forbade the elaborate use of detective means which wealth secures, and
she never saw or heard from the husband
of her youth again, until she received
from strangers the history of his strange
life and lonely death.
But any fact, howex er sad, came as a relief to her, and her
daughter had been too young at the time
of her father’s desertion to feel any but

tragic
begun

sympathetic
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The

Washington Star says: Mr. Blaine never
occupied a more prominent position in public
affairs than he docs to-day, though nothing but
a private citizen.
The Chicago Tribune wants the l nited States
b» stick to its ancient
policy of strict neutrality.
There i< too much lighting blood in Blaine for
timid newspapers.
[Cincinnati Kiujuirer.
We have not yet heard any good excuse for

the conduct of the administration in blowing
a question of grave diplomatic importance in the short space of two
months.
[New York Tribune.
Mr. Blaine's letter to President Arthur on the
subject of a conference between the various
Governments of North and South America at
Washington will appeal irresistibly to tin* judgments of tin* American people.
[Chicago Tribune.
Don't forget, when you read criticisms on
Mr. Blaine's diplomacy, that the stalwarts have
taken a contract to kill him off as a Presidential
candidate two years from now. and that President Arthur is a stalwart.
[Providence Press.
It is rather early yet to write the political
obituan of James G. Blaine. The returns are
not all in \et. and Mr. Blaine is
by no means so
much -out of politic-” as some people would
like to have him. Mr. Blaine has weathered
several storms before. [Springfield I nion. Rep.
“Blaine isn't safe." He was the dearestheaded man at Garfield's bedside, and, during
the tning months following tin assassin’s shot,
mndr no mistakes. He was the Republican
leader in Congress for main \eurs, and iiis
work stands. Still, his name now makes a stalwart's teeth chatter and his brass medal rattle.
[< ineinnati < ommereial.
W e shall he much more likely to
support Mr.
Blaine for the Presidency in IsVf on a platform
such as he has laid down in his brief
occupancy
of the State department, than many Democrats
whom we could name on an opposing
theory.
Mr. Blaines policy is the Democratic policy,
the policy of Monroe, of Jackson, of Douglass,
and of Buchanan. [Washington, 1). (
post.
The more we sec of tin* hitherto secret
proI
nited states Government as
ceedings of the
the
Peru-Chili
regards
emhroglio. the mere w«*
are convinced that Mr.
Blaine was right in
hi" positive effort to restrain the immoderate
demand" of chili, and to rescue the people of
Peru from a most monstrous extortion.
[Mobile. Via., Register.
Whatever else Mr. Biaine may or may not
have done, he has certainly proposed a foreign
policy which lias the merit of being both thoroughly American and brave. It has raised a
storm against him in some quarters, hut
gained
him new friend" in others.
It is an open question whether it has helped or hindered his
chances as a Presidential candidate, hut there is
no question that the discussion it
has evoked
will he of benefit to the country. The political
battles of recent years have turned upon sectional issues to tile neglect of questions affecting
the nature and true policy of our government.
1 he lines of battle seem now to he
forming upon new issues lik<
that which Mr. Blaine has
presented, the tariff, abolishment of the Intei ual
Revenue system, and other eiieonomie and gov» rune ntal
questions ,d practical importance to
the w hole country. This is hut another
step in
the substitution of practical for sectional politics,
out of w hich only good can conic.
[Jacksonville Gnion.

hot and cold upon

.,

sorrow.

As for Charles Greenleaf himself, who
can explain the motives of mind which
prompted him to his strange and wandering life? How was it that the fond husband became the treacherous deserter?
By xvhat subtile processes were the forces
of his conscience turned toward the accomplishment of an object whose fancied
importance took him axvay from xvhat he
once most loved f
It is most probable
that he, least of all, could solve the riddle
and that he, least of all, sorrowed when
death closed the struggle between Ins
natural instinctsaiul the fantastic prompting of a perverted ambition. [Miss M.
F. Hussey, class ’84, in The Vassal- Mis-

cellany.
The following are the statistics in regard to
the amount of tobacco made into cigars in Maine
and tax on same for the year ending Dee. 31,
1881: Tobacco made into cigars, 94,849 lbs.;
Cigars made, 3.995,579 : Government tax on
same, 23,973.47.

The

Democratic Record
tions

By Charles Dudley
This is the initial volume of the
Ameriean Men of Letters series, in course of
Washington Ikying.

Tariff Ques-

on

#

His

Time

Had

have

only

large

eyes upon the fertile fields of the prosperous
North, and argued that by transferring tie* war
Northern soil they could feed theirhalf-st *rved soldiers: that with Washington and Baltimore in tin* possession of the rebels
Europe
to

our popsales in (treat

would demand that the blockade of tin* Southports bo raised; and that public sentiment
in the North would dt maud a cessation of hos-

magazines are formidable competitors among English readers of the London
monthlies. Vet of Irving it is truly said that.
while

"As he
time

our

ern

tilities, and thus the whole situation would be

the lirst to lift Ameriean literature
popular respect of Europe, so for a long

was

into the
he

was

the chief

representative

his works are less read

changed. (General Lee yielded to the pressure
thus brought to bear upon him, and soon began
tin* campaign that closed in his fatal defeat at
(Gettysburg.
or a number of days lie succeeded in concealing his movements from General Hooker,
but the latter was soon in hot pursuit of tin*
rebels. Our own regiment for several days j informed duty, guarding the fords of the Rappahannock river above the city of Fredericksburg,
and then followed the army by the wav of Morristown, Cat hit’s Station, and Manasses ,Jum"
tion, through Leesburg, and then crossed the
Potomae river at Edwards Ferry. It was a
most critical monn lit in the
history of our coun-

of the

American name in tin* world of letters."

That

than at any time
since they were written, is due to no fault of
theirs.
Models of literary workmanship they

certainly

with

to-day

style

pure and limpid as
the waters of mountain brooks—wells of Engare,

lish unde tiled.
extract

from

a

as

■

The writer well remembers an

Irving's writings in one of
thirty years ago, in which

school readers of

bee tree

the
the

finding

of

a

ner

as

to

cause

ing

it. and the pages upon which it was printed
efteuer thumbed than those of other text

was

described in such

man-

one’s mouth to water in read-

re

w

books.

try. General Lee with a veteran army of mir
hundred thousand men. flushed with victory,
was on Northern soil.
1 < hind him was a des-

"The Sketch

Book," the legends of
"Sleepy Hollow."—the
two last illustrated by Darby and the "Knickerbocker History," have been among the most
popular of Irvings works, and found ready appreciation among literary people. Mr. Bryant
described Irving's style as "one of the most
"Bill

anyway/’
'i h- physician arose
w a< quite ill—donned

-it was bitter cold and he
11is clothes, and proceedto
the
front door, lot in, along with a
ing
strong
blast ol zero air. a man and woman.
Neither
looked very »iui«Ii out of health hut tho man’s
eye rolled rather wildly and lie appeared somew hal disturbed.
“Well.*’ said tin- physician, “what i' the
trouble;"
trouble !’’ replied the man. ••Trouble
’ton sec, doctor, we own an oldenough!
fashioned clock that has stood on our mantel
piece for years. It has not been touched in all
that time. It* works are dusty and its case defaced by time. Would you believe it, doctor,
to-night, after w had retired— that is. wife and
l—all at once that old disused clock started
up
and struck the hour of twelve. Of course,
doctor, that meant my time had come, or a
warning that 1 miot sion die. What shall Ido,
doctor;" and the man moaned and rocked to
and fro while the w ife wept to see the husband

“The.

affected.

physician said he didn’t see how anv prescription he could give would put off the* fatal
Tlie

hour, if Yennor mid pv* dieted it, but the man
insisted ami finally tin doctor gave him a
prescription for bromide * t potassium with which
man and wit*- departed somewhat
consoled.

[Press.

Temperance Topics.

Bishop Pinckney, of Maryland,

who is a total
abstainer, le ads tin* temperance movement just
in
Baltimore.
begun
The Roman Catholic, bishop of Montreal has
ordered that the tenants of church
property,
engaged in selling liquor shall be notified to stop
the trattie at once.
-Mis> Frances
Willard, who attended the
State C onvention of the Christian Temperance
Cnion of Arkansas, writes that in its spirit, its
results reported, and plans laid down, it was far
superior to any she has attended.
The bishop of Durham, Dr. Light foot, recently gave* his six years* testimony in favor of
total abstinence, and was convinced in hi> own
experience that it was best for old and young.
He >lept better at night and worked better during the day than when lie took liquor.
There is some excitement in Montreal over
the death of a hoy eight years old, to whom
some unknown man
gave or sold so large a
docent nun that lie died
immediately. If the
unknown offender had given him smaller doses,
and
in a lingering death of thirty or
forty or fifty years—a source of continual sorrow and shame to his
parents, brothers and sisters-the whole tragedy would have
passed
with comparatively little notice. The crime of
the nunseller i> spread so broad that it
escapes
lull condemnation for want of distinct measurement.
[Waterville Mail.

kept'him

Pm u*<isinc. The difiiculty of
proposing to
the young lady is not always the most serious
on** the suitor has to encounter.
Popping the
question to one's prospective mother-in-law or
“asking papa” is frequently tin* more arduous
undertaking of the two. When Prof. Aytoun
was
wooing Miss Wilson, daughter of Prof.
Wilson, tin famous “Christopher North,” he
obtained the lady*> consent conditionally on that
<*1 her father
being secured. This Aytoun was
much too shy to ask, and lie prevailed upon the
young lady herself to conduct the necessary negotiations. “We must deal tenderly with his
feelings." said glorious old Christopher. “1*11
write my reply on a slip of paper and pin if to
the hack of your frock.** “Papa's answer is on
the hack of my dress,” said Miss Jane, as she
entered the drawing room. Turning her round,
tlie delighted Professor read these words—
“\\ ith the author’s compliments.” [(’handlers’
Journal.”
Ina recent li«><kInmI paper

containing

a

bi-

ographical notice of their veteran shipbuilder,

Hon. K. O’Brien, it was stated that his
ship, the
"< ,en Knox" was “the
largest ship ever Imilt ill
Maine," her governmental measure being 2217
Nl-100 tons.
A Kcimehunk friend who has a
printed list of
the vessels built in his district finds that two
were
larger ships
built there in IS74, one of
which exceeds the (Jen. Knox in size
by three
hundred tons government capacity. The “Ocean
King" measured 27)10.1.7 tons, am! I be "St. John
Smith” measured 2220.44 tons.
There have sailed from Kcnnchunk other
ships exceeding 2000 tons—the “I'hilena Winslow" of 2117.41 tons, and the “Pharos" 2001.01
tons.
[Portland Press.
Annie Louise Cary will sing in Lewiston,
April 12th. for the benefit of Bates College.

ANXOCK TO (JETTVSBl KG.

ed that (General Lee should no longer remain
upon the defensive. They looked with hungry

Britain but are translated into French ami Herman.

Van Winkle" and

perate South, dt termined
successful.

Our

foreign

and then raise tin- blockade.

public .sentiment

to

a ready appreciation
public of to-day care to know of the
distinguished man of letters and evidently is in
complete sympathy with his subject, lie pre-

likely

to

be. excelled.

not

The

been, and is

not

and feared that General L**e
would be able to dictate his own terms to the

beautiful clear type, the solid paper, the genermargins, and above all theexquisiti ly exe-

defenders of the I nion.

ous

cuted likeness of Irv jug. make up a book of uncommon worth and attractiveness. Price >d.-’>.
For sale at the bookstores,
the

paid by

will be sent post"
Mifflin A

or

publishers, Houghton,

Co.. Boston.
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for tlie lirst time, a full and authoritative military history of the suppressors of the Rebellion.
.Mention lias been made, briefly, of the live preceding volumes, whose accuracy is vouched for

question.

n-

xt

Edinburgh;

Bess! a Character Sketch, Chambers'
Journal: and the usual amount of poetry.
[Littcil A- Co., publishers. Boston.

SHIPPING Items.
I'nitcd States Commissioner Allen upon aquestionof assault on hoard
a I 'nitcd Slates vessel in a
foreign port, decided
that the I'nitcd States has jurisdiction over all

ships
cases.The incoming
report having encountered unusually heavy
American

wherever

they may be in such
fleet of ocean steamers

steamboats arc

be built at

Bangor

begun

and contracted for.

this winter.

FlSIl ami blsUINo.

A

oiifound those

*■(

fellows.’’growled a sergeant
dropped a daily ■•Tribune" he
had been reading. “1 am tired ami sick of them
kidgiov d fellows telling us what to do, and
eternally tinding fault because we do not do
more.
1 wish they had to try it themselves."
"Vos," chimed in another. “It is a mighty easy
thing for them to tell u> to shed the hist drop of
night

he

as

blood in this glorious cause, but 1 notice
the fellers wlm niak- that kind of talk never
enlist.
“That’s so. Bill." continued a third
speaker, “and if they are drafted they either
a

cramp in the stomach, or an old mother
them for her support,
i vvi>h
the music.” “I mow that we

fleet

wen-

Journal’s New

Dress.

W1IAT Oi l: KXlTIANOKS S.VV OK IT.

Tile Belfast .lounial, always one of the most
neatly printed pa|iers in the State, has donned
another new dress.
[Whig and Courier.
That excellent paper, the Republican .Journal
of Belfast, has appeared in a bright and beautiful dress of new type.
[Maine Farmer.
The Belfast .Journal which was always one of
the handsomest appearing papers in the State,
has come out in a new dress. The Journal is a
model paper in every respect.
[Kastport Seutinal.
The Belfast Journal appears, this week, in a
new dress, and looks even better than usual.
The Journal is bright, able and interesting, is
an industrious gleaner of the news, and merits
prosperity. [Lewiston Journal.
The Belfast Republican Journal has been
guilty of tin extravagance of providing itself
with a new typographical suit before the old
It is hard to discern the
one was half worn out.
difference between the new and the old clothes,
it was well dressed enough before.
[New Age.
Tin- Belfast Journal appeared in a new dress
of type last week. The Journal has one of the
best equipped newspaper offices in the state,
and il turns out one of the best papers, too. We
are glad to chronicle its success,
[liiddeford
i nion and Journal.
The Belfast Journal appears this week in a
handsome new dress. Its type was clear and
in quite good condition before, but the proprietors are determined to maintain the very highest standard of typographical excellence.
We
congratulate them on the prosperity which enables them to keep their paper up to tile most
advanced ideas of the art preservative.
[Rockland (ipinion.
We copied from a Washington paper, several
days ago, a statement that Mr. March, Greenback Representative from the fifth district of
Maine, made a speech on “the finances” at an
evening session of Congress for debate when
not more than forty members were present, by
simply reading three lines of his speech and
t hen getting libert v to have the remainder printed in the Record for circulation among his
constituents. The speech appears in tin- Record
of Wednesday, and proves to be onlv a brief introduction by tile Congressman, followed by a
very long letter by Peter Cooper, of New York,
in which he denounces the national banking
system without regard to facts or principles, it
is had enough for Congressmen to have the
government print speeches which they have
written out, but have never delivered, for circulation among their constituents. Rut it is
anything but "reform” for a Congressman to
make the government pay the bill for
printing
and circulating political documents written by
party lenders outside of Congress and never
heard of in that body. [Lewiston Journal.

little rest

tlie country for a few miles and vie»v
in the moonlight, that we may la tter understand the battle ground of to-morrow.
It tias been a bloody day in ttiis little country
across

Gettysburg

village. Our troops have been severely handled
by the superior forces of the enemy. Our brave
boy- bad fought desperately to hold the foe until reinforcements came, but late in the afternoon they had been overpowered, and were
hurled.bleeding and broken, through the streets
of G* tty-burg, and tip the slopes of Cemetery
hill. The village is now tilled with the rebels,
who ar*- highly elated, and loudly boast that

easily whip the Yankees to-morrow.
a little desperate on Cemetery hill.
Reynolds and thousands id' his gallant men have
fallen, but tie i" desperate courage sat d Cemethey

can

Things look

tery hill for the Cnion army, and on that hill
line of battle is h ing formed. Howard,the

our

one-armed hero, has arrived with the Eleventh
corps. At midnight came General Meade, and
with him came brave Dan Sickels with tie
Third Corps, and General Slocum with the
Twelfth. Hancock, the brilliant commander
of the Second corps, is hero giving excellent
advice as to the formation of lines, while Sykes

Sedgwick

and

at hand.

with the Fifth and Sixth

It is evident at

much mistaken.

are

near

that the old

glance

a

ridge

The

headquarters, and

and Loo'-

which our Hik

on

point

that

right

we

will

and rear,

represents the other. Howard with the Eleventh
corps is stationed at Cemetery hill. The First
and Twelfth corps under Generals Slocum and
Wadsworth formed our right, reaching from

right

Howard to our extreme

at

Wolfs hill. At

the left of Howard is Hancock and the Second
corps, and at his left Sickels with the Third,
reaching unto ourextivine left near little Round

Top. It lias been decided
and Sedgwick shall be held

that General

Sykes

in reserve to rein-

force any part of our line upon which Lee may
his troops. And thus through the hours

mas-

of that

night our preparations for the battle
being mad.
If General Lee had pushed on bis forces and
followed up bis advantage gained in the after-

u ere

noon.

lie would have been master of the situa-

tion. but thi-

delay

line is formed, the
hut

we

is in

position.

The

both in men and guns,

us

ridge, and

have tic

The I'nion

is fatal to him.

artillery

rebels outnumber

are mi

tile defensive.

The tired men sink upon the ground t. catch a
few moments sleep before the battle opens. All
i- still in (tettysbnrg, save the groans of the

dying.

wounded and

It

is an anxious

night

throughout the great loyal north. Telegrams
have been tiushingull over the country, bearing
the sad tidings of the deathof Reynolds and the

repulse

of bis troops.

this battle is to derid

Every one knows that
a large extent the forno sleep for the people,

to

There i-

tune- of war.

ety

n are

pale

with excitement and anxi-

as

pale, upturned
their loved
It

i-

night through which
passed, (tod grant that we spall
through another like it.

the most anxious

shooters.

never

to

tle

Lord, wouldn't tin

them shoot."

see

ragged private

"That's

who

was

Johnnies laugh
a lit-

good," cried
lying oil his

evening air, "and give them nigger officers.
They will probably shoot themsi Ives, the niggers. or the rebels, and in either ease it will be

almighty lie nelit to the < love rumen t." A loud
laugh here ran around the circle of soldiers, and
three lusty cheers were given for the Needier
and Greeley Guards."
an

■■

Hut

it

not ail

was

as

mirth and carelessness

the

days passed by.

pass

an

Ot.n l’ltiv.vTK.

hack

with his intro blistered b et elevated over an
knapsack so that they would cool oil' in the

within the ranks

faces, pray to God to protect
in the dang, rs of the battle.

ones

America ever

If

A -nap-dragon husband, presuming to rail,
Call* a wife a “tin canister tied ; one's tail
\nd fair Mary A nne, while the subit < t he carried >n,
Seems hurt at tiie hu-l aml's degrading comparison.
Hut wherefore degrading
Considered aright,
A canist ‘r's pdished, and useful and bright,
\nd should dirt its original puritv hide.
That’s the fault <»f the puppv to whoi it is tied
are circulating
in our exevidently palmed oil* upon
some paper as original. It is. however, another
instance of ban -fa--, d plagiarism. Tin* original

The above lines

changes. and

\v* n*

epigram, ami tin* circumstances under which it
written,

was

an* as

follows:

Lord Erskin-* d«

you could have seen these men as thee1 toiled
on in the intense heat
along those dusty roads,

clared at

with them around the rump tires that
flickered nut through the darkness, you would

tin canister tied to one’s fail.*” upon
which Sheridan pres. tiled Lady Er>kin«- with

>at

have noticed that

they

telligent, thoughtful

sober, candid, in-

and while

they indig-

the class of criticism to which I

alluded, they

have

were

men,

lunl

not

forgotten tin

anxious friends at home, or their grave responsibility as defenders of the nation's life. Look
for a moment at this little scene on a hillside in
It

has been

thirty

miles.

Maryland.
march of

The

a

sleep. Sleep on, brave fellows, for the mor
row's struggle will call for both strength and
courage. While they are sleeping we will step

gel up a regiiin nt of Be chcrs and Greelcvs,"
said another, “and arm them with sixteen

nantly rejected

ti-hiug

themselves upon the
and

have

missioners states that, of the Tlil.oiKI Atlantic
salmon eggs received from Maine, all but 7.odd
were hatched.It is feared a large number of
lost in the late gales.The stock of ti-h in tin
Gloucester market is light.

threw

day. The
ground to get

through the hour-of night they talk of
the coining emitlict. ('liristians gather in their
sanctuaries to pray that sucre-- may be ours on
the morrow. Mothers, wives and sisters, with

oi

the vessels of the Gloucester

thirty

men

halted, having marched

wc

strong mi

dependent upon
they had to face
!

over

miles on that eventful

night

our

leccinpickerel
ly caught in Chase’s pond, at York, weighing
four and three-quarters pounds.The last annual report of the New Hampshire Fish Comwas

spartan like

multcred tie- hoys in blue. as tired, footsore,
and hungry, they pressed on after the rebels.

weather.Two three masted schooners and
to

avenge their sufferings with

to

of I..

Post;

near,

so

courage and sacrifice—exhorting them to shed
their last drop of blood, if
necessary, to hurl
Lee’s forces back across the Potomae. “Better
try it on themselves and see h »w thev like ir

Old and New Canons

Century; “The Man with the Red Hair," A Bit
and How the Stars got their Names,
t'ornhiil: Inside Kairvvan. Blackwood: An
English Slave in .Madagascar, Temple Bar;
The Life of Richard Cobden, by John Morley,
Macmillan; Youth and Age, and The Chinese
Navy. Spectator; Blacks in Greenland. Pall
Mall Gazette: The Persecution of the Jews in
Russia and Germany. Times, and Morning

saw.

and their peaceful minds disturbed by Seelies of bloodshed and fears of personal danger, and they called upon the -oldiers

of Poetical Criticism. Contemporary; The Sicily of Thucydides and Theocritus, Nineteenth

two

a battalion of troops,
have crushed all the rebellions the world

bei>

n

The numbers of The l.iv ing Age for the weeks
ending February 18th and I’fith contain < 'arthuge
and Tunis.

legislation
planned by

parent, this tone of abuse was changed, and
from ministerial studies and editorial sanctums,
there came the most frantic appt ah to the
army.
These men felt that it was a gross violation of
their rights as \nierican citizens to haw the

M. P„ the historian, writes about Beacoustield.
and incidentally about the Jews in general.
I

the hearts of his

heel calk, while Wolf’s hill to the

of

were

soundly la-rated for allowing Lee to enter
Mary land, but as his forces advanced towards
Pennsylvania and the danger became more ap-

and

is strange what a hold little Mae
soldiers. At mid-

P

on

in newspaper offices and halls

first

will,
largely occupied with
In March, James Bryce,
in the

had

call the toe calk of the horse shoe. To the left
and rear is Round Top. which represents on-

ou<

Tin Century Magazine
succeeding numbers.be

ment.

great many men helped crush tie rebellion by
criticising the army and evading the draft. And

if one-half of them had been carried
into effect. The Army of the Potomac was at

Girl."

moved. criticised, and we thought he was forgotten; but our old love for him broke out
afresh. He had never seemed one-half so dear
to us before.
Men waved their hats and cheered until they were hoarse and wild with excite-

of battle is being formed, somewhat resembles
a horse shoe in shape.
Cemetery hill, facin_
the northwest, is the point nearest Gettysburg

ever

x< mis.

Clellan is to command us on the morrow." Mcour first commander; he had been re-

Clellan,

tin-farms, in tin stores, and on the street
corners, and discussed the campaigns in Virginia. Each one knew just how it should he
done, and thus through those fearful mouths

those who had never seen

The next Round Robin will be "A Tallahas-

windows, as the blue, dusty column surged
That moonlight march will always he remembered by its survivors. A staff officer sat
In a low voice
on his horse by tlu* road side.
he spoke to our colonel as ho passed. “What,
did he sayP’ anxiously inquired the men. “Mcand

on.

Army of the Potomac is “on deck." and that if
General Lee expects to win Getty -burg by fighting a few brigades of raw militia, he is very

to

highest authority and whose interest and
historical value are unquestioned. The present
volume has a special element of interest in tinfact of General Doubleday’s high personal
command and prominent part in the actions lie
describes, especially in the battle of Gettysburg. lie was placed in a position in which
the closest experience and directions of some
of the turning points of the engagement fell to
hi- part : and the intensity of this experience he
succeeds in transmitting to his readers, without
losing the wider survey of the whole field or
abandoning the proper point of views of the
military historian. It is believed that the diagrams and maps of positions in this volume illustrate many complicated passages of tile battle more clearly than they have hitherto bei u
presented to the general reader. Price, si.
Charles Scribner's Sons, publisher-. New 7 irk.

and white handkerchiefs fluttered from doors

Potomac and his troops overran Maryland,
threatening Washington and Baltimore, a torrent of abuse was poured upon the
Army of the
Potomae by it' Northern critics. Men gathered

enough military campaigns

the

see

W hen Lee crossed the

oil

Houbleday. Bvt. Maj.-Gen. 1. S. A.,
and late Maj.-Gen. F. S. N. This is the sixth
volume uf the Campaigns of the Civ il War series, prepared with a view to bringing together,

on

despondent,

re

w.

form, the

neat

was

made to suppress the rebellion, and the little
success gained by our troops in tin* tid'd.
Of
the remainder many were hopeful, but others

life sketch and estimate of the character

and work of Irving that has

In the North

much divided.

A portion
people had been opposed to the war from
the beginning, and our repeated defeats had
strengthened their opposition. Another large
portion was loyal to the government, hut severely censured and criticised all the movements

Mr. Warner has shown

a

w- re

of the

really imaginative

of what the

sents

a

active sympathy with the South,
only awaiting a decisive rebel victory
acknowledge the Confederacy as a nation,

Walter Scott extended his hand
lantic to welcome the first
writer in America.

in

England and France

both in

were

and

tie* At-

campaign

relations were

critical condition.

most

make h;s

to

agreeable in the whole range of our literature;"
Alexander Everett lauded his works to the
skies in the North American Keview, and Sir
across

Life.

At the close of the battle of ('hancellorsville
public sentiment in the South strongly demand-

poet Laureate; the works of many of

the Jewish

Come.

About midnight the other evening the doorbell of one of our physicians rang \ iolentlv and
th*- doctor putting his mouth to the
speaking
tube, asked whaf w as wanted.
“1 must sec
you right away," replied a voice.
Hut I am sick and not able to attend to business.” replied the doctor.
“No matter, said the voice. “1 must see you

so

KROM TIIK RAPPAH

publication by Messrs. Houghton Mifflin A Co.,
and subject and author are alike well chosen.
The question, “Who reads an American book?’’
once asked with a sneer, might now be answered -"Everybody." Our poet Longfellow is a
greater favorite in England than tin* English
ular authors not

of Army

NUMBER NINE.

Aimer

l h»‘ Democrats who are now
attempting to
organize an opposition to the Commission hill,
do this avowedly upon the ground.* that they
desire to have a revision of the taritf, hut that
ihr\ are ,,f the opinion that thi> re\ ision can be
I>roj)erl\ secured only through the Ways and
Means Committee, and that even if a tariff commission could he efficient it would he at least
< xtra
constitutional.
Irrespective of the constitutional point, which of course is not valid,
lie Ways and Means < onnnittee, as a matter of
tact, since the days of the Morrill tariff has
never secured any
thorough revision of the
larifl, numerous as the attempts to do so have
b'-en. The Morrison revision was practically
tahC l before it bad bee n debated, the Wood re\ i^it'ii 'hared a similar
fate, and during the six
yars that the Democrats had control of the
I louse by large majoriti* s
the) never sent a systematic revision oi'the tariff to the Senate. The
precedents, therefore, an against the accomplishment of any >ueh legislation by the Ways
and Means < onnnittee. On the contrary, all
the legislation recommended by that committee,
since tie da\ s of the Morrill tariff have been of
a pi*«
uieal character and for the benefit of
special inter* st<. The result has been that the
objects sought to he accomplished bv a tariff
commission ha\e been defeated by the Wavs
and Means ( onnnittee, and that such evils as
exist in th* existing tariff have been increased ami not diminished
by this fragmentary
legislation lor the benefit of special interests*.
Ill* Democrats seem more eager to make
political capital by defeating any action
upon taritf
matter and making it appear that the
Kcpubli« ails
will 1> responsible for such defeat, than
they are to have tin- tariff revised.

Thought

Sketches

Warner.

III*

memory of tlieir owner in the minds of
those to whom he had once been familiar.
However, revelation hangs upon a slender thread. My cousin Emily, a girl of
large imagination, and. in thisease, small
store of facts to found it on, was one
day rummaging in the ganet of the
house where Mr. Greeuleaf hud breathed
his last.
Suddenly her curiosity was
roused by the sight of some queer green
shapes in a musty corner, and sin1 emptied one of the bags which, in the owner's
lifetime no strange hand had dared to
touch.
Disappointment! Nothing there
but some old manuscripts, disagreeably
suggestive of rats. Emily was about to
turn away, when her eyes fell upon a
package which soon realized all her
dreams of concealed horror in the life of
the departed Greenleaf.
Written on a
\ curse
musty parcel were the words,
on the one who shall open this.'’
What
could it mean?
Had tlie hand of the
dead been roused to sudden action, provoked by her desecrating touch ? < »r had
Old Greenleaf committed this awful sentence to paper, foreseeing the sometime
intrusion of her curious eyes ! Too seared
to answer these questions for herself,
cousin Emily rushed down through the
chambers to the parlor.
The package
was torn open in the hope ot finding some
clue to tlic old man’s family, who, it was
conceived, might he glad to hear tidings
of an eccentric relative for whom they
could grieve with the happy consciousness of a discharged responsibility.
Snugly wrapped in yellow paper, which
was traced with delicate woman’s waiting, was a child’s picture. Only a commonplace, chubby child whose baby face
contrasted oddly with its faded surroundings; but what was its connect ion with
the spare celibate f
Only a failed letter
worn with much handling, but could it
have been touched by the old mail’s passionless hand ?
It is only by their relations that facts
are verified, and here was a
possible combination that stirred the blood.
The
letter was dated at a remote country
town, and this clue was followed up in the
faint hope that it might unravel the mystery of the old mail’s lifeStrangely enough it did. In an obscure village tile inquirers found a white
haired, sad-eyed old lady.w hose daughter,
a sorry-faced widow of forty, held in her
arms the counterpart of the picture in Mr.
Green leafs green bag.
A grand-child
had come to comfort the sad-eyed woman
Charles Greenleaf’s wife, whom he had
deserted thirty years before.
i IK

Secretary
IT

beautiful

a

a

long,

tedious dav's

The scanty supper of
hard tack and eotl'ce has been eaten. The thin
blankets have been spread upon tin- hard ground
for the soldiers' bed. They know that before
sunrise to-morrow the shrill blasts of the bugle
will awaken the echoes upon the hillsides, call-

ing them to "fall in" for another day's march,
they cannot retire yet: they are thinking of

but

loved ones far away. Little packages are tenderly taken from the pocket over the heart and
carefully unrolled. Letters from home received
weeks before are read again and again: the pictures of dear friends are eagerly scanned until
lines and features alike are blurred by the fall-

ing tears; and thus around the camp tires,
amidst these sacred reminders, and beside the
torn and faded battle flags, resolutions were
rormcu mat

were

to

nr

ieit

upon

me oattle neat.

Resolutions that sealed the defeat of General
Lee he fori' the t blinders of

Gettysburg proclaimexpected to rind the
States of Maryland and Pennsylvania in arms
to repel the invaders, but we were
surprised at
the iudirterenee of the peopl“. Thev gave us a
warm welcome, but endeavored to make monev
by selling us water, fruit, and provisions at
most exorbitant prices.
We usually purchased
ed it to the world.

U'e had

their entire stock, and as

we had no money told
it to Uncle Sam." They endeavored to shame us by comparing our conduct

them to
to

“charge

that of the rebels, but

words had

no

ropiest,

it was

given

was relieved of his command, and
to General Meade. The latter had

been in command of

our corps. We knew him to
brave and gallant officer, but feared a mistake had been made in changing commanders

be

a

just

as a

battle was to be fought.

Many

rumors

back to us front the front, and from those
we learned that Lee's troops numbered at least
one hundred thousand, that he was concentratcame

ing

his forces near

Gettysburg,

and that

a

des-

perate battle would probably be fought near
that place. We knew that the Army of the
Potomac did not number over eighty thousand
that the authorities of the States of Pennsylvania and New York were moving so slowly
men:

in raising troops but little aid would be received from them, and that unaided we must cope

with

our

old foe.

ami Mr. Sin ridan

only

u as

in which

large party,

w»*n*

Lady

Erskin.

present, that

**a

wife

a

these lines
Lord Erskine,

at woman

presuming

to

rail,

Calls a wife a ‘tin <\mi-t.*r tie-1 t-> ->ne's tail
And fair Lad;. Anne, white thesubject he carried on,
veins hart at hi- lordship’s degrading comparison.
But wherefore degrading." Considered aright,
A auistcr’s polished, and useful, and bright ;
A ml should dirt its original purity hide,
That's the fault of the puppv to whom it is tied?

The

speech of

Democrat,

on

Mr. Tillman,

the

a

South Carolina

Apportionment

bill has at-

tracted much attention, from tin* fact that he
took occasion b>
tions.

glorify

New

England

institu-

Mr.

Tillman advocated the increase of
the number of representatives to bOO claiming

larger the representative body, the better the chances for honest legislation. In defending this proposition he took occasion to glo-

that the

rify

township system of New England, and
large legislatures of New England were a bar to jobbing, w hile the smaller
legislatures of Pennsylvania and New York offend a premium to Tweedism.
H-* compared
the political theories of Adams. Hamilton and
.b tlerson, and in an eloquent and impassioned
the

insisted that the

manuer

described John Adams

“who did more for civil

liberty

as

in

tin*

man

America

than any other man who ever drew breath upon
it.”
Some weeks ago Hon. Alev. 11. Stephens, of
had a birthday, and the President sent

Georgia,

him a hunch of flowers. Since then, if the papers are to be believed, the veteran Georgian
has had a birthday once a week on an average,
and on specially good weeks lie has had two
birthdays. Mr. Stevens gave a dinnerparty on
his last birthday last week. If he adds a year
to his age for each birthday he will soon be as
old

as

Methuselah.

that

the 28th of June, General Hooker, at his

On
own

they soon learned
effect upon hungry Yankees.

a

Mr. James Gordon Bennett has purchased
four Hotchkiss guns for his new NUO-ton yacht.
These guns are so formidable that if he should
appear olf Boston light he could demolish Fort
Warren and lay the city of Boston under contribution.
[Boston Journal.
Wouldn't it be

a

good

idea to get Bennett to

raise, in this way, the three or four millions
wanted by the promoters of the World's Fair

project?
Annie Louise Cary is as famous for her buckwheat cakes as is Clara Louise Kellogg for her
delicious hash.
Glad to know that our Maine songstress takes
the cake.
The Bangor Commercial states -‘upon the auof Governor Plaisted himself, that he
Mr. Putnam's name to the Council with his
consent." We are enabled to state upon the authority of Mr. Putnam himself, that the nomination was made without his knowledge or
consent, and that he would in no event accept
the position.
[Portland Press.

thority
sent

Maine

Matters.

The

Political

Outlooa.

SPIRIT OF THE REPUBLICAN PRESS.

MAYS AM) (JOSSIl* KKOM AI.l.OVEK THE STATE.

Unless the Republicans of Maine are w illing
to continue Plaisted as Governor, elect DemoMonday, the 27th of February, marks the crats to Congress, permit our present most able
Hose of the .-event y-tifth year of tin* life of the and respected Supreme Court to lie superseded
poet Longfellow. Horn at Portland and edu- by men who supported the Gareelon villainy—
cated at Bowdoin. Maine ha- a right to claim
except
unscrupulous and of second rate
for rascality—they must arouse themselves and
an especial interest in him. though his home is
elect Republican boards at tile spring elections
now at Cambridge, and his name known and
now at hand.
The need of instant and vigorhonored throughout the civilized world. 'The
day was tittiugly ob-erved in the native city of ous organization and effort is imperative. No
doubt the enemy have been at work secretly for
the venerable poet.
There was a general display of flags from public buildings and private weeks. Let us' match than in zeal from now
re-idene<and in the evening tin Hi-torial till election. The cause is worthy of more than
Society of Maine met in Reception Hall which ordinary sacrifice. For the strength of tile
wa.-crowded, many being turned away. Sev- ticket oil election day. and in order to secure an
aide and profitable administration of our city
eral of Longfellow*s relatives were present and
affairs at the important juncture, we hope the
many well know n literary people. Judge W.
will be nominated
verv best men in the party
<J. Barrows, of Brunswick, presided. He paid
an eloquent tribute to Henry
W. Longfellow:
for'Mayor. Aldermen ami Councilmcn. Such
men are not always willing to serve, but this
mentioned that for thirty years lie had occupied
the house w hich the poet lived in when at col- year let us hope they will be willing to waive
lege and spoke of tli<‘ hallowed associations con- objections and consent to give their timcifor the
general good. [Rockland Free Press.
nected with it.
The spring elections which will open, all
On motion of F. II. Klwell a telegram was
-••lit to Prof. Longfellow. u> follows:
along tile line, a week from Monday, lire enThe members of the Maine Historical Socie- grossing considerable of the attention of the
ty assembled with friend- in honor of your Maine press. The Democrats and Gmnbackers are endeavoring to play their old gat .10 of a
7‘)th birthday send you their greetings with
"still hunt." Their organs would make us becongratulation-.**
James P. Baxter. Ksq.. then recited the lieve that they would not carry politics into the
A- lie concluded amid much applause
spring elections, but would elect tilt “best
poem.
man" to officer, without regard to party affililie crowned a bust of the poet which was on
ations. This has a Utopian sound, but would
t he table, with a wreath of leaves from 1 >• < ring's
be more effective and captivating, did not past
Oak-.
Re\. N. s. Burrage then read a Hear and full i experience and present indications tend to
genealogical account of Longfellow** family. He ! show that the wily fusion tacticians are lay ing
I'o our
showed that the >:• phensou Hou-e on the cor- their wires purely for partisan effects.
ner d Fore and Hancock street-, where the
Republican friends we say: attend the Itepuis1
poi t w as born, wa- only a temporary residence can caucuses, nominate consistent temperance
men. good men and true Republicans, and then
<»t hi- par in- w hilt hi- y outh w a- passed in the
Wad-worth Ilou.-e. m \t above the Preble j earnest Iv work to elect them.
[Lewistop Jourlliai-'. on < ougre— >tr* t. now known as the nal.
Longf' lh w House.
V l’l.KA FOR THE CAUCUS.
Hon. William fioold.of W indham, followed
In a well considered article the Kennebec
w ith a pap«r on General pHeg \\ ads worth w !i«>
and in it
was Longfellow*- maternal grandfather.
He dournal makes a plea for the caucus,
I
says:
showed that the poet inherit* the blood of five
(caucuses J may be sneered at. ridiculed,
of tli«*
Maytlower Pilgrims including Klder re\“They
to
so
are
essential
ibol. denounced, but they
Brew .-ter and John Aldt n.
party organization that no party ever existed
Kdward II. Klwell, editor of the Portland
without them, and none exist without! them,
*cription of **The
Transcript, then gave a
like ours. The only
a
Portland of i.oiiglellow- 't outh.'* lb pictured especially in government
is the one-man power which we
the lift!• \illagt a- it app« arc! a: the beginning alternative
hope j» hastening to utter extinction as la force
of this century: tie* paid;
: ls*>7: Kmbargo
in politics.”
times: and tlie war of 1*12. w I n the poet had
THE CALAIS ADVERTISER’S TICKET.
b e.,old enough 1" comprehend passing
c\ellT>.
lie gave a livly -ket eh of the town ill
The Calais Advertiser says a good Cmigrestill -ueei • ding d •eade.
sioual ticket for next fall w ithout any of the
Tit venerable Prof. Alplien- v. Packard, of
low er" business would be T. 15. Reed. PortBowdoin < olle* then gav- •*R<mini-e< nc of
land. X. Dinglev. dr.. Lewiston. J. R.
«
waH«
Life.**
warmly
Longfellow*olleg.
of Hallow ell. Francis Cobb, of Rockland. The
-e« iv. d
and hi- p*-r-onal recoil. etions were
I
Advertiser adds:
\cry int« re-timr.
"A ticket something like that with \Y. IV.
Thomas. .Ir.. for Governor would be much
I *>.
'MINI
!. A I I. I ,*
harder for the Grcenbackers than one trade up
I'ln Pnnyor < ommereial -ays tli»• committee
of >urh towers of strength as they are si I etiug
appointed |>\ tin- il> < oiim-ii to «1* \ ise a plan for Us. but the
Republicans of Maine an furi»»r raising 111«> 11* \ ;<* xt< ml tin* IT A IT IT IT
nish a good many good men. and some of them
t'r-'in IVam-hard to Mooschcad Take will advis,
soon as their oppothat the eity waive it- first mortyaye. ami al- will be nominated fully as
nents Heed wish.
low the IT A 1’. IT IT company t*» i-site a >Tun.ooo mortyaye. the company to buy the second
NOMINATIONS.
mortyaye bonds with a part of tlii- money. ami
in- iv< puoiican*
n«' isommi .journal *:t} s ;
t<» build tin e\teii-ioii t<» tin* lake with the bal•f Portland liavi* nominate! Charles F. Libby.
'I’ln* « omim reial
ance prov ided * mniirli i> lei*.
L>q..for Mayor. The Republicans have always
is “decidedly Oppose*! to ill scheme a- above
given the city excellent Mayor*, and Mr. Libby,
out lined."
it elected. will rank among the best."
Tin- Whiy -ay tIn* 1 lamyor A Pi-eataquis road
The straight Greenbackers. of Portland, have
ha- mad* a yain of sTTl'.'l-im-* l>77 which
nominated Asa L. Ames as candidate for Mayor.
i-a very yood -hovviny.
Tin m t arniny- for
The temperance men have nominated George
lssj wen* st.:.7TJ.i:Tam! tin liymv- t**r Tanuary. <
Littlefield, and the Democrat* will
lSv_’. show a yood y:iin ,.\, r tin- eorrespomliny
endorse John W. I leering, the citizens* candimouth of la-t year.
date.
Tip Phillip- Phono.yraj Ii publish*
liymv.'
The Lewiston Democrat* liave nominated Dr.
t r* >iu tin -annual r*-port of tin >amly
River R.
A. M. <iarcclon for Mayor.
IT -how inc the bu-im*-> for 1**1. ami s;iy-:
1'lMi »N TH I'M Milt.
lln I it t T road continues
pay it- xpeii-e-.
intefe-t on tin bonded debt, and more. ami.
Till' Progressive Age. (fusion) think* t|e* betwith yood manay un lit ami tin- imr -asiny Im-i- ter opinion i* that in our spring election^ party
I'ln* stock
m
.in !»<• mail.* to do -till better.
linos should not he closely drawn. Rutj as tin*
in reality i- worm a- milch to-day a- v. r.
wicked lb publicans are making such exjertiuiis
I'lic Path I im»*> puhli-ln*- tin follow iny items
tin* Agt advises it* friends to prepare to meet
concernin.ir tin K. A- ! IT IT should tin* lease thi* threatened onslaught and “let us sj*e how
of tin* K. A L. road In* consumnnP d tin -bar*
much real strength our Republican vain boastof tin r.-ntal coiniiiy to Path will!, s-jo.+:;r,.7-t
ers have."
In view .if tin* fact that from Governor Plaisted down to tin* Fusion private \\ ireannually.
an* being made to carry tin<ieii. lames A. Ifali publish"' a letter in the
exertions
puller.
I>amari-eoita ib-rald in favor of lcasiny the K.
spring election* for political effect, tin* jvvouldb. non-parti*aii*hip of tin* Age lacks density.
A T. road on the *, rm- oiler, d by tin M. <
Railroad < 'ompaiiy.
rLewiston Journal.
The Camden Herald (greenback think- the
\e\v-pap* r- publish* d in eastern tow n- alony
Unfavor
l\
L.
IT.
lea-iny
tin- line of the
A*
IT
green backer* s hou id rail} at tin* spring election*,
load on tin term-otl red by lie Maim* < ntral.
a* it hears Blaine i> \<> be tin* Republican candi>o far a- tin
N- vv- ha- be* n aide to obtain a
date for Governor, and Camden must lo her
knowledge of tin fee 1 iilyof tin v oters of Wal- duty and “stand *olid against tin* Ari*t »era*ydoboro upon tin* <pi -tion of leasin.y tin* K. A:
Monopoly-Moiny Power,” bristling in 1 ig. big
T. IT IT. it app* ar- that a majority an unde- capitals. And. with great emphasis tin* Herald
lease,
and
that
favor
the
add*, xx hat everybody knows to be tru
eid.-d: very few openly
tin* “Republican party is trying to g-t m outmany expn— decided opposition.
right eternal mortgage deed, not only m Maim
rmmii'.i n<\ imps i*i:otimi r.
but on tin* whole lHitcd States.”
'I'ln- fret -rtim advocae in tin free-rum stateNOTES.
say prohibition doe-n't prohibit. We know that
it prohibits as much a- the law ayain-t larceny,
Tin* Maim democrats are in trouble 1 ccausc
liinls fault w ith
ami on* ofoiir -lat* exchany
Mr. Kdxvin Stom*. tin* newly elected chairman
prohibition because it i- prohibitive more than of tin* Democratic state Committee, declines to
We think
tin* law ayain-t s,,nn* otli- r crimes.
accept.
In this county,
That view may In rather a ylnomy one. hut that
Tin* Calais limes say*:
it i- debatable, is
\, ry yood e<»nce—ion from
j party line* will not be closely drawn this spring.
an em*my of prohibition that prohibition pn>- j Tin* railroad and other questions will tend to
hibits. S’e.\. the ijUe'tioii arises do,*' license j make tin* town elections mainly of local imporlicensev li w
are to lake the testimony of j tant.
It d«•»•.* not now look as if strict politito*
we mil'! own that it i- doubtfri* mb •: ii
cal isMio will divide tin* voters at any point.
1
',*r amain
ful.
Woiv-'t* r. Mass., yrants
The Rockland Greenbaekers held a caucus
lieens*
,»m
hundred ami sixty-two liquor
Monday evening to nominate a candidate for
dealer', w iii 1 t wo hundred ami 'evenly persons
Mayor. The meeting was packed by the Labor
<
Organization whiehhad nominated Geo. Gregory
pay taxes as liqm*r •!. aler- to tlie Pnited State,'
yovernmeiit. More than om hundred Liquor -eland no nomination was effected. Tin* meeting
lel*' evade tin* liquor hlW' of tile '’ate. tlll'oUyll
was turbulent and “liar" and “traitor" were
Tin*
tin* coimivam*i-*»f tin-polie, or otherw ise.
bandied freely. The Straight Greenback *r* are
pla<*e' where liquor i- -old are ill the ratio of ; determined to nominate a eandidate this week.
om* to every two hundred and tw* iity-live p< rTilt: W.M'AL TOWN MKKTINo.
We will guarantee that in ninety-nine
And now the time approaches for the Annual Town
of Maim
of the

ability

Hall of the House of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

■

T5pdwell.

pijohahlx

>

prohibi-

territory

hundredth-

tion is enforced better than th* lic-ii'e law ienforced in Ala--aehu-'*tt-. \\.- vvi'ton Journal.
MAIM
new

payment of l nit, d

IN ‘JKNKUAI..

.b»hn

telle, of >y dm y. •-elebrat<‘d his noth
birthday. Feb. -j 1 >t.
Charles Kinney, sailor »*;' -ehoon* r Lovinia.
«*f Warren, died at Port* an Prim
J;,n. 24th.
>*-hoon**r IT >. Hunt, at N w York. from
<
< artliac. ua, reports
P* nj.
unninyham. of
Roothbay. washed ov* rboard "ii the voyay.*.
l h« Panama Herald. F< -b. loth, contains the
follow iny: Clias. 11. Ri* *-.-«»n ol I nited StateCoii-ul ili'-e. died th*- .Mil ir-t.. ayed 2;;. Ib*
w a- in 11
employ of the Roston I**,* < o.
Lieut. How** has been appointed military instructor at Povvdoin « olleye. To till tii* vacancy
caused by the resignation of Lieut. < raw ford.
Mr. ! 1 "We i' a yoiin.y mail, a graduate < f West
lkiint in ls7s. and until r*-«*ently has been statione*l in lhikotah. < >winy to the lack of a
yvnina-imn the drill i- now optional.
C-myr* -small I >i»iyl< v. w ho has looked up the
matter at th* in-tam
of a Franklin county eonstitueiu. advises farmer- who a.r« u-iny th**
“eiit-umh r liayraek** to «*lub together and provkletln* mean.- for test iny tin* validity of the
patent in the court-, in cases when* -nits are
t hreatened.
>av\

*•

>'

••

na-

in

P

the Selectmen

send

And thus the Fathers of the Town blow the official

i’KNSIUNS.

rolls of tin- Auyusta Ayvmv for the
Stat*
]»eiisioii- contain over
11 non name'.
In order to ensure their correctness. (ieii. < onm r will make ih*
eominy March
payim-nt at Concord, where access may be had
to all tin* records from which hi> rolls have been
made up. Main* Peii'iom-rs v\ill therefore execute tin* vouchers m»w in their hands, and -end
them to < 'oneord as usual, w ithout reyard to the
*:** l that they ar* in Col. Whitford*- name.
The

Meeting,
And m the doughty Constables
greeting;

1

U

1l<

111 Ig

aOiUH

<»in--thii4 <.f tin- amounl ot her railroad bonds.
11 tIij proposition of the .Maim- < < ntral N accepted. h r proportion of t It lease money will,
during the tir-t twenty years, pay interest on
*7<Ui27» of le r 1 per eenis. and after that interest on sM.7.70.
Another polygamist i- reported from Aroostook—one ('liarle- Banks of Annapoli-. N. s..
who i- said to have married and dec ried three
women within a very short time.
The Gardiner Reporter say-: The present
w inter will be remembered
by Maine lee men,
a-one of the liardesr sea.-ons io gatlier their
was
ever
known
in
this section. It
that
crops
i- e-timated that tin- two items of -craping and
planing alone, ha- already cost more money
than the whole work connected with cutting
and housing the ice in the majority of the sea-

past.
Gyn. .Joshua I,. chamberlain,. President of
Bowdoiu t 'olI«*ge. ba- been tendered tlie management of one of tbi* largest bii-ine-s enterprises in Florida and; ace* ptedtlie otter, subject
to some further arrangemi m of details*
it isons

understood, however, that lie will not -ever hi-.
connection with the college. •crtainly not at

present.

on Friday, Marshal Reed, of Bangor, and. his
ottie* rs. foiunl tli«* body of a baby eleven monthold in the cellar of the lion.-** of Mrs. Glvnn, of
Hampden. Tin* child has been missing for
some mouths and the otticers have worked the
ease skillfully.
An unmarried daughter of Mrs.
<
ilynn is the mother of the child and Mrs. < ilynn,
it is alleged, made way with it. Sin* does* not
bear an enviable reputation.
M,rs. Glynn has
been arraigned for murder.
At a farmers meeting held in Portland la.-t
week to consider tin* sweet corn question, a
resolution calling a convention was adopted*
the convention to meet in Portland. March nth,
a
10 \. m., in Reception Hall. A resolution
was also unanimously
adopted tint two dollars
and fifty cent-per hundred pounds is a just and
full compensation for raising sweet corn.
There ha> been issued from the Lewiston
.Journal press a valuable contribution to scientific literature,—“North American Lichens,” a
book by Prof. Edward Tuckcrinan. of Amherst,
Mass., author of “Genera Lichenum” and other
scientific works, ami an acknowledged authority on tin* subject.

horn;
“You are hereby direrted to notify and warn
'Hie inhabitants, who’re qualified to vote i \ town

affairs,”

>n-to leave all other cares,
And promptly to assemble, responsive to th
At the usual place of meeting, in the space
Town Hall.
At nine o’clock in the forenoon the hourof

<

call,
old

us

leeting

is,

there you’ll meet for the following
purposes, viz.;
Modfind, ter the -aid meeting you will choose
And then and

erator—
Th' election of Town Clerk will come
Firewards, School Committee, and

little later;
Surveyor of

CHARLES A. P1LSHURY.EDITOR.
nvrii j Business Manager and
HrwPI , O. DYER,
RUSSELL
LOCAL EDITOR.
j

Highways,

A
<-ilector of the Taxes, to see thateach one ]»ays:
A T <wn and County Treasurer to hand tlie money

round,
With “*dectmen and Overseers and Keeper of the
Pome I.
And before the orators begin their everlasting jaw,
}

on

may choose such other officers

required

will come the good old music—the same, with
variations,
th. same old subjects calling for such large ap-

Then
<

as are

by law.

>

There

propriations.

i*
money for the public Schools yhis always
make- hard talk),
.Money to mend the highways, lest those who ride
or walk
should be victims of a smash-tip, or trip and tumble down,
Then put their cases into the courts and prosecute
tin* Town.
‘•‘The poor ye’xe always with you"—let them he

.'imported vveU;
And don ; forget the town clock

and

the bell.

tiie ringing of

We

want t<> light tin* streets with ga-., after the
modern plan,
And money to pay the firemen, six dollars to each
man;
Money for the engines, cisterns and apparatus,
For interest on the town debt and various other
matters.
And whoever saw a warrant without that mysterious

section

About the prisoners in the Jail and Houses of CorThen

rection ?
hurrah for Animal

increase!
For every man there has
tle piece.
Yet we’re so very

Meeting! and may its seed
a

chance to speak his lit-

modest that

we

have not

even

hinted
That ’ti- time for rival candidates to have their tick
cis

printed.

[Nantucket Inquirer.
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SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.
Administrators, Executors and guardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15

May si,

Knntiu .Iouhxai. : I fully agree with An Old
Teacher in the article on Our Common Schools
ill the Journal of Feh. lfi, when he argues that
the smaller districts should have longer schools.
How may this he accomplished?
Answer.
Abolish lb* tliihicl sijsleiu. The town then liecome-. for school purposes, one district, and all
the schools in that district would have like treatment.
This is the only way, under the immediate control of the town, to equalize school
privileges throughout the town, and the fact
that this method does equalize these privileges,
both theoretically andas a matter of fact, should
commend it to the favorable not ice of all lovers
of fair play, and especially to all living in the
smaller districts. The method to he taken to
accomplish this is given in see. 3, chap. xi. of
the Uevised Statutes as amended in 1875.
How this equalization may be partially accomplished. without the abolition of the district
system, is shown in the following free quotations from the Revised Statutes with reference
to the distribution, of school money where the
district system prevails. The sections are all
from chap. x.r.
See. 7. Tlte assessors and school committee
may annually apportion 1-5 of aii the school
money, except money received under the free
high school act. among the districts in such
manner, as in their judgment, shall give to the
smaller districts, as
nearly as may be, an equal
opportunity of enjoying the benefits of common
school education with the larger districts.
See. !l.
A tow n„ raising more titan 80 cents
per inhabitant for school purposes, may, by
vote, direct the excess to be apportioned among
the several districts as the assessors and school
committees determine.
This is indefinite, hut the intention probably
was to have the excess distributed for the same
purpose as in see. 7.
See. 8. The assessors shall annually apportion
to each district the school money in
proportion
to the number of scholars in the district.
If advantage is taken of sections 7 and !), section 8 would cover the amount remaining after
deducting the excess over 80 cents of section ft,
and the 1-5 of section 7, the distribution of
which seems is subject entirely to the judgment
of the assessors and school committee.

rraim
la-site s illustrated .Newspaper publishes a line portrait of Walker Maine, charge
d’affairs in Chili.
A petition is in circulation among the Democratic members of the Keimehee bar asking
Governor I’laistcd to nominate Hon. Artcmas
Libby of Augusta as liis own successor. It is
headed by the venerable Asa Gile, Esq., of
Keadtieltl, and contains numerous signatures.
The finishing simp of the North Wavne Tool
< o.. was consumed
|,y tire Fob. 25th, and three
hundred dozen axes and quite an amount of grass
hooks and otiier material were severely damaged. The axe shop was saved. Loss. $3,000;
probably insured $2,000.
The seventh anniversary of the Lewiston lteform Club was held in City Hall, Saturday
evening, and Sunday, one of tlie biggest and best
Tkachek.
rallies of any kind ever held here. Numerous
visitors and an overflowing crowd were in atTlie storm that visited Maine last week wsa
tendance.
Saturday night, the clothing store of William widespread and. reports show, quite severe. In
1’ulvermaii, Lewiston was entered through the < anada the storm was a regular blizzard and
hack window. Valuable clothes, gents' furnish- about a foot of suow fell. In different points
ing goods, jewelry etc., amounting to $1,500 or 1 in the West the storm was verv heav y, and tele$2,000 was stolen. The robbers stole the use of graphic and railroad communications were intwo teams from a private stable to carry the terrupted. At Providence, Khodc Island, a
goods away in. The horses were found harness- heavy sleet storm was reported, accompanied
ed and steaming in the stable in the morning.
by tliunder and lightning.

The Newfoundland coast is blocked witli ice.

The editor of the Manitoe
a

(Florida) News has

potato that weighs thirty pounds.

very brilliant one, comprising all the high officials at the National Capitol. The President of

subscription

that the

means

paid

is

to

that date. When a new payment is made, the date
he changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

the Senate

The

Railroad

Question.

was

office in the

highest

the

to

the

theme

gift

of the

of

to reform the civil service and fix the

doing

tenure of office

coupled

was

with

suggestions

of what needs to be done in these directions.

paragraphs

Two brief

allusions which Mr. Blaine makes

only

tute the

in the address consti-

to the old Conkling war and to the foreign policy of the ex-Seeretary. There is nothing in

K. R. in their individual capacity concerning
their management of tin* road. To this state-

might on this continent to beat the sword into
a ploughshare and the spear into the pruning

appended

legal opinion covering

a

the

following substantial points : 1. Net earnings,
their limitation, and the disposition of the same.
Tin* relative right* of preferred and non•».
The duly of the
stockholders.

2.

preferred

providing a sinking fund.
point* are ably *<*t fortli in the
opinion, and justify the directors in the course
they have hitherto pursued, and for which they,
and their suoe<>*or*. are responsible to a proper
tribunal, and not to a predjudiced vote at the
!tolls. We bespeak for the statement and opinion a careful reading, affording a* they do a
clear and unan*\\ erable explanation of a <j11«■*tion which has hern grossly misrepresented.
directors in

These several

To this end he harbored the idea of

hook.
ongn

of American

ss

of

interposition

and the

republics

government

a

kindly

prev out ..tinned bloodshed in South American States.
our

to

Mr. Blaine's allusions to the contest with Mr.

onkling

ed and in the best of temper,
an obvious desire to vindicate

are rcserv

by

chastened

rather than to
words that not

by these

Garfield's in the matto office was inspired bv

act of

one

appointments

of his

ter

We are assured

punish.

animosity ; and that the late President vva- mil)
too r< adv to v ield and to surrender when principle

tency"

pride of consiskept Garfield from fair play. If iinvolved.

not

was

ever

"No

titling that the embers of that oh! tire,

lmw

In

Slltl'ered to repose.
In the closing passages of his addle-- Mr.

Belfast i" suffering, or has suffered, any wrong
at the hand* ••! tin* railroad director*, there

Blaine pays an
ligious element

remedies

legal

had:

he

to

and the

fact

late President

that tin y have not sought them, hut instead
have resorted to publications little short of
is

libelous,

weakness of tle ir
all who

testimony

conclusive

i*

It

cause.

the

to

:i"

well informed in this matte

are

to

secret

no

that

personal grievance- and quarrel* are behind,
and the prime motors, of these attacks upon the

appreciative

close student of the

a

tures.

literal') and the spiritual legacies which prophets
evangelists of the two dispensations have
left 11-.
It was because he had SO d. op|v divined their inner spirit and was so deeply read b.
tween

the lines that Garfield, though

and if

successfully
ported by the popular vote arc likely to
the city in further ditlictiltic* and costs.
out.

supinvolve

The Journal'* interest in this matter isthat of
It did what it
the real tax payer* of Bclfa*t.
could to bring about refunding when then wa*

possibility

a

When that tim
he

vital

a

this might b accomplished.
passed tie- question ceased to

that
■

What

on *.

of the Journal

-Tax-payer'*

am! is

was

gard*

r<

d

«•

11«»-

to

of

a*

no

say
sort

of consequence: and it saw no reason why it
should take pari in a mere personal quanv. befew disgruntled individuals
hand and the directors of tie* railroad

tween

a

on

But

on

om

tin*

did protest, and protest* now.
the voter* of this city allowing them-

other.

against

it

selves to he used to

isfy

the

the whim* and sat-

gratify

the grudges of ;i low citizens, at tile excity, ami to the detriment of the

pense of the

Republican party,

ry Note in
Maim1 is needed, ami the coining elections are
of national as well as local importance.
On

at

time when

a

e\

la*t President Arthur sent to th

Friday

Senate the nomination of Rosen.
A**ociate Justice of tie

( onkling as
Supt rior c.»ur;. Thi*

appointment wa* r ived with surprise by the
Senate and by tie* ••ountry. and lias ever since
been the them- of gossip.
It was the greater
surprise because i; had been positively asserted
that

Senator

Hdmunds would receive the apNow tin* questions are “Will Conk-

pointment.
ling accept?"

and “Did the

President

confer

with tile ex-Seiiator b fore making tlm appointment?" It would seem strange fortlie President
many of
hi* own party, without a*suram*e of it* acceptance, as he would thereby incur a certain
to make

an

appointment displeasing

to

amount of disfavor without benefit to himself
or

to

Mr.

onkling.

<

)n

the other hand, it doe*

appear probable that Mr. < onkling. who declined the Chief Justiceship nine yar* ago.
would m»w accept the place of Associate Jusnot

A Washington correspondent of the New
York Star intimate*, however, that Mr. ( onk-

tice.

ling will accept the office and hold it temporari-

ly
in

for the purpose of aiding President Arthur
making war upon tin* Republicans who nom-

inated himself and (iarlield.
to be

This would

seem

gross slander upon both tin* President
and Mr. (’onkling.
a

leave to (litter.
tiles,

new

representation will be

smaller than the old. all the < ongressmen shall
be elected on a general ticket, unless the legislature, in regular or
district the State in
to lie elected In

special

session, shall

re-

for Congressmen

season

districts.

The States whose

is to be reduced are .Maine. New

representation
Hampshire and
derstood

now

\ ermont. It is generally unthat the legislature of this State

will not be convened in extra session, and

our

four Congressmen must therefore be elected on
the general ticket in September next. The importance of carrying the State is thus greatly
enhanced, and Republicans should see to it that
nothing is neglected that will tend to ensure the
of their party.

I'mler the present apportionment hill New
England’s representation out of three hundred
and twenty-live Congressmen will h hut twenty-six.eight les-than New York State will have
and hut five

more

than Ohio.

if 1 lii- change
“The Congres<

York Herald says:
sional scepter has passed aw ay from the old New

the New

England

of the East to the

of the West."
<

>n

a

This may

vote, nitmliers tell of

or

England

New

new

may not lie true.
hut it is t he

course,

quality of the men and not a numerical preponderance that weilds inlhteiiep in national affairs.
It is therefore more than ever important that
New

England should

see

to

it that

only

her ablest

and best men are sent to Congress.
In

communication

a

elsewhere

printed,

“Teacher” indicates what the towns
what

ing

can

and

they

cannot do in the matter of equalizthe school funds,as suggested by "An old

Teacher" in

provisions

a.

towns cannot

voting

recent issue of the Journal.

of the law

quoted

equalize their
done, and

that this lie

The

show that

the

schools by simply
that it will lie nec-

essary to pursue a different method to secure
the desired result. The question tints presented
is of general interest and merits consideration.

Representative Mnrch recently made a vigorous and aide Greenback speech in Congress,
criticisin': very sharply the recommendations of
the President and Secretary of the Treasury.
[Rockland (tpinion.
The “vigorous and able" speech of Mr. Mureh,
'■(insists of

letter from Peter Cooper, with a
brief introduction, published in the ('ongressiona

al Record under “leave to

“speech"

in any

sense

print."

It was not

a

The Journal don't shriek—it is not
ners

to do so—but it

should be

hanged,

certainly

and that

a

good man-

thinks Guiteau

similar penalty

should he inflicted upon all murderers, in Maine
and elsewhere.
The nominations of cx-Senator
Associate Justice of the

Supreme

Conkling

as

Court and of

Minister to Berlin, were reto the Senate Tuesday and laid over one

Senator

Sargent

as

ported
day under the rules. They
finned yesterday.

were no

doubt

eon-

men

among Incan fail to

justice
gentlemen ho beg
Tin speaker concluded with
to

w

Words

m

I»y

ilcr. lie was thru-t from the full tid- of thiit- aspirations,
world's interests, from its hop*
its victories, int,, the * i-iMe pre-eiic*- «>f death
and he *lid not quail.
Not alon
for tie on**
short moment in which, stunned and dazed, lc
could give up life, hardlx aware of its relinquishment. hut through day- of deadly languor,
through weeks of agonx. that was not !«■— agonx
because silcntlx home, with Hear sight and
calm courage, lie looked into his open grave.
What blight .and ruin met his angui-hed eyes,
whose lips max tell—xvliat brilliant, broken
plans, xvliat battl' d, high ambitions, what -undering of strong. warm, manhood's fivnd-hips.
xvliat bitter rending of sweet household ties!
If him! him a proud, expectant nation, a great
host of sustaining friends, a cherished and
happy mother, wearing the full, rich honor- of
her early toil and tears: the wife of his youth,
whose xvhole life lax in his: the little hoy- not
yet emerged from childhood's day of frolic:
ilie fair, young daughter: the slurdx sons just
springing into closest companionship, claiming
every day and every day rexvarding a father'!o\e and care: and in hi- lu-arl the eager, rejoicing power to meet all demand. Before him.
desolation and great darkness!
Ami his -oiil
was not shaken.
I [is count ryinen were thrilled
with instant, profound, and universal sympathy.
Masterful in hi- mortal weakness, lie Meani
the center of a nation's |o\e. < n.-lirin« d in the
But all the love and -ill the
prayers of a world.
sympathy could not share with him hi- sutiering. He trod the xvine-pre-s alone. With unfaltering front In-faced death. With unfailing
tenderness In- took leave of life.
Above the
demoniac hiss of the assassin's bullet he hoard
the voice of (iod. With simple resignation M
bowed to the Divine decree.
As the end drew near, hi- earlx craving for
the s *a returned.
The stately mansion of power
liad been to him the weari-one hospital of pain,
and lie begged to he taken from its prison walls,
from it- oppressive, stittting air*, from it- hoin*
le--n«
and hopelessness. (Mntly. -i lent I y. the
love of a great people bore the pale sutferer to
the longed-for healing of the sea. to live or .lie.
as (jrod should will, within -iglit ot its le aving
billow-. within sound of it- manifold voire-.
Witli xvan, fevered face tenderly lifted to tic
cooling breeze, lie looked out wistfully upon tic
ocean's changing wonder-: on it- far -ails,
whitening in tin* morning light: on it- ivsii.
wave-, rolling shoreward to break and die M
lieatli the noonday sun: on the red cloud- of
evening, arching low to the horizon: on the
serene and shining pathway of the star-.
I. !
ii- think that hi- dying
eyes read a mystic meanwhich
the
and
soul
ing
only
may
rapt
parting
know. Let us believe that in the silence of tic*
receding world lie heard tin* great waves breaking on a farther shore, and felt already upon his
wasted brow the breath of the eternal morning.
—

--

Mention of Senator Bruce in

a

recent

\\ ash-

ingtou letter from K. -I. It., recalls an ineidi nt
illustrating the gentlemanly qualities of the
man.
()ne evening the writer, with a lady. occupied seats In the parquette of a Washington
theatre next to the aisle.

joining
wife, for

Tile two seats ad-

Kilter Senator Hruee and

vacant.

were

whom these seats were

Mrs. Bruce

passed

reserved.

and took the fartheivst

n

seat, leaving the seat next the writer's companion vacant.
Mr. Bruce hesitated, then stopped
it would he objectionable for him in occupy that seal, (if
course an emphatic “no” was
given, and with a
and asked in

a

whisper whether

own

the

shore,

.Vs to this

loupeervier.

as a

might fancy

we

Do you

There

great business depression in « anada at the time of the ado; it ion of the present
protective tariff, liow protection has brought
prosperity and plenty is told in the following
was a

a

This is an Illinois editor's idea of bow the Indian problem should la- solved: "Make two
great walled enclosures, one for men and one
for women, put Indians inside them, and feed
them on oysters and champagne until they die
out." But if this mode of treatment is decided
upon, we fear there would lie a sudden and
alarming increase in the number o] Indians.
[Belfast Journal.
YVc are not so sure about that. Mr. Journal
Ilian.
If "wine and women” were the attraction offered-but this, you know, would be a
question of yvinc <>, women. [Mount Desert
Herald.
Xow we know yyliat would make the Herald
man turn Indian.

Commenting
concerning

reminiscence of

An
the sergeant and tie
quartermaster, the Itockland Opinion says—
But the quartermaster is now in business in
on

it

war

Massachusetts, doing well, and,

we

are

told,

see

in “good society." So it is pretty hard
where the retribution comes in. after all.
as

if there was

retribution involved in
State
to

prison.

Perhaps

a

good deal of

serving a term in the
Opinion’s proximity

the

that institution may have tended to rob such
of its terrors.

punishment

We note another important
discrepancy in
the statements of Washington correspondents.
Some say the President has seven kinds of wine
the table, and others say eight. As we have
not heard of any of the correspondents dining
at the White House they can,of course,
only give

on

heresay testimony.
Blaine's
have

an

Perhaps when Secretary
American policy is demolished we may
official statement on the subject.

years

clearing itself from the sleigh dashed through the
shipyards, over Bay View street, and was dually
stopped at Win. Dyer’s, near Cottrell’s shipyard.
The animal was not injured.
Waldo County Council will hold
regular meeting with Mystic, Belmont,
Tuesday, March 7th, at 10 o’clock \ M. Basket pieulcdinner.The followingare the oHieers of Island
t>range, Islesboro—M., Austin Trim: o., Joseph B.
(Irover; E., John I\ Bragg; S., Wilson Coombs; A.
s., Wm. W. Haynes: Chap., Pillsbttry Coombs; T.,
Tin. (iKANi.KS.

M. thinks it is like a weasel.
It is backed like a weasel.
Ham. < )r like a whale?
Pol.
Very like a whale.

n

as

had set tlii- alleged
hut when

we

zoological myth,

a

Coombs; see., Edna Wargent, <«. K..
Janies Biohards; Ceres, Mabel Haynes; Pomona,
Ellen M. Wyman; Flora, Anna Bragg: E. A. s.,
Catherine M.

alw ays reliable Lew iston Journal presented
the testimony of a I’cilnl correspondent to the
th

Mary

he big Washington
countx snake having been in existence as far
hack as is:‘,4. tie question began to assume a
ti

«

that

ct

h

know

of

s

The sketch on the first page entitled “The Story
Charles (Ireenleaf,’’ is from The Vassal* Miscellany, and was written by Miss M F. Hussey,

of

In 1S84- the snake
serious and -ei ntitie aspect
Wit- >111
Jo feet long ami some eight inches in

diameter: but

during the past f«»rty-< ight years

are

daughter of
young lady a

growth

of its

possibilities

th

of

of

Cnity.

The

pupil in the Bel-

serpent is reported

Along thk Whakvks. Sch. A w.' Kills is diYY'e are indebted to the Belfast Custom House for
the thirteenth annual listof merchant vessels of the I charging a '*argo of coal for Swan & sihiey Bros#
....Sch. Mary has loaded ice for New York and
I nitial States. It is a valuable book of reference.
sell. James Young ice lor Virginia.
lost
a
truck
II.
of
this
city,
good
Harvey
Smalley,
Charles Austin, of Brooks, brought to this city
horse on Sunday. The animal was all right in th
morning, but in a few hours became suddenly ill Tuesday a large lot of fox skins. He says seventy

died.

and

his stone

yard

granite polisher.

a

:•

p11

rpeuts of SMcm-e,”

>• a

Mathews Bros, in this city, have received an orThe
a lot of doors to be sent to Turkey.
order comes through Boston parties and they write
der for

iee,
during

will remember

thi:.-

ii-e
Tier.
m -ve
i 11 u'l'.ti' >
Tina are dream

tin

pliilo-epiiy.
with the eariie-t chruiii-

sea

and theories

tact-

and Kartli,

-erpeiii and folloxv-them down
He presents also many
present dax.

les of tinto

Heaven

in your

«»i

begin-

Prof. Wil-on

hi

concludes

a-

hearing

follow

on

tin*

question

and

s

1- >inn up my arguments by way ot eomiu-i<>ii. I r< -p- i-tfully submit, as does a pleading
euUnsel to lli- Jill*)
Firstly: That many of the talcs of sea serpents are amply verified, when judged by the
ordinary rules of evidence; this conclusion bein'.: * -]>■ eially supported by the want of any
reason for piwarication.
Secondly : That, laying aside appearances
which <*.*111 be proved to be deceptive and to be
caused by inanimate objects or by unusual attitudes on tin part of familiar animal-, there remain- a hod) of evidence only to he explained
on tin* hypothesis that certain gigantic marine
animal-, at present unfamiliar or unknown to
science, do certainly exist; and
Thirdly : That the existence of such animals
i- a fact perfectly consistent with scientific opinion and knowledge, and is most readily explained by recognizing the fact of the occasional development ot gigantic members of groups
of marine animals already familiar to the naturalist.
—

Hut

even

than the conclu-

interesting

more

sions <u thi-eminent naturalist, in the present
are the details published in Nature,

connection,
a

London scieiititie

publication, respecting **A

Field-ground .Monster,*' which have a
very decided hearing mi the sen serpent question. as tending to show that even in the landNew

fauna of remote districts there may he included
animals of a size and nature utterly undreamt
of

by the

to

are

by

forwarded

Fritz Muller, and
and

doings

j posed

be

to

inhabit

of Hrnzil.

the well-known natu *alNt,

related of tie* appearance

are

of the “Minhocao,"
a

th>*

s

The details alluded

scieiititie world.

creature

siipearth worm." and which

“gigantic
highlands of

the southern

'The account,

of Nature. i> of

a

a

as

provinces

given in the pages

similar character to the stories

of ihe existence and appearance of
serpents. 'The “Minhocao" is described

told

us

sea

'•some

as

fifty yards

the **Minhocao" is loo--e in Washington county, and we advise the editor of the Calais Times to stay in

Evidently

bottomless morass.”

nights.
Most places of note have certain stories or legends conic U d with them. In going up Lake
(Jeorge on tin* steamer the tourist is pointed
out a mountain on the right, and informed that
a pair of lovers ascended it and never returned.
Mr. 'Tourist

naturally

asks what became

these unfortunates, ami is told that
down

on

they

of

went

the other side. “Hurt Jeorge’' seems to

I

a

excuse

failure, and dealers seem to have a bet
than usual for putting up price-.’’....It

believed that

people car: dispose of their ice
to an advantage, as the quality of the commodity
here is always excellent.hv freights are going
up in this city. < >n Saturday $1..'>0 per ton was offered to New York, and schooners Mary and Ilarmona were chartered, and are now
loading at
Pierce's wharf. The ice i- taken from the pond.
our

The Belfast choral society will pr 'bably < •me t<>
tlii< city to assist in a concert this -firing- The society in this city decided not to go t<* Bella-' as tin*
traveling will he hard, but they sent an invitation
to the Belt'a-ters. through Mr. Blake, wlie h, we
(.'ourier-tiazettc.
under-tand, has been accepted.
The above is not correct. The arrangement was
that the two societies would unite and give performances In eacli city. The t.'ourier-HazcUe say
“As the traveling will be hard" tie1 Rockland -<>ciety will not come to Belfast, but they under-tand

that the Belfast society will go to Rockland. 1 n other
words, the Rockland society is so delicately constltuted that hard traveling will keep them at home,
hut Belfast can come to them. Why don't you say
that you are not up in singing and let ii go > that.
Prof. Torrens has invited the Belfast -oeirty to
Bangor to assist in dedicating the new opera house,
and they will doubtless go.

an

The

a kino.

old local

industry,

waking of ship's blocks is

hut

of the kind has been done

few years nothing
Mr. Isaa
in Belfast
A.
for

a

March, of Lllsworth, ha- m-t opened a block -hop
In the foundry building, and with new and improved machinery is prepared to turn out first <da.-.work of all descriptions. The lir.-t block maker in
Belfast,

according

Williamson, wu- Jo-dma
shop near where the railroad
h»

Adams, who had a
depot now stands. Afterwards he moved to Carter’s ship yard. About Is Jo Lewis
March, who
imd served a long apprenticeship at block making
in ( a.-tiue, moved here and opened a -hop. which
business he carried on until within a few years. A
number of his

sons

followed

the

business.

.-a me

damaged in collision at Cdouceste
gale of last week. W hile at anchor
two vessels came afoul of her, carrying away
it
water, jibboom and chatlng stem. Partial repair*
was

<

sorry looking
inlay
Primrose hill, in this city, standing over a dying
hor-c which fell in the street,
lie had conn- into
A

man

business.

large

fleet of vessels

present century, and was set up at Portsmouth,
Lngland, in isos Blocks, with the aid of ropes, are
used to gain an increase of power, and are either

single, having one sheave, double, threefold, four
fold, «&c. A block consists of the shell, -heave, pin
and strap. The shell is the frame or outside part,
ami i.- usually made of a>h.
Ii eon-i.-ts of piece.pinned together, the two principal outside piecebeing oval shaped and called cheeks. The open
apartments between the cheeks are the sheave
holes. The sheave is the wheel over which the rope
In the
runs, and is made of metal or lignum vita1.
centre of the sheave is

lignum

a

hole to receive the

vita* sheave this hole i- horn

bed,

pin.

In

a

metal, to decrease the friction and to protect
Around the circumference
the sheave from chafe.
of the sheave a groove is cut, which holds the rope
in positio 1. The pin is the bolt through the shell
and sheave on which the latter revolves. The strap
is now made of iron and is inside the shell. On the
upper end of the strap is a hook bv which the block

a

sentimental

correspondent

of the

who laid

over

all night at

inn*r

L«*wiston, says:

on

the -t<

Mount

Desert

A

one.

Herald,

Rockland, recently,
“The

sight

of

tie wharf puts mi* in mind of a story I heard
lately." lb* then tells the story related by Our
many weeks ago in a letter to the Journal. of tin* good woman who was giving parting
injunctions to h ■:* husband while the boat was

< Jeorge

blowing otT steam, and who was heard all over
Rockland, as the steam was suddenly shut off,
•And he -lire, John, to put on your
to say:
warm,

red

Humid

drawers

Sunday/’

This

item, by the way. duly credited to the Journal,
has gone the rounds of the press from Maine to

Mexico.
A huh

^

luls to tin* editor of London Truth
of the present style of

description
saying “There

a

waltzing,
i< a decided effort
heing made
to do away with anything like the elegant trois
movement, and, instead, the athletes of the
ballroom put their bodies to the work of dancing
much in the same manner as they do in the game
of football, holding their helpless partner tirmly
at arm’s length, and using her, as occasion offers. as a kind of ‘battering ram.''' We hope
this style of dancing is not in vogue in the Old
Folk*- Dances in this city.
Aside from its
danger, we don't think that holding a partner
at arms length would he altogether satisfactory
to

either party.

over

town, swapped horses, and was taking hi- \ aiuahle
animal home. 'Hie poorold horse hadn't lifeei ->ugh
to climb the hill and died in the attempt.

or

lined

with

Is attached to the object requir'd.
friction roller was invented by a

The

patent

or

Massachusetts

about 3f» years ago. it consists of halt a dozen
brass or steel rollers which arc placed in the centre
of the sheave. The steel pin runs between and bears
man

rollers, causing the sheave to revolve easily. The patent at tlrst was in advance of the times,
but little used, and the inventor allowed the patent
to run out. It is now the common property of the

on

these

bloekmakcrs, and is
The hemp strap gave

manufactured by them.
way to the iron outride strap
and the latter to the iron inside strap, called the
Watterman strap, patented 2.'» years ago, Phis panow

tent, like the friction roller,

out, and is common
property. The advantage of the inside strap is that
it gives more hearings to the pin, and also where it
Is most needed. For heavy work the patent roller
is not so much used as the sheave with the iron
bunching. The lignum vita*, of which the sheaves
are made, comes from the West indies Ami Central
America, and is very costly. That from the West
Indies is the best. Mr. March informs us that when
ordered in small quantities it costs four cents per
pound, which is about $300 per cord. With the
manufacture of blocks are included hulPs-eycs,
ran

dead-eves, fair-leaders, belaying pins, Ac. The machines used are lathes, saws, plainers, Ac., the
workings of which are familiar to all. The cost of a
set of blocks for

one of our three-masted schooners
about $400. It is to be hoped with all the facilities
The Frog. Ago takes inexcusable liberty with
and good workmen, Mr. Mureh will receive the
the strait of Dover in locating Dunkirk in
patronage of our shipbuilders and shipowners, and
Scotland.
I that no work will he allowed to go out of town.

is

“Our Ride

t«*

thing-

speaks

and

Cnion."

the

n

good

paper i- full of

The
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The Lewiston .Journal has 'urn asked tin follow
ins questions which are a Is > ol ,ntmvs| P> ••ur pe
“11 the owner of a btiUdimr let it.
pie at this tiin
and the person to whom it i> let use." it for the ill•—

Liverpool papers pay high compliments to
Mi-- Lila Ilerriman, daughter of ( apt. Feroinaiid
*.t
Ilerriman, formerly of Stockton, for In r
I'h

talents.

At

>r d "ale of

’utoxicatins liquors, is not -u
2.
If the tenant eiunaa- >t
responsible:

recent concert in that

city he made
rendering among

a

wry favorable impression,
lieother songs the star Spangled Banner,
ten young ladies in that city were -elected to

a

tin* audience to decide

the merit* of the

on

tile

that the

Tin*

quite

of

names

eommitte.

tin-

*1

owner

owner

liquor

a

of the

s

pwuBhei,

otherwise

or

building also liable
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;1.
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a ease,
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i-
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•••»n\

>f

uder

t>

owner

n<t

puui- li
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■

tin-

not

i-

the tenants sufficient notice to tin*

Ilerriman was one of the ten and del m i
singer by a large majority.

Thk Bki.fast llEtMON.
ns

lim?
and i> lined

otl'eiw

inly
dog,

liable? “The .Journal answ ers
-a--•.
Tlic owner of a huildimr i" not liable in
under the liquor laws ,.f Mu- state to be pr .-eriircd
tor
the
!
unlawful
tie
inb-xicatiii.u
criminally
liquor, in such build ini'" 'y, the f.-miuf "iidi owner,
liowever. if In; has knowledge that thr tenant iusinir tin* building be- the puro --e named. i~ 'halm
to a civil -nit for the damage" caused b> an
per

him

wri.e

■

a

by .b
by them. It should he said here that wc
t
tempted to give a li-t of tin- Belfast people pi
The names sent by the committee ar a- foil *.v-lam-llou. Charles Durham ami iady. Mr-,
spring and daughter, Mrs. 'Stella W-• 1-. M

<*f Intoxication produced !,
the
there,
hi the trial of such a
a"'
h.ir. i' ti• 11 of file temnI. f known to -u« li on •mi
would lie evidence of know ledu'e nn I,1- part, and
niiuht be ••ouclusiv e

Lizzie Howard, Mr. David V»nv

renominate I for

formerly

ot

Mr-.

Camden,

M

Thos.

lb.it>-

Mm-liMi

Pre- ott,

Kiln

Lydia Allen, Mi- Trydcr.
Greeley, Mr. Burge*-, Mark Audi ws. (

Butchers,

"•>n
by reason
liquor obt lined

Miss

f

Tka.nsfkks,

.!.

following

Tin*

are

Waldo county. for the
week ending Feb. 2sth—John Barrett, Lineolnviile.
lii Geo. D. Spaulding, same town. F. I\
Brad-trc.-i,

the transfers iu real estate in

Free--lorn, to I>. W. Turner, sami? town. 11 it tie g
Ayei «V- al., California, to Sherman Bti-lge-, Lit. *i
tv.
Alfred M. Cowan Sc ah, Bangor, to Frank P.
< .a
IL
Wood. Welcome J. and Franklin
fast, t*> Asa F. Biggs, urn* town. .Marc iSearsmont, to .John If. hiicr, Appl-Tm
D. Fogg tS; al., Bangor, to Frank P
W
ter
Ldwar l Freeman, Camden, to Mr Mary L ^y 1
t > \!'
ter, Lineolnviile. tie". W. Fish, Pnlrvm
F. Light, Liberty.
Philip Heal A al., L;.. -m-i
town.

same

V-a
Mahoney, Belfast,
Sarah C. Pre.-i"ii, Belfast, h* Man
al. Lie
Bangor. Burton Robinson
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from loss
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company of Providence, K. L,
-Jan. 1st, Js-J. the Bho k* Island Safe!

Fund plan, which makes

half of such

one
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which

is

put into the hands of the Insurance < 'om•ni.--h-ncrand entitled a “.-safety Fund,’' thus tnakii
t*
kinds of -urplti-, cue the usual gu:iraMtee
irp!
such

other

[ i:_
companies have that ar.* u
law,the other the >alety Fun :. win
i- held not liu >lc. for claim* for loss ma-l>* a a-■- *»11.t
of any w/ie conflagration, but in event of no
-i,
in to make up any impairment of the --ri-dnal
tal. or in case the capital is exhausted, thin im*
Safety Fund come-in a-a new capital will- wld
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under-ueh
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carry the remaining risks to expiration. Lntb
the Safety Fund equals the capita! dll.,
the director- arc restrained fn-m declaring divi
dends exceeding 10 percent, nr; a*..*. ; th.*
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I
equal in amount t" the safety Fund, ii
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reliable company.
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are
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temperance meetings, on Sunday heard -»mv ei.-i
ble truths ami unanswerable argument-. Long
the hour of meetingarrive I, the people pouiva
Methodist church until every .-eat in the
large aud’enee room was filled. "vUec- w er pin
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into the

along

the aisles and

were

rapidly

taken

Large

numbers were standing on the stair- and a".an the
door ways. It was evident that m my win- d< .-ire 1
to hear Gen. Dow could not be aceomim>■ 1 af■ *«1.

held the close attention of the audience for one
hour. The General is now an aged man. and h::
utterances are somewhat indistinct, but much

the

wiih

legend, though not

M-

seen

enterprising vessel owners. The making of ships*
blocks has improved with everythin^. I’min the
old hemp strapped morticed block with the sheave
running on a wooden pin, we have tin* -vmmolri
rally shaped made block, iron .-trapped with friction rollers, whose rattling is -weet mu si
to the
ears of a sailor.
The first set of machinery for
making blocks was invented by Brunei early in the

same

have invested the steamboat wharf at Rockland
a

was

people piv-eut The
services began by Rev. Mr. Tufts reading the
scriptures, followed by prayer by Kev. Mr. I.i -i
Mr. Thompson then introduced Gen. 1 ><»w who
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ton, the vivacious young lady who wa- in this itv
l ist fall, -dr* i- among tlie classical graduate- and
contribute- a -parkling arti» 1«* to the paper entitled

will be made here.

With the revival of shiphere, and being
an excellent workman, it is believed his venture
will be a success. He is aided by some of our most
on
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had to Huy ford Hall, and thadjournment
ence filed out of the church and into the hall. Then-
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class of the Cam h

paper called the Sunflower. It; e\
plaining the name of the paper tin* editors a
“As astheti'
ar<- all the rage, we wish to keep up
with tlie •Wilde’ tim *s.” The local editor i~ Ia»uiPitcher, '. lighter ot < >. W. Pitcher, of thi- it>
Wi have received a copy from Mi— Mar
I Carle

Isaac V. March, tiie gentleman who has just revivwork here, is a son of Lewis < and h is been
a block maker from boyhood.
Thirty years ago he
left Belfast, settling in Lllsworth, where he -arried
ed the
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tliat Gen. Dow has
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and will he
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Harriet Thomas, of New York, it this port
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owned l»y the Portland stone Ware
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them securely packed a* they are to be sent
the interior of the country on the back- of
camels and mules.
Into

for

success.

>een bought l>\
commanded by ( apt
Wm. Hart.
The owners are—the captain, Capt.
Charles H. Wording, Capt. Beni. Conant, Fred a.
Knowlton, I.. A. Knowlton, F. B. Knowlton and M.
R. Cooper.
The schooner is 42 t.ms, centre-hoard
and will be used as a bay roaster. She was former
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number of prominent
people were omitted from our rep >rt of th-* Bclfa-ters Boston Ball, and sen I a list of tho-c ivc.ilirh

Is

Hamlet

continually

and true in all its details. Many of our read
old Charles (Ireenleaf and his
eccentricities, and will lie glad that .Mi— Hussey
has thus perpetuated his memory.
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He is

receiving orders for cemetery work, and on Monday shipped eight tons of granite in the rough to
Michigan. The red granite is very popular.

—

“Tin-

Henry C. Marden, of Monroe, has purchased the
hotel at Washington. .M•* formerly kept by Mr. W.
Grinned. Tlie price paid was $5,500. The hotel iknown as the Central House. The many friends of

C. *T. Hall has built and put in operation, at

Mr.

foxes have been killed in Brooks the past seaThe -kins are worth from $1.50 to $1.75 cadi.

tine
son

Notes. Thos. Phillips, a pedler hailing
from Biddeford, celebrated Washington’s birthday
in this city, by getting drunk and making disturbance.
He was fiued one cent without costs, and
agreed to leave town.
Police

and Miss

of Indian meal on which they fed. They were forty
food than all the woods and fresh water within
hours from Boston and arrived alive and in good
tift \ miles .,f him wouh! contain, not once in a j
condition. The family to whom they were sent at
great while, hut every day. >ueh an animal 'l'erre Haute invited friends to the feast, and a
would d*-\ our a half a ton of moose, deer, rabgenuine down east clam supper wa- the result. A
bits, cte.. every day. Why. the poor creature lot was given to a
leading merchant of the place
would ha\e io take a light breakfast, a picked
who, forty-live years ago was a resident of Maine,
and go -uppcrle-s to bed at night.**
and in all the years -dive leaving the Pine Tree
up dime
Tic- same writer furl her saxs of the trail
State his eyes have not been blessed by the dglit or'
When lie beheld the bivalves he is said to
\V< 11. 1 don't presume to account for it, but I
a clam.
siiggi st that so far as anything in the story aphave actually wept.
pears, the trail may have been made by small
We call the attention of our reader- t<> tie .elver
animals in passing from one place of resort to
another. (>r in making journeys through the
tisement, on the fourth page, «>j the Bocklatid ComI know that scleral amphibious aniwood-.
mereial College. 'The institution i- pr *-pering line
mals, a-the common muskrat and otter, base
'lv, and its prospects are very llatte* >g. It is the
their “< arrit >.*’ so to sax. from one pond or soft
best and largest school of the kind in lie- state,
hog t-» another, and of course in lapse of time
th. se trails will be worn down to several feet
having 121 pupils, of both sexes, in attendance.
!• iow tie* (nit side surface, and especially will the
Practical instructions in book-keeping, business
is
or
rests
'
■
soft
surface
where
the
trail
deep
writing, commereia! law, business corre-po ldcnce,
and
these
little
below,
water
a
bodx
of
upon
A I » -pecial
trails ::r. often simiou> like the trail of a ser- arithmetic and grammar are taught.
pent, turning now this way ami now That to studie- in navigation, phonography and ornamental penmanship. Six competent instru -tors are cm
axoid a rock. a log, or the root of an upturned
tie.
1’hes" animals never employ an engineer,
ployed. Mr. Kilgore, one of the proprietors, i-, a
*
seem
to
to
take
xvhat
I hev appi ar
nor d
might
brother of Dr. Kilgore and II. E. Kilgore, of this
Us the dioi-jcst cut or the lu st route, but when
city. There i- no need of going out of the State to
a trail has b <n commenced it is folloxvedby tin
receive Instruction in these branches when such exte xt animal w'lhout any straggling until it becomes the higliwax over xvhieli all like creatures
cellent opportunities are a Horded at home
Bead
of the forest and tin xvaters will pass. Moose,
the advertisement.
first
named
two.
the
deer, caribou, especially
have like habits, hut generally their paths are
1< K Notk.s. The Evening Bcglst -r, of Hudson,
on harder ground and do not make s<» deep and
X. V., says of tin* ice crop in that State that —“Not
well defined a trail.
more than 2,000,000 tons have beer, gathered, which
>•* mu h for current
report and comment. i- less than half the
average crop, and the quality
Now let Us see what tin scientists have to say
than
generally is inferior. Of la-t year’.- crop u
l*rof.
oho ruing -ea snake- and land -nukes.
200,000 tons were left over, while usually they have
Amlr-xx Wilson. 1 etun r on zoology and com- double that quantity. The old crop is in poor conj
parative unatomx in the Kdin burgh Medical j dition, and much of it is unmerchantable. I’pon
an
School, etc., has written
interesting paper the whole, the lee crop on tin* Hudson this season
mi

With tiie advent of spring comes the demand for
tonic. None better can he had than Osgood’s In
dian Restoration Bitters, advertised by W. o. f*o< r
vV Son, Belfast.
a

The

fast

(lentlemeii in this city recently sent wcM two
bushels of clams in the shell. One bushel went t«>
Terre Haute, Indiana, and the other to Milwaukee.
The clams were packed in sea weed with a quanlit\

He says such an animal as this
to be would “require more

icw

\

was a

life

poor •■critter.*’
A correspondent of the Portland Press, whom
w'<
fear i' a disbeliever, looks at the question
from a bread and butter, or rather, fresh meat,

Howes store was filled with holies Tuesday after
to witness the baking operations of the Heeker
Hour company.

where she

ers

mighty

point

Hussey,

IE

Thomas

few years ago

High school, but is now at Vassal* college,
will graduate in the class of 1SMC The
drawn from
story is exceedingly well written,

almost be-

yond compulation. A snake that couldn't grow
a couple of himdn d feet in length in that time,
and attain lie- diameter of a hogshead, would he
a

Whitcomb.

The Sanford Steamship Co’s new steamer is t<>
have a “Providence” steam captan windlass.
noon

to have

ago.

The horse of James Pendleton, of searsport, became frightened at the depot, on Saturday, and

Pol.

Old Private.”

moving

«

camel. Indeed.

despatch

from (fttawa under date Fob. got 11:
Sir S. h. Tilley Minister of Finance. in bringing down the budget, said that at no period in
the history of the country had the government
met in parliament with finances in as good position. credit so high and the people so prosperous. and lie claimed that this state of affairs was
greatly dependent on the protective police of
the government. The revenue, year b\ y ear,
has been increasing, until, from having a deticieney of scgOO.OOO in tile Treasury, it had a surplus id' over fftdO.OOl) for the twelve months
ending last duly.

Sell. Castellane, of Thomaston, in the storm of
last week, went ashore on Mouse Island, near
Boothbay, and became a total loss, her cargo f
lime taking tire. The Castellane was built in lid.'*
city in 1850, and was owned here until about ten

Ham.

\Vc must admit that

lecturers with their subjects.

its next

shape of a eamel'
Pol. B\ the mass, and ’Lis like

serpent dow

presents.

annual meeting of the Masonic Temple Association has been postponed to Tuesday evening,
the 14th.

C. J. Hall, of this city, has sold sch. S. J. («il
C. Gray & Co., Rockland. The schooner
will he commanded by Capt. Hiram Rhoades. The
Gilmore is 123 tons, about ten years old, and was
built in Sullivan. She was taken away on Monday.

that’s almost in

cloud

yonder

sec

of

The next Masonic sociable will be on Friday
evening of next week, when a picnic supper will be
served.

Mr.

let and l’olonius
Ham.

passage of twenty nine days from Japan.

more to A.

place between one of its discoverers and a sympathizing friend, similar to that between Ham-
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the Post office.

at

Belfast, arrived at
Ship Cora, Capt. Thumbs,
San Francisco on the 10th, in ballast, after a tine

of the

taking

interview

an
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are

Mr. W. R. Holmes has left the American House
in this city to accept a position in Rockland.

The next lecture in the High school course will
he given on Saturday evening by Bev. Mr. Tufts.
Subject—“Other Worlds Than Ours.’’ When the
full arrangements are made we shall publish a list

serpent

sea

The check lists

Vicinity.

ought to he printed.
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hunter
on

its

in length, and five in breadth,
bow he look bis seat.
In the row behind sat I
covered with hones as with a coat of armor,
Mr. Tinehbaek. the colored man nominated the
uprooting mighty pine trees as if they were
other day for surveyor at the port of New Orblades of grass, diverting the courses of streams
leans.
! into fresh channels, and turning dry land into a

It looks to us
Had not the sliriekers for Guiteau's life better howl a little fora law to punish murder at
home? [Rockland Opinion.
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were
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lite. lie \va- surpassingsx _•
death. For no cans*-, in tin xery fivn/x ofwantic red hand of nmrtoniicssand wickedness.

to

of the word.

eloquent
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There is a clause ill the apportionment bill recently passed by Congress to the effect that in
States where tile

(inly

and do

pious

A

man.

trusted friends,

appreciate

deiiom-

no

was no

<'hrisfian

was a

a

sectary: though a church
bigot: though a religious man,

inationalist. was

and an honest free-thinker

carried

The

Scrip-

and

upon to redress the real or imaginary grievance*
of a few individuals. This spirit.and a desire to

!».*

re-

lb- well knew the richness both of the

member,

to

tribute to the

of Garfield's character.

was

railroad management: and with remarkable
effrontery the voters of Belfast have been called

capture.the city otticeN on the pari of others,
defeated refunding when ii wa* in a lair way

Inn

build up American commerce and to do what lie

(

through

road

that is

paragraphs

None should know better Ilian the authors of
these misrejires ntations. that if the city of

are

that travels about on land,

and

The booksellers and Mrs. Barker, in this city, receive frequent calls for copies of David Barker’s
poems. The hook is now out of print, t ie tirst
edition having been exhausted. A second edition

serpent

But a sea

been magnified into bear tracks, and a
timid red squirrel has appeared to the affrighted

the lamented President conducted himself during the campaign which ended with his election

Tin* city
supplement

ment is

enterprising proprietors.

Belfast

Frank Patterson celebrated the fifth anniversary
his married life at Foss’ Hall, on Saturday, by a
wooden wedding. His associates at the shoe factory
and others, made some very handsome and useful

pents; and the announcement of the appearance of a sea serpent off a seaside resort is regun led as part of the advertising programme of

people

majestic strides by which he passed in seven
years from the college platform to win honors ju professional scholarship, in arms and in
the national legislature. The speaker was particularly felicitous in his analysis of Garfield's
Congressional career. The manner in which
the

aggressive or retaliatory. In the former Mr. Blaine epitomizes the
foreign policy of Garfield. His anxiety was to

sent out with this week'* paper a
statement from the directors of the B. A M. L.

expected that every
fishing part} which carries its supplies mainly
in a .jug or demijohn will see one or more ser-

the

of

of

It is

tin's marine monster.

deserved commendation.
Mention of what President Garfield intended

historical sketch of Garfield's ancestry, traced
his early struggles with poverty and depicted

these

readers of the Journal will find in the

We have become accustomed to the sea serpent afloat—or rather to hearing or reading of

making
woods, and that disports itself
in the lakes of eastern Maine, is something of a
novelty, and no insignificant rival of the baby
elephants. We published some weeks ago an
article from the Calais Times concerning this
strange visitor, and taking into consideration
the failings of that paper, the natural inference
would lie that this is simply a fiat serpent. We are
not disposed, however, to thus lightly dismiss the
subject, nor do we question the honesty of those
who have reported what they thought to be the
trail of the serpent. No doubt they found what
they sought for. and without the aid of a demijohn. i he imagination is a powerful factor in
such eases. Sportsmen have been known to lay
low the innocent and unsuspecting bovine when
in pursuit of the stately deer; rabbit tracks

will

success

How to (Jet Longer Schools in the Smaller
Districts.

Representatives on Monday

An immense throng was in attendance
upon the nation's last official tribute to the martyred chief magistrate. The assemblage was a

oeetipied the Speaker's chair. Prayer
was ottered by Rev. Mr. Power, Chaplain of
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the the House, and the presiding officer then preyear, $3.00.
sented the orator of the day. The eulogy of exAdvertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
of length in column,) $l.oo for one week, and 25 i Seeretary Blaine was listened to with deep atcents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of |
tention and made a profound impression. Its
a square charged as a full one.
delivery occupied about two hours. We can
The following are authorized agents for the Jour j
only speak of it briefly. Mr. Blaine gave an
nal :

a

<

held in the

were

last.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

_

1

memorial services in honor

Congressional

The

of the late President Garfield
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that
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be

have been

must

more

than

sun

vigor is manifest when lie get- into his
The General said that next to the church,

his old time

subject.

temperance is the greatest question la uv the j o.
pie The temptation must be put aua\ from the
people and we propose to do it. Liqm-r -elling i.im’onsi-tent with the public good. When the liqu"-.
traffic thrives otl/er industries wane.
Pin- L.-nd-m
Times say- intemperance kills more people, than

■

••

That the "medium" -h mid

only to l»e ex peeled, aplmity i-of «• uir-e fatai to

in the

tier 1* 1 -lie had oho-en.

lo -ay

-Imply

believe Mr. Kt
Pi-.Mi!is'

famine and pestilence. Maine i- coinparativ.
ly free from the curse, but it lingers in the eiticand larger town-, and why
Through tin* apathy
of the officers of the law who hu\< been elected,
paid and sworn to do a duty w hich they never perumisform. Officers of no other country are
of duty as those of the I'nit- d stab -.
It ha- been
said that there is no law in America for anyone
who has money and friendIn Portland the of.
fleers holdout their hands behind them and in-ei\

and In

molesting the rum seller. They arc
doing the duty which they ha\<- sworn

IM

and

re-pentod

a

a vi-rv

lie said that -1\ determined men or one w <>
could close every rum shop in Belfa.-t. II.
contrasted the poverty of Maine under the old rum
times w ith its prosperity under prohibitory lawIn

former

Maine and

days

there

cargoes

were

of West

many

India

distilleries in
rum

imported.

Now there is not a single distillery within ••ur
dors, and no rum imported, There would he
trouble In .stopping the sale of liquor if tin I
servants
to

are

were as

as the devil's -n
referring to the Mail

true to him

their master.

In

n<*

am.-

law

he said there

are many rat holes through which th
seller escapes. The temperance people pr
pose to stop them up. They will say to the next

liquor

Legislature
we

that unless

we can

have

what

we w

ant

shall bolt your nominations. We are now w orkwith dull tools. The public grindstone i- now

ing
used

much to

grind private

have

show.

axes the temperance
The speaker referred (•>
his travels in England and spoke of the improve
ment seen there. A large portion of that country,
comprising hundreds of parishes, i- tree from the
so

people

no

not a drop of liquor to he found there.
Why r Because the English officials perform their
duty honestly. The official there docs not go about
with his hand held out behind his body to revive a
curse;

bribe, as does the American official. He -aw in
Ireland numbers of police barracks converted into
barns for the shelter of cattle. In rum tinn
police
were quartered there. When whiskey and the Irishtogether there was trouble, and the police
needed. The speaker was very severe on our
sheriffs and police. At the close of his remarks
Hon. A. G. Jewett called for a vote of thanks to the
speaker which were heartily given. The General

man came
were

Introduced to many of the people
present, and
hand shaking lasted several minutes. The next
meeting will be held at the Baptist church, Sunday
afternoon at 3.30.
was
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will hi made to put into ulH«v good, true men wiio
ha\ e the welfare of the tow n at heart, and in whom
all. without regard to party, have confidence_The
h !•. \
I’ower, Imilt here and commanded for
-everal years past hy ( apt. I. m Adam-, ha- been
to Uoekport parties, and will he -ailed in the
future by a IKmkport captain.... I .ie town sehoo]s
"

t-oh!

have all
that

they

closed for the year and it i- under-tood
are in excellent standing.

Montvh

i.k.

l>irig() Hand,”

Om*

hand hoy

know n abroad acredit for the sue

s,

deserve much

ee-sful

manner in which they have conducted their
business affairs, as well as for the excellence of
their musical performance-, since then orgaui/.
tion in Sept. ’SO, they have paid for instruments,
music, instruction and uniforms, upwards of
l)csides a considerable sum for incidental expenses.
Our hand ni.-«y he reckoned among the permanent

organizations of the town ...Mr. Plummer, our
enterprising merchant, has taken a partner with
whom he is to share equally the joys and sorrows
of life. This event the band boys propose to celo
hrate with a grand serenade, in the near future
...

Poland, of this place, died the Pith inst.
long and painful illness. Mr. Poland, fa-

Win. O.
after

a

miliarly

izen, and

known as "tin* Capt.” was a respected citan esteemed member of the F. li. church

Searsport Locals.
i h

v

Park, aged 66, died Thursday, Feb.

unas

proposed session of the District Lodge of
l'eniplars will be held here to-morrow Fri-

!

day.'
drama
Ybove the Clomls,” is to be given
lay evening, at the Porter school house, dis-

I
f

7.

No.

Flmcr P.
on

Crooker who has been ticket agent
the Eastern K. K. for the past year

promoted

to .station master at

LynnCom-

Cordon requests us to correct last
k* item relative t«» the hanks and say that the
:-port Savings Bank will continue to do busi-

Mr.

F.

(

at

its old

quarters.

Congregational church, the subject of the
next Sunday morning will be "What Shall
Be.In the evening "Every Man for

the

\

■a

il

Hie Lord’s

Supper will be administered

afternoon.
remains of ( apt. Oscar C. Eaton’s wife,
arrived in Boston Thursday, by bark Loochoo

i.

Katalidin
'ingapoiv.
liy
!
and the funeral took place from the resi: i:cr father, Mr. •b*scpli E. Nich<d>, Tueshere

came

steamer

Uicrnoon.
irama -Winin'
ihc White slave,” per
thii Searsport Amateur Dramatic Club

a.

i!

die

public librar> Saturday evening,

"ears

'it

to the

writer Mr. f

ti.

Nichols, and
'biaiieial success, the receipts being $S7."1.
r! tin* Inb represented their several
parts
.-i:al happy maniiei
Tlie laughable farce
k iiHea to Castles m the Air," which fol■Iraina, was equal to any thing of the
-r pei t..need here, and was received with
It wa.- the intention to have
ppiau-e
1 the 'Irama, but i has been indefinitely

1

Put:

am. \v

in!

who

hi-

lie!

1"

death of Kddie Sheldon.
ho sustained the part of Andre
of the

•mu

-mi a

intimate friend of Mr.

an

family

to a

I

Air.

IK-

miugit

not.

for iiimi

't

i'e-pe

N

hi-

-nine

Daggett,

K.
M

con si

tent

part in

Sandy

of

A. 11 vr,

hay for BosI
v
Nh-kei-. Capt. David Nickel-,
New A "rk Feb. 1 »th, for Hong Kong.
I.; kau ana, Capt. A!. Closson, arrived at
'• lie
Fla
from St. Pierre, Feb. lath....
t apt. d
H. < ’iiHerbert Cohau'd, sail'm-

1

1

\\

w;,'.

>•.

hi command of the

ig.

L

r

1

ii. r

> =

v.-rj.par Wiltiiinel'Mi Cal. Fel
Bah-

t

*>f

arv«Mi.

i.n the

e

im

ii.e.

.-Cl

i-

game

in

..

.; a,

-u

X,I,

Si.

w

a

id some and
tch from
1 touilih d,

;u

m

reputa-

a

k ft Bel-

he

to on

Bo-1

:n

21st.

-e’noon

new

.Journal said

“i

••

w n

Brum

iii.

Tties-

a. m.

hours, while the steamer
JJe'fa-f
i
H

lay, did

same

mr-nav noon....

"''del!, arriv ed

'•

San

a!

not

ar

Bark Cood-

Francisco

An;; A. i. me, which sailed from
arrive i-i Boston Feb. 20th.
A fuera, Jan. 2Mh, in port ship HenK
ldauehar'l, bound It Hampton
»•'•••

;

>

a 1 ’'i‘''

•v

kiln.

apt. Henry Carver, bound for
Arrived at Zanzibar. Feb. I.ith, bark A1
apt. Fben Curtis, from New York.
* ’ini A\ alt. (
apt. Joseph P. "weet-er, ui
•’•■- •■‘go.ila Ceh. 2oth, from Aransas Pas-.
’•

:i-:i

i A
iut

publisiied

e

telegram that

a

"carsport, of bark
Franei-e,. dead. The

>an

Dublin \v:;Bulletin of

purchase instead unwashed fleeces, has a
discouraging influence on holders and may result in a break in prices, unless there is a change
for the better pretty soon.

rk Dublin ve-terdas arrived in this
port
Mm/ai. :•'. Mexico, wln-nee she sailed Jail.
'•■'m waentering the harhor her (Japt.
A*
n. died,
""ine time after tlie hark had
1 m
p' -Aia i: vv as taken -ii k with the eo,-i-[
d P> ai- berth. The medicine «■»m
m'. and tin* -ituatieii became
discouraging,
-aicr- were taken ,-iek.
But tlie bark
k ith
the 111 ui-ii -nip \bervstvvith Ca-!h
: m tniei i;-lown, .Jam 21st, and wafurnish
1
apt. Harri- witn medicines .and other urns
But so-.' after thi-the nautical instruinentand t he brig's course having been
‘•eraage
-lie in. t a.severnortheitstgale. The hark
i*t*■'* oil i’oiut Key*
"unda v tnorniiur i the
•
■oiiiing in from bea. On Monday -in- ap: “o
the point, signaling for assistance.
'A
J Adams, the owner, sent the
tug
turn n--i-t.inee. and soon followed "ii the
-k” with Dr. 1
levelling. The assistance came
'"Wev1 ;. « apt. Allen
having died iust being reached the hark.
'■

“A Common

Craze

Which

is

Common

a

Curse/’
Kdi n>K Jot'itN
w

]

\

I have read the “tract”

:

ith tin* above title which lias been lefr

my

on

door, but fail to

mm- the
point. The writer appears t«; start out w ell with his talk of philosophy
and hi- reasons, and in a very popular manner
of
desea 111 <*n existing evils and the llsojessm

lighting

—

■

Allen
K
A

K.

Patterson,
the .1'

:

a

son

Searsport.

<»;

At

resident of Belfast, and for

n

1

:i2 years of age,

was

painfully

effects, but

7<TS Lime ¥ bbl.,
$1.25
5
20 Oat Meal ¥ lb,
80 Onions ¥ lb,
3'ag4
( racked Corn #’ bush, 80 Oil, Kerosene Pgal.,i4<i20
Corn Meal # bush,
SO Pollock ¥ lb,
4>i®5
Cheese # tb,
14 §10 Pork ¥ lt«,
11312
Cotton Seed # ewt.
1.75 Plaster ¥ bbl.,
$1.00
Rve
¥
lb,
Meal,
lb,
3*
Codlish, dry,#
0§7
; Cranberries #' <jt.,
$1.35
l.'rjts Shorts ¥ e'vt.,
Clover seed, # tb, 12§21 sugar ¥ lb,
310*2
40
Flour# bbl., $s 00$ 10.00 Salt, T. L, ¥ bush,
II. G. Seed # bush, $3.35 S. Potatoes ¥ lb,
OgO
Lard # tb,
I3§11 Wheat Meal, ¥ lb, 4 ^ gf>

leaves

|
j

ith no j
labor.

j

great-grandpapa Adam j
i- a curse and so. naturally enough, we conclude that it- opposite idleness must be a blessing. Hut really, is this tin* case? l think upon j
a little reflection, reason and
philosophy will
eoin-lud that, fortunately. w« happened lob.*
constructed tiiat all
in* happiness may be
Mae.I
lab*
as
it- primary cause.
It
for disobedience

by

our

*■"

p|ea-ur« and

••sweeten-our

forces of nature
for tin ir dev

an

l.qmn

\ 11 the

rest."

our

veiled

-o

so

\aried

a-

to

supply

tin* capacities of every indiv idual.
Mill daily do I see well fornu-d. stout

earing (.od‘< image,
of bright sunshine y

idling away

w

it

require

to

as

Hie Jields of labor are

nt.

almost innumerable, and

worse

-.

nn*n.

his long

j

himself

ml

M

il

a

lli>

e.

II'

a

time

one

time

was a

s

-"in*-

sympathy

push

cities.

|,et him

demand-, ami

—

employ
would

tin

temper down their

so

and

it

a-

t<*

in*rgic-

Putt.T--*u has revive,;
1

Ae mi-

"a1,

community. Capt.
the following letter

fraii' i-e..,

owner

of the

•ark i)uiilin—
ft

d

1

\l

* >: 11: m* i
.k
-r Hie >ark
if ietober ,-i. for a n\age
.tad back I" this eon.' He
man of e\
!:,t ...m.,. q.al.le an,I:. ,1, nsrii.
manlier In » lie n he discharged ad hi- da[>.as when
or the ship
bvmpus gained me entire ,nrl
In \pressing my regret at ’[lie loss of an
njd.iin, i would offer to his family inv -iu.
uipathy lor liie greater loss they have -usini-liug iiiat they may lind some consolation
on -a l. ;_o tha
tii- sickness was devoid of
-hirel ing ami his deatli painless.

I

I

1

■

w

o

in\

el

ii.e /in*

M-

m

••

into

\•

*

in

--

l<*—

certainly

he

nient-.

amu-

tir-t

w** wen*

i•»

hich arc hies—

w

ings when j roperly u-'*d in tempering

our

bors.

la-

ii.

What
Tit•* -tatut

I How

ait.

of ihe

molten

"be

ing

tiie

tho I toot

I

ne

innsi

-team

overshot tiie ladle, and

poured into ids hoot top,
excruciating agony, la rtmov-

mass

the flesh

on

tiie upper

part of the foot

with it.
.\

\mpulation will probably be lieeestelegraph office lias been established here.

il-NHut.

-cliouls throughout town closed
w ek, generally.
Tiie village school lias been
cry su cessful term taught by Irving Hiciiborn
'he kton
Mr. Hiciiborn is a graduate of Pittsi
The schooi was visited the la-t of tiie term
the parents and others who were verv much
ise : with tiie
improvement in me pupil-_
Tin

o

mk

ltailey is going to Carmel this week where
ha- a large amount of
spool wood to saw_
tiiklin Clia-e is going to
Passadamkengto Imild a
iso
for lied field Plummer.There is to lie
I' an amount ol'
building in town til’s season_

much !e-s than las! year_Mill
Ml! Iia- I,ceil offered
$250 for id- three year old
’•'bis colt i- a sister i
tlm one sold to Phiu
■I Hidy for $1,200.
t .wn

Statutes

Say.

Maim- (p. :»11.

I of

see.

chap.

l'7

say
If -hall also b, th
duty of tin- Mayor ami
AM* run n. >• i* mien. A--* --<»r- and t’oiistable\,
in
respeetivcly.
ry ity. i«»wn and plantation,
to mak* complaint ami prosecute
any violationof th* -aid provi.-imi- »f thi- eliap't* r. and J<*
promptly enforci th* law- against drinking
houses.
Tin* above i- tin* luniMiaa' of th*- law

by

: 11

veral

f*

n

rr«

d

Itovv. tombing th* «lut i*
of tli*
«»Hi***f each «*ity and town

municipal

of t'ni- stati.

in- ad ir*--- iast >iin*la\

in

A.
1 !>h

I Ml am* I- isiii\<i.

York, with
L< lit*

n

eester.

an

<

-.

Jewi i t.

ar

demand

xtra

«

-rare**

on

in N**w

account

of tie

brought

ill

haddock and tie-

«

cargo of

;i

JW.IMM)

pound-

uetted Sl.fMJ.

re\v

This

of

wa-

tlie result of two and one-half day's lishing.
i’h> alfairsofj. W-nslow ».l*.in-> iV Co. h:n«i -i*
b.-.-n S'-ir l-d Up iiia! I ll* fa.*lorie> oil IVnob-t bay will probably start up about April 1-t.
.1 lie scllOOlli !' « ; forge P. W ililelliall. from
Bumpi to. landed +1 .ooo pound of fr*-li halibut
l.ir

Tliu: -da\

<«!■ ‘iio -ter

at

and storked

which i- high line for the year on one \ o\ age....
at Soiin-s> ille is a lively bu-in<
ju-i
now.
l li» ice on the river presents the ap-

Snmlting

--

thickly

a

settled village.

bill-

Tin* Washington correspondent of tie Lewiston Journal ha- interviewed an
intelligent ob-er\er

tie*

at

standing of
tion and

apital

<

"ngn

<

answer

with regard to tie* relative

The follow ing queswill interest our reader—
ssmen.

“What do you think of the (in*e nbaek-Denmfrom Maine:*'*'
“Oh, they do not amount to anything in the
Hou-e. Mureh i- in 1 a«1 health this -e—ion and
stays away most of tie* time: but lie i- a nonentity wle-n he is at tie House. Ladd stands a
little better, but all that i- expected of either itiiat he will \ Ole a- he is told.**
indebted to It. W. Richardson. 1 s<p,
ot tie* Portland Advertiser, for a
pamphlet edition of hi- paper on “The P< inaquid Country
>

l nder the Muarts." read before tie* Main** Historical

Society.

It

i-

interesting and valuaearly histon of tlii-

an

ble contribution to tin*

provement—and jetty i-

not

happy.

■

I

ii

estate, $74.2.5; John il. Snow, $52.66: Fred
■
ltitehie, $73.80; ,v. E. Fernald,$52.60; Freeman
I.Jllelleld, $52.21; li. Plummer, $51.62.Mr.

Joseph Kobinsmi,

the father of

David,

whose

death

noticed in your paper last week, is
eighty yea$«
'id, and liis wife seventy-eight, and tiie death of
their son, i am told, was the lirstlhat ever occurred
in their home-(>ur village schools closed a twelve
weeks term last Friday.
was

Fine weather most of the past week,
but roads are had, owing to the uneven
lay of snow.
Miss Etta Horton, daughter of Lemuel Horton,
of
lonnerlv
this town, died recently in Graniteville,
■Mass. An older sister, Miss
Fanny, is very sick
with rheumatic fever ...Itev. J.
Colby Ward was
in town last week,
visiting friends. He Is located
Lie>OKs.

i‘1 the town of Otis in Hancock Co.The
meeting
last Sunday at West Brooks by Itev. Mr. Tasker,
i-Mstwd by Itev Mr. Ward, was a very
interesting
and largely attended one-The kit
is

rapfactory
idly approaching completion; dry house walls are

up and outside will be covered this week. Men and
teams are cutting and hauling lots of
pine for use of
the factory.W. Brooks school closes this

week,
session, under the successful tuition
of Irving Kilgore. Mr. K. goes
immediately to Belfast, to he tin ollice student of medicine with Dr.
after 1« weeks

Kilgore-Town meeting Monday next_There is
still an opening here for a harness maker_Geo.
<j. Dickey has a new hand on the K. 1{.
section, of
which he is foreman. Folks doing well as could
he expected.Benj. Colson was in town
recently
in sea cell of a Bible.Dr.
Libby has a very large
Dr. A. W. Rich has one of the best
practice
cows out.The
Grange continues to prosper, it
—

should receive the

support of every enterprising citizen.T. I. Watts, Allie Chase, and C.
E. Peavev each have an ancient
sleigh belonging to
“ye olden tyme.” They are quaint and curious in
design and execution, mere seems to he a growing
taste for antiquarian vehicles aud time
pieces.
W e recently noticed Mr. C. E.
Peavey driving out
with his large and line stallion “French Tiger” and
think him showing usually well. He is a
very
meritorious horse in many respects_O. W. Lane
A Co., are selling lots of feed,
considers
Including
hie quantities of cotton seed
meal, the use of which
Is

increasing.

warm

In Ivn«»\,Fel). gist, .Johanna Holmes, aged 79
yrs.
In Waldo, Fei». Mil, of consumption, Mrs. Clara
E.. wife of E. L. Bryant, and only daughter of It.
p- and M. A. Ga\ aged 23 years and 5 months.
I
Fnity, Fell. -JCtii, Robert Card, aged 92 years.
In M Miroe, Fob. 25th, Sadie Smith, aged 17
years.
In Penobscot, Feb. 22d, William Leach,
aged
*■’• years.
Feb. 25th, infant son of Mr. Geo. Wood,
ig' d 9 months and 12 days.
Drowned at sea, Feb. 22d, Harry Milo, aged about
7 years.
>. Marine Hospital, Feb. t*tli, Mr. John
At the I
■i'\ ing of Stockton, aged about 59 years.
In Camden. Feb. 21st, Georgia Genivieve Richard-, daughter of G. W. Richards,aged 5 years and
:! months.
In Fnlle)d, Eeb. 2uth, Mrs. Betsey Dyer,
aged ss
.-'ears and 2 month-, daughter of the*late Henrv
•'arwell. E-q., iif l nity.
In Tliomaston, Eeb. 21-t, Mrs. Elizabeth
Harringaged >7 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 20th, Mrs. Margaret Fulcher,
aged 39 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 19th, Joseph Sweetland,
aged
H years. months and 28 days.
In Waldoboro, Eeb. 17th, ( apt. Andrew Storer,
;gcd 77 years.
In Hope, Feb. lutli, Mrs. Jesse Metcalf.
In Fnion, Jan. 22d, Clara A. Messer,
aged 18
t ears and 5 months.
In Blneliill. Feb. 13th, Mrs. Marv, wife of Dea.
Thomas Lufkin, formerly of North* Sedwick, aged
y°arg-

Esq.*,

Tin -mull pox
<

scare

i-

par—aaap—fc

ongivjss iia^

Feb. 27th. sehrs. Radiant, Hardy, Portland. Jas.
oung,-. Boston; Harriet Thomas, Hazeltine,
I Joston.
Feb. 2;tli, sehrs. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, New
: ork ; Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
SAILED.

23d, schr. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
20th, schr. S. J. Gilmore,-, Rockland.
27th, sehrs. Ida L. Ray, Haskell, Deer Isle;
.oi- v. Cliaples, Cliaples, Jacksonville; Merril C.
Hart. Watts, Portsmouth, Ya.
Feb.

Kidney

banquet.

a

Bradlaugli.

tin

agitator,

bill.

expelled
found

i In *n* i- a rumor that
m ral Butl* r i> looking toward the Bepubliran party again.
Southerners drowned <»ut by late floods, get
£ loo.ooo appropriation from Congress.

The committee propose- to start out with a
Siuo.ooo appropriation a- tin* nest egg for a “big
navee.**
breweries produce six gallon- of beer a
year for even man, woman and child in the
Our

country.
The Mardi Grass festivities in New Orleans
drew crowds of \ isitors. Tin* procession w:c
two miles long.

production of

tea in Japan is steadih
and now reaches over bu.nou.ooo

Complaints,

resulting In Dropsy, Brights Diseases, Ac.,
March, April and May are the months In
which to stimulate and strengthen the
Kidneys A Liver and purify the Blood.

NEGLECT

IT!

are me most tnectual

The bondholders of the Bueksport &
Bangor
Railroad met in Bangor Tuesday and organized
a corporation under tin* name"of the
Eastern
Maine Railway Company. Officers were elected
as follows: President.
Eugene Hale; Vice President, (ieo. W. Kimball; Clerk, E. A. Emerv:

Announce

to the

at onh

1.33
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2,50

1.75
2.00
2.50
2.75
3.00

that

public

Remnant Brown

Remedy j

Misplacements,

Their

As

Carnet and Bronze Shades, extra heavy and
wide, only $1.25.

In

Ovarian

Troubles

and

in the nm-t ndined circles of socictv have
them as the best remedy in u*c for ( 'vrmir
W eaknesses.
Many teacher.- of vocal mu>i<\ and pubic- singer*. bear witness to the certain elliea<-y of llr.ilCTonie Pills, in strengthening themu^el.'-s weakened
by constant Use, incidental to thi-class of professionals.
>o]d b\ Druggist- or sent U; mail upon receipt ,,f
price, $1 per box ; six boxes,.*."). Letter- are read
and an.-were l In a skillful female phy-ieian. >end
stamp for answer. A valuable pamphlet mailed
free.
Vddress H. K Til \YKli A Co., l.I Te»nple
i;tl
pi., Roston. Mention this paper.

OFFICE,

22 Market Square, Providence, R. IMm. P. Goodwin, Secy. Mm. T. Barton, Prest.
i This Company Issues Safety Fund Policies,
STATEMENT.

JANUARY

1, 1882.

Policies

on

desirable risks written l>y

FRED ATMOOB, Agent,

Mlnterport, Me.

Agents wanted tor Sullivan’s

IRELAND OF TO-DAY.
(Introduction

by Thoe. Power O’Connor, M. P.)

It tells why the people arc poor ami uneducated,
why rents
fire higl and famines occur. It shows how the land was confisated. and the manufactories ruined.
It describes the Land
the
Land
Act
and
the
Coercion
Bill.
Contains
89 EnLeague,
and Map in Colors. Price
■jrav in
only; #2.00 per Copy,
sales immense. Send ftOcta. for full outfit and begin work at
mce
or full particulars, address

J. C.

MeCURDY Jk CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
14w9

DR. LOMBARD

TN'FORMS his friends and customers that lie will
he absent for some weeks, and that his dental
will he in charge of DR. E. W. MEADER,
of Lewiston, a lirst-elass
practitioner, who cannot
f li Ito give satisfaction.
6w4

X

r 10ms

are one

specialty

a

we

HOSIERY!

shall otter the

!

yard.

Sold

everywhere at 12‘...r. peryard.

Have opened

Spring

1 Case Coraline Corsets,

17L
jLife

THE

a

I T 1.1.

LINE of

and Summer

Hosiery,

carried over from ia.-t year. The whole stock will
he sold as cheap as though closed out at auction.

|

Bought expressly
help close out this large stock
We shall offer a splendid 44 in. Cashmere for 07c.;
our 75 marked down from S7‘i<*.; s7>i«-. marked
flown from $1.00. An extra heavy Drapdetcte finisl
to

One

(1 <K> vards

Me. per dozen.

DIAGONALS
& armurls
show

We

from

Lot All Linen 5c.
10c.
15c.
**

**

*‘

—

Hemstitched, 12c.

15c.
Colored Borders Sold Regardless of Cost.

Machine Thread

price

Linen Hdkfs.!

Only I l-'ir. per Spool.

1,000 YARDS

splendid assortment, varying in
75c. to $1.25. All-wool 4#; in. wide.

a

The reputation of the Towel we sell for 25c. is
well known, length 1 *4 yds., width 22 in, extra
j heavy, handsomely bordered. The 12 I -2C. Towel
ONE I’aIBo.NIA to each customer.
; is a marvel.

|

l

And wiii continue until further

NAUMKEAb SATTEEtt JEANS,

notice.

Kemnants at 10c.. worth 15r.

Forty

It is seldom

closing

Root !

advertise

we

<

tt 7c.

The balance of stock closed out

sale, but

out

FELT SKIRTS 1

3 Cases Best Quality Dress Prints

nn

a

REGARDLESS

3 Oz, ElegantShetland Shawls,

OF

COST.

III llluc SI .00. worth 1.7.',.

NOW WE DO!

illuminated shades, also C’orderettes have been
marked down to a price that must inevitably (dose
them.
In

BANNER
—

wide, all-wool, from 45e. to 75e.
Shoodah marked down from d2‘ o\

six in.
45c.

l X I R

AN!'-

!

1,000 Yi-s. Bleached Cottons

JOB LOT GF REMNANTS.

Short Lengths; Sr. per yard.

Only lOr. per yard.

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

A

ingtherefrom,

such

DROPSY. GRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER. BRICK DIST DEPOSIT. 11IIECMAT1SM. DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE IRINARY 0ROANS.
A Druggist has Sold over 1.000 Bottles.
Rockland, Ml., Apr1.! 2.V, issi.
I have sold over one thousand Bottles of Elixir
of Lite Root, amt have never l'oumi a ease where
it failed to give satisfaction.
M M. II KITTKEDHE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
Westfield, Mass. Mareh20, issi.
J. W. Kli ntEDUK, Agent Elixir of Life Root:
Dear sir:—Having suffered intenselv for four
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines w ithout
obtaining relief, I was induce I to trv a bottle ot*
your ELIXIR OK LIKE ROOT, ami it a<'brds rue
pleasure to say that one bottle of It completely
cured me. 1 recommend it as the only \ .doable
and certain cure for kidney troubles i have ever
I would add that before taking your mediseen.
cine I hud laconic so weak that i was about to give
up work. Hoping that others who have suffered
like myself may be so fortunate as to try vour
valuable medicine. Trulv yours,
T. E. Mi MAIN.
AS A NPIIIAU TONIC AVI) API*!:.
I'17 Kit IT HAN NO IRC A!

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

ONE

Elixir of Life Root Coinpany.
H.

KITTREUIiE,

VEST,
HOC KLANI). MAINE
i>r-20
Ag-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT. .99
A

CATARRH DIRECTIONS.

j

We Msan What We Say!
We don’t throw out

For Cat irrh, Hay Fevthe Head,
&e., insert with little

particle

a

particle into
in
■ gk
ear, rubbing
fpiibia
t. ro^.h
A fair trial will convince the most skeptical.—

—

ELYS' CREAM BALM

the sores and restores the sense of taste and smell.
Beneficial results are realized bv a few applications.
A thorough treatment as directed will cure
Catarrh. As a household remedy lor cold In the
head and snuffles it is unequalled. This Balm is
easy to use and agreeable. Sold by druggists at 5n
cents. On receipt of 50 cents will mail a package*.
Send for circular with full information.
lveow‘»
ELYS’ CUE AM BALM CO., Owego, X. Y.
FOR SALK BY THE BELFAST DRUGGISTS,
and by Wholesale Druggists generally.

T'

—

price,

^

WILBOE’S COMPOUND OF

—

^

PURE COD LIVER
L OIL AND LIME. J

To the Consumptive.—Let those who languish
uuciertho fatal severitylof ourelimate through anv
pulmonary complaint, or even those who are in decided Consumption, by no means despair. There is
a safe and sure remedy at hand, and one easily
tried.
Wilbor’s Compound of Cod-Liver Oil mid
Lime,” without possessing the very nauseating
flavor of the Oil as heretofore used is endowed by
the Phosphate of Lime with a healing property \
which renders the Oil doubly eflicacious. Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be shown. Sold I
by A. B. VVit.BoR, Chemist, Boston, and all drug
gists.
Sw!)

FOR SALE!
TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE
LATE GOV. CROSBY, viz:
The
house and grounds (the late resito
A
the
estate.
dence) belonging
portion of block near the water
bounded
front,
by Spring, Miller and Front streets,
now occupied by Hall &
Cooper. Inquire of
3w7
R. CHENERY or of WM. CROSBY.

0

a

grand CLEANING OUT of those goods will
he made, and as the prices vary we cannot
quote them. Suffice it to say they willbeein:\p.

We have about 1 doz. only left, and the price
lixed BELOW the original cost.

is

have

we

have the LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE
■dock in Belfast, and shall close the entire lot,

We

Our store is not filled with

rem-

nants, shop-worn and unsaleable

goods,

as

have

we

ber that takes this
merchandise

'200

lates, therefore

we

WARRANTED

money refunded.

of

accumu-

WOOLEN SHAWLS,

offer you

Both
WILL

Latest art dolcest Goods

W ILE

Single

and

Double,

MEET THE SAME SACRIFICE

IX

FOUND

IN

OUR

Carpet Rooms,

THREAD,
tormer

BE

price 3c.

|><»>iti'my
a

1 Case Cocheco Prints, Tapestries
make hi America, only r>r., worth sr.
MKIIII M Lit,III (Ol.OliS.

bo

sold

\vi*

shall *d)Vr

iTimd line of

at

$1.00
80c.

Extra,
Lace Pique Remnants All Wool,
Lowell

Onls I Or. per yard.

I Case

Bleachetl Clash

07c.

Ingrains,

55c.

Double

45c.

Warps,

Hemp Carpetings, 10c.

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES QUILTS
95f.

Oil Cloths &
I Case Nevada Cheviot

Shirtings,

!A;7

TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

!Oe., sold everywhere at !2 l-2e.

PRICES.

lings

i CASE GENTS’

BLANKETS
A

AN-

yards, 2c.,

at sc.

Extra Heavy, 20 In. wide, 7c. per yard.

the

-AT

or

HIDE.

mbrieS

A' this -tock must

job-

a

class

it

as

amounting in value to $800. Shall sell Double
India Striped from $7.00 to $30.00, former price
from $10.00 to $37.00. Buy one, perfect satisfaction

EX Tit A

SILK

per yard.

Only tie., sold everywhere

lies!

but

ILL

I Case Best Glove Finished

Cloaks & Ulsters.

AS A BAIT!

few pair left from $2.00 to $8.00, marked
down from $2.50 and $10.0 per pair.

Scotch Wool Shirts & Drawers
At 5oc., former price 75c.

Carpet Sweepers

Kid Gloves 3 Button,

BEST MAKE ONLY $2.50.

At otic,, marked down from 75c.

Sacrifice!

Immense

We cannot enumerate

if

they
We only

are

cents.
in

want

and

of

and
sec

ask every

ANYTHING

one

W oolenS

that

-FOli-

heading

Fancy Goods,

of

to call

if WE MEAN WHAT WE

SAY.

Strike

where

it

SECURE A

QUICK

Men and

SALE.

FLANNELS!
overstocked

All persons indebted to

please

firm.

us

call and settle immedi-

as we

counts

to

must close all
and

ac-

this

against
5

Only 25c., sold in this city

at

37 I-2c.

From 25c. to $1.00 per yard. Fverybody should
from this lot, as we shall close them at a
URKAT REDUCTION.

buy

Turkey lied Tabliugs!
One lot Worth

55e. lor
75c.
SOc.

45c.
02 1 -2e.

We must

impress upon the minds of all
necessity of settling
j
! at once. The demand is imperative, as
| we have resolved to balance all long
standing accounts.
indebted

to us, the

07 1 -2c.

$1.00

75r.

1.25

$1.00

Domestic Fashions.

LINEN DAMASKS!
the wide handsome Damasks we sell for
50c. ami 02c., varying in prices from 18c. to $1.00.
Look at

our

tire lot,

|

we

intention to close out the
shall sell all

tit one-half the

Paper
printed prices.

en-

Patterns

on

the benefit of

NAPKINS !
Only

7.»<■. per dozen A LL LIXEX.
One lol worth $1.25 for $1.00
1.50

1.25

2.00
2.50

1.50
2.00

Buy the Flannel we sell for 12 l-2c, PILLOW SHAMS!
Sold

PRICES.

LOW'

Nottingham Lace for Curtains, Unsettled Bills.

Cotton Flannels!

Maine.

the kaio.i: stock on hank at

10 doz. Ladies' Vests

these goods, and will
the LOWEST
PRICES MADE IN THE STATE.

are

Co.,

BLUE STORE.

\t

As it is

We

T. W. Pitcher &

$1.25, marked down from $1.75.

This stock is large and must be closed. We
shall CLEAN OUT the whole lot 2f> percent.
LESS than regular prices.

give the public

Belfast,

Boys'

Wear.

will THIS

SACRIFICE must be made to

ately,

QUILT

Extra large size for $1.50, worth $2.50. Only ONE
Quilt sold to any customer.

$1 bills at 50

under the

comes

Dry

MARSEILLES

advertised in this paper,

goods
even

have all the

always

Curtains & Fixtures!

LACING KIDS, FOSTER PATENT,

kook
WE GIVE AN ELEGANT

can

impress this upon your minds,
shall

BED SPREADS!

goods

but you

quote prices,

or

we

Effectually cleanses the nasal passages of Catarrhal
virus, causing healthy secretions, allays intlammation, and irritation, protects the membranal linings
of the head from additional colds,
completely heals

m———

reduced

a

a

the

t 1 -2r.

COMMON
At

For Deafness,

Apply

HAY-FEVER

Articles

Leading

of the

IJalm into the nostrils ;
draw strong breaths
through the nose. It
will be absorbed, cleansing and healing the
diseased membrane.

1 Case Remnant Prints

Sold for 20c. and 37c.

A

er, Cold in

linger

From 10<*. to 25c.

Cotton Dress Goods.

few

a

as

Total.$16,774.47
itll

Stock

TO-DAY, FEB. 2(1,

Ladies

accepted

■

HOME

of our specialties ami will sell at
(.BEAT BAKi JAINS.

These

75 Cents Each.

Chronic

physicians.

can ac-

11

per yard.

■

Bleached Cotton I

COMMENCES

Weaknesses so common to the best of the -r\.
Thousands of ladies all over the c<mntrv w ill i.i'ur
witness to tlie curative virtue ot the Pill's. Naue s
furnished upon application. Imior-ed and used by

WM, O. POOR & SON, Proprietor*.

Incorporated May, 1851.
CAPITAL.,
<200,000.

i

;

O F-

rTMIKY are prepared expressly for, and if used as
JL
directed, never fail to cure the miu*i obstinate

Price 05 Cents.

CO.

!

Cashmere for 05c., worth $1.25.

«0'Don't let the Spring pass without trying
them.
0

MERCHANTS INSURANCE

1 ,<*.

Cottons,

PERMANENT CURE

Body.

treasurer, Edward Swazcy: Superintendent,

E. E. Lincoln. A conference was held with
Col. Green concerning the
proposed Shore Line
Railroad from Calais to
Bangor, and tile matter
of extending their own road to Ellsworth was
freely discussed, but no definite action was
taken. The Maine Shore Line Railroad company was organized same day and place, J. N.
Green President. Capital stock.
$1,000,000.

1.02

We have a large stock of these goods and
commodate the trade to extra sizes.

Have just opened another l»ale<»f those ‘4 yd. widt

largest importers and through Custom House difii
culties have tardily arrived. We will give low
prices on the whole lot and warrant the silk 20 per
cent, less than former prices.
One Lot worth $1.50 for $1.25

in the Known World for the

are

LIABILITIES.
The late Gov. Blue Jeans W illiams, of Indiis to have a granite monument 2* feet b ! t laims for Unpaid Rosses.
$15,546.05
All other Claims.
1,227.82
inches high, to cost spoon.

The abolitionists of Cuba are holding public
meetings, and many of the most prominent citizens have declared in favor of
emancipation.

silk will please examine our different grades.
order was placed early in the season from rhe

i

Fruit of the Loom Cotton

to

locomotive.

a

at 10c. per

free from all Intoxicating liquors, and
are not a beverage but u medicine, curing all
Bilious Diseases, Loss of .Appetite, Drowsiness, and
giving wonderful tonr and vigor to the Brain and

They

ana,

a

i

have in stock over $1,000 worth of elegant
Black Silks that must be sold. Every lady in wanl
We

this

them.

Bank, (las Co. and Railroad Stocks.$275,424.50
build a shell !
Loans on Mortgage.
3,000.00
road 12 miles long, as an additional attraction
I,oan.s on Collaterals.
1,525.00
for Northern visitors.
( ash in Rank and Office.
112,152 54
Accrued Interest.
94.93
The Black feet and other Indian- are reported
Premiums in course of Collection. 15,752.86
as committing murderous
depredations in tin*
northwestern territory.
Total.$407,949.73

the wheels of

BLACK SILKS!

Three Dates of Departure, April titIi, l:»th and 27th.
A Tour of 59 Bays, \i-iting Kansas, Colorado,
New Mexico, a part of Texas and Old Mexico,
Lo- Angeles, the To.semite
Arizona, California
Valley, Big Tret* (.roves, san Franei-eo and other
points;, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming. Nebraska, etc.
A Leisurely Jaunt in Palace Cars with Numerous
Halts and Side Trips. Return Tickets good for '.ki
8\vs
days.
nr rail for descriptive programme nt' so
pages. W. I!Al MOM), ‘2)0 Washington SI., Boston.

M e keep a bottle open for all that wish to try

Cash Capital.$200,000.00
Tin* Virginia legislature, Thur-dav. elected
Reserve for Reinsurance. 90,944.84
the read.)lister candidates for auditor and rail- Reserve for Unpaid losses.
!
15,546.05
road commissioner.
Reserve for all other Claims.
1,227.82
Act Surplus. 100,230.42
At Worcester. Mass., a young man is under
Total Assets.$407,949.73
arrest for the murder of Ins lather. In*
having
confessed tin* crime.
SUMMARY OF ASSETS.

A well known resident of Baltimore, Md..
committed suicide by throwing himself under

Slow Thin to Your Frienfls!
AN IMPORTANT COLUMN.

The

J

R ill surely do It. They are manufactured In Belfast, of the purest materials, pleasant to take.
Been In use more than thirty years, with Increas-

pounds annually.

Jacksonville. Fla., propose-

Look at tie Prices!

of

ing sale.
bus ben

our

brothers in the business.

-AM)-

Indian Restorative Bitiers!

Washington's

Additional indietmeiits have been
against tin* .Star Boute conspirators.

increasing,

and Liver

OSGOOD’S

passed tin* apportionment

from the British Parliament.

1 be

—, —,,

AHHIVEI).

liristina Nills(»n's husband is dt*ad.

Birthday by

a

,,

POUT OF BELFAST.

Boh Burdette sutlers from stage fright.
<

tomaa a—ai-.

SHIP NEWS.

subsiding.

Americans in Berlin celebrated

they

even

COLORADO

jon,

|)ON’T

Generalities.

L.

Crockett, 62; Patriot, 30; Yael t, May, 11
—Tiie following are our citizens that
pay a
'■■a "f one hundred dollars and
upwards: E. 1-. I.itlield, 3I52.X3; David H. .smith, $129.49; Fred At
""•> $128.53; in adilition to the above, the Boston
Bangor Steamship Company pay a tax of $110.3s.
1
following gentlemen pay a (ax of Hft. dollars
»•• upwards .1. W. Eowe,
97.90; E. C. Arey, $97..
V il.
Hubbard, $93.61. James Haley, $93.17:
\
E. Kelley, $92.46; T.
Cushing, $83.20; Chan. Ab
-ii'- estate, $62.74 ; A. IV.
Hardy, $05.61; VV. W
logg, $42..8s; John White, $68.27; Geo. W. frockIt, $7n.7n; 1. i). Thompson, $(31.08; John
Stokell,
i''.2o; E. J. Mureii, $59.!(6; K. II. Croxford, $.56..
Daniel Dyer, $53.23; .Samuel Cole, $54.87; 1..

and 2 months.

As all are aware there Is a great Increase of

The editor of tin* Jac ksonville Cnion reports
satisfactory progress on the St.John Rar im-

The following vessels now hail
Winterport Sehrs. Telumah, 230 tons; Able,
axter, 192 G. W. Cummings, 130; K. A. Elliott,
!.. M. Sirout, 10a; Ellen
Merriman, 94; Hich
l, ‘.<2: Fail-Held. 91; M. A. liver. Ml; James
l-oii, 7a; -Sparta, 74 I). K. Arey, 7.7: Henrietta,
M.

oars

tion.

a

a.

Belfast, Feb. 27th, Drew Ellis Burgess, aged
months.
In mvanville, Feb. 2L-t. Lizzie K. Locke, aged 47

-»■«•-

are

struck where

prices

astonish every one,

Second An

In

.:i'e

M ixterport.
i

!

crats

W

Included

CHRONIC

DI ED.

N

-a>i*n."-'flutoner Martha C., of <»imi-

-.

pearance of

I'alnioti, employed at the Gildry was l adly burned recently. He was
;ng molten iron from [lie fountain, and inis..ated the ioree with which the red hot
liquid
o'-

the

.f

Travelling Kxpenses

The

nutil Trip to

-OK ALL-

At Canon City, Colorado, Fen. 21st, Robert M.
M- < allom and Alice R., eldest daughter of E. G.
Coombs, of Belfast.
In Eincoinville, Feb. 18th, Lewis W Jones and
Mi" Lula F. Crooker, both of Lincolnville.
in dockland, Eeb. 19th, Lewis H. Grav and Julia
A Kerry, both of Rnckland.
In North Haven, Feb. 18th, Daniel A. Green and
Hailie V Beverage, both of North Haven.
In Rockland, Feb. 18th, Beni. C.
Perry and Rettie
Nash, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Feb. 17th, George Campbell and
Carrie.I. Flint, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Feb. loth, Win. N. Knowlton and
Lmeliiie G. lVrrigo, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Feb. 15th, James Foaman and Hattie
rL Prescott, both of Rockland.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 11th, Gardner J. Gross and
Elizabeth Creamer, both of Waldoboro.
III Lanioine. Feb. Isth. Mr. J. C. F. Local of Ells
worth, and Miss Eleeta M. Butler of Hancock.

con-

liability

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

MARRIED.

tion. and J** retire from it at rational hours:
and -•>. having absorbed a portion of their at-

Georg--

d i:i'..

B. F. WEIXS’.

<Jin44

eliminate this ••morbid condition” and cause
them 1" engage in dancing
a rational recrea-

tentions in work in which

Dropped Out!

at

Great Sale

all who are suffering from the errors am 1 indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay. loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joseph T. Ivm vx, Station />, New York City.

of those in bis

require

labor due for tln-ir hire

city,

CARD.

A

wu-

of the entire

in the

Still announces the prospect of his removal from Belfast, and with such prospect before us
there is but one alternative, the reduction of this large stock of goods, and the general clearing up of everything that is calculated to detain us. Consequently we place before the public
UNPARALLELED BARGAINS, and below we quote the prices on a few of the many'goods in this
stock. The general mark down has been made in every department of our stock and comprises

To

in other capait with that energy which

sin-.--

r

Prettiest Patterns

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ingenuity

endowed with

an

THE BOTTOM

-AND-

$i8gl9;

very man who ha- tin* ability.* ngage in
iudu-tn and make * inploynn-nt for t.ho-e

Let

to

LARGEST STOCK!

All

•*

“free from labor.”

—.

Market.

sati'rda v, Feb. 25.
Bi iter—Western creamery quoted at 45£47< ;
fall made nortbcrn do, mostly nominal, at 37^ g42o.;
aood t<> choice New York and Vermont dairy lots,
toe; fancy lots held higher; good to choice Canada 1*; tter, 30g3i»e; western choice, fresh ladle
packed, 33«3Hr; fair to good lots of butter, 28g30c.
Cheese —Holders are firm for line factory cheese;
we quote best grades at 13gl4e4,; the latter for
strictly fancy ; fair to good, Pi&EPaC; common, 10
.<•; skims, (5gtu*.
■j 11
E<
Eastern, 32g33c New York ami Vermont,
\l'-. western, 30g3lc; Canadian, 31 g32c; limed, 20c.
Be v\" -Choice hand-picked pea are quoted at $3
"(). d«> mciiuins, $3 7n«3 75; yellow eyes, $3 25
5e; ret I kidneys, $3 75g3 90tf’ bus; German beans
'j
have -orved to prevent advance in prices.
K» r.v
>es— Aroostook rose, £1 10gl 15; Maine
< entral, $1 lOgl 121 a; Vermont and New York stock
at £1 lugl 12 G ; Burbank seedling, $1 ; prolitics, $1
10gl 15; northern rose, $lgl 05; Jacksons, 80c, and
lull: silver dollars, $1 ; peerless, $1 g 1 05; Chenangoes. s.5glH)c Scotch and Irish, 90g95e.
A ppees—Choice selections of No. l Baldwins, $4
tr hl*l, fair to good, $3 50g3 75; spy and king, $4g4
5o K 1>l>1 for selections; common,
25 g 2 50.
II a v \ m straw'—The market is steady and quiet
and has been all winter. Choice eastern timothy,
S21 C t"n. fair to good. £19g20; tine hay, $17gis;
oat
ordinary to poor, $13gl5. Rye straw,
■draw, 10g 11
ton.

dependents,

VoUUg

gnett promise, and hi-early decease D mueii
by a’!. His mother, Capt. Patterson, and
'•"•roils friends ir
Searsport and Belfast,

Boston

in order to gain tin*
where wit h to sustain their -1* k eaivas-. > in
;

them to be the

$*2

day
idling tln*m
-pider w atch-

than

.-landing by their dens like tin*
ing for tin-lly. to lure -nun* poor weaker human into th* ir siiar<- and sell him misery for

of Mrs.

seen

1 Grater Reicins & Attractions OSerei tie Public!

all who has

RETAIL MARKET.

11- w

l.- t nr- suggest to my w aif
panaet a.
\Y« have been taught that tin divim sentence

run

Acknowledged by

! Corn #’bush,

••

..

Tlic demand for

Combing and Delaine Wools, both washed and
un washed, has been
unusually good, and has embraced all descriptions, froiii the finest to the
lowest qualities. Supplies are much reduced.
High grades medium Clothing Fleeces have had
ready sale, while Quarter Blood has been somewhat neglected. Course Clothing Wools are
saleable only at very low prices.

HAMBURGS!
HAMBURG!

Cornell, #‘ tb,
Blitter. Salt, # box,

signed. then* would

.-a\s—

with which

licet

who

<

persistency

and

was a

...Carleton A Co. have started up their lime

man

Mobile... .Singapore,
ark it *bert Porter, Capt. D. (
Boston.... Port Angler, dan.

■

Hope.

but the

clamations and ode were all original. At the close
BELFAST PRICE CURRENTof the exercises a presentation of Barthoknv’s MaCorrected Weekly for the Journal.
teria Mediea ami of two volumes of poems was j
By C. H. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.
made by the class to Mr. (ialen Tribou their teacher,
and Farm Legends and Farm Festivals by Will
PRODUCE MARKET.
PRICES PAID PRODUCERS
Carleton, to Miss C. C. Crawford, assistant. The
Apples 4? bush, 35gl.00 [lav ¥ ton, $10.00gl5.0o
presentations were made in behalf of the class by
dried, O' lb
Gg7
sgt! Tides ¥ lt>,
ltcv. W. R. Cross in a few well chosen words. DiBeans,pea,bush 3.2flg3.50 Lamb ¥ lb,
OgO
Medium
Lamb
$!.40gl.70
$3.00g3.25
Skins,
plomas were presented to the graduates by Dr. o.
-2 50g2.75 Mutton ^ lb,
Gg7
Yellow-eyes
W Stone, one of the directors. Mr. Tribou will he
Butter O' lb,
45g50
20g22 Oats ¥ bush,
Beef O' lb,
90g 100
(ig8 Potatoes,
long remembered as the most efficient teacher we
7S g8
aoguo Round Hop: ¥ tt>
Barley O' bush,
have ever had in Camden.Vs the time for the
Cheese O' tb.
$G.OOgs.OO
12aU Straw ¥ ton,
annual election for school directors, corporation,
Chicken O' lb,
Turkey
¥ lb,
10812
12gl4
Calf Skins O' 0),
1*2 ‘a Veal ¥ lb,
and town oilicers draws near, wo begin to hear a
GgGK
Duck O' lb,
12 g 1 f Wool, washed, ¥ lb,
Ho
little political talk, although the vote is not on
20 Wool, unwashed, ¥
27
Ksks O' do/..,
party lines except town matters. We hear that | Fow l O'lb,
$o.oOgGOO
10s 12 Wood, hard,
12a 14 Wood, soft,
$n.00gH..')0
James Perry is a (Greenback candidate for select- I Geese O'lb,

ill 1 **n*

p

quotations,

large buyers avoid large lines of washed wools,

fair audience assembled at Meattend the second graduating exgunticook
ercises of the Camden High school. From the candidates for this honor sixteen were found qualified
of whom twelve were from Camden two from Sears,
mont, and one each from Hope and Eagle IslandThe exercises from beginning t<> the close were interesting. and the more so because the essays, de-

Kith, in port
-Ck, bark l.dward Kidder, Capt.
I.i ./h-J.ane-ailed from
Kings

dan.

i.

hi!., for

i.'.th

in

Although the storm raged furiously last

Camden.

week there

<

1‘

Mauser & Avery’s Monthly Wool Circular
Tlic Wool market for the past mouth iias
been steady, but on the fine washed fleeces it. an
be
called linn. There is but little change
hardly

says:

hall to

U enham
ii

Jackson.
Mrs. Salome Pattee while at the
house of her son-in law, E. 1). Tasker, last week
fell and fractured her arm. In attempting to pass
from one room to another, in the darkness, she
opened the wrong door and fell to the cellar. When
found she was unconscious, she is the mother of
James Pattee. Register of Deeds at Belfast.

everywhere

at 16c.

Splendid styles

at

50c. per pair, advancing to

$2.00

per

pair.

T? This Great Sale has eclipsed all
former efforts, and at no time have our

patrons

prices

ever been

treated to

as

LOW

FRESH, DESIRABLE GOODS
as now- in fact in
every department of
our stock have prices been MARKED
DOWN, and the crowds that visit our
store is sufficient testimony of the
genuineness of this unparalleled sale.
on

Special inducements held out to Jobbers, and an examination of our goods and prices solicited. We cannot guarantee to the trade duplicates of the
goods advertised, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold. All orders
by mail promptly attended to,
and at the present cheap rate of postage goods can be sent at a

trifling expense.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

83 Main Street,

City Block.

“Consistencie’s

Terrible Accident
Attempts to Take Hair of Shrars From
Her Child.
BE

Jewel.”

Workingmen.

The author of the above oft quoted and much
oftener misquoted line, is not known.
The
poem in which it appears was published in
Murtagh's Collection of Ancient English and
Scotch Ballads, Edinboro', 1754. The poem is

Mece^ltatlnga Surgical Operation-Loving Mother

PARENTS

a

JOLLY ltOBYX

HOPGIIHEAI); tilt, THE
MAN'S PHILOSOPHY.

CAREFUL.

PLOW-

HE.

Domestic accidents

and j Come. Joan, my lasse, fill up the
glasse.
some of them are
We'll drinke our own good healthe,
very serious. Mrs. Warner, of
Tho' poore we be, contente are we,
South Ltondout, l ister Co., N. Y., some weeks ago
We covet no man’s pelfe.
attempted to take from her child a pair of shears
Hard beds to tyred folke are sweete.
with which it was playing.
A slight struggle enAnd hunger seasons plaineste mete.
sued, in which tlie point of the shears entered Mrs.
So. here’s to Joan and Robyn.
W arner’s left eye, entirely
destroying the sight.
SHE.
Her family physician did what lie could, hut inBut Rob, my mannc, if wealthe were thyne.
tensely painful inflammation arose, which, by symThen Joan would take new graces;
pathy. threatened the loss of the other eye. Total Gave as the beste, in satin drest.
blindness to a woman having the care of a household
With jewels, silkes and laces.
i< an irretrievable calamity. In this strait Mrs. W.
Then looting love the erowde would crie,
applied to the well-known and skillful Surgeon, Dr. Wliyle in our coache we past them bye.
Long lyfe to Joan and Robyn.
Dari l Kennedy, of ltondout, \. Y.. who removed
HE.
the injured eye by a very successful operation, setting aside all danger of further harm to the sight of Tush! tush! my lasse! such thoughts resigne,
are common

to women,

Comparisons

other eye. Hut, owing to pain and mental distress, her system needed a tonic and restorative
medicine. To do this work the Doctor prescribed
“Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, which sustained its
lepwtatioii and laid sure foundation of health.

the

are

eruell.

Fine pictures suit in frames as fine
Consistency's a jewel.
For thee and me coarse clothes are beste,
Rude folks in homelye raiment dreste,
Wife Joan and goodman Robyn.

Snow-Filled

A pure strengthening tonic, free from whiskey
and alcohol, cures dyspepsia, and similar diseases.
It has never been equalled. Brown’s iron Bitters.
“Never

put

on

put off until tomorrow what you ought to
You might take cold.

today.”

Elegance and Purity.
Ladies who appreciate elegance and purity are
using Parker’s Hair Balsam. It is the best article
sold for restoring gray hair to its original color,
beauty and lustre.

1

water.”

A

will there’s apt to be

a

L.
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knowledged one of the very best teachers of Pen
manship in the country.
The student is not made a mere copyist, and re
quired to imitate certain forms without any higher
purpose. He is taught the true form and characteristic of letters, and the necessary movements to
produce the desired result, and is constantly kept
to the faithful carrying out of the principles which
constitute the foundation of good writing.
The unparalleled success of our Writing Depart
meat during the past has been such as to convince
the most skeptical of the superior advantages afforded. A large collection of specimens on hand,
showing applicants the progress made by former

Nest.
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Li rer
Diseases, t'erer <{'■
Ague, liheninat i s in
D r o psy,
Heart
Disease,
V ir rolls Debility ,(V.

II it ion sti ess.

Gems

The Best Remedy Known to Man.
]'<trirr(

J'mjH

rtirs

A

it quiets the Nervous System.
it Promotes Digestion.
it Nourishes, Strengthens and invigorates.
It carries off the Did Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy

Rheumatism when I

Perspiration.

neutralizes tin* hereditary taint, or poi-on in
the hlood, which generate.- Scrofula, Lrv.-ipelas,
and til! manner of -kin diseases and internal

A woman must surely see well, if she try.
Idle whole of whose being's a capital I.
[.(. !i. l.owell.
The

liberty
rationality of
[Swedenborg.
The perfidy of

Co., Me.
Phis i- to <• nil v that I bad (’lironi*- Diarrinea for
fifty year.-. and ha\e u.-cd all the medicine I have
heard recommended, tried ali the doctor.- within
thirty mile-, and paid out oyer two hundred dollars,
all t • no purpose.
I procured from an agent, some
ot Dr. Clark .Johnson*- ludiar Blood
Syrup, and it
helped me immediately. Tiie disca.-e ’has now entirely left me, and I consider m\ self well.
I advi-e
til sufferers to try it.
WILLIAM (.KANT.

Agents

Syrup
agent.

wan ten i« r tin* sale of the Indian Blood
in every town or village, in which I have no

Particulars given

on

application.

ly-Ci

ORUOG1STS SELL IT.

Laboratory 11 West 3d St.. It Y. City.

[Addison.
can certainly

No person
conclude (tod's
hatred to any person from what befalls
in this world.
[Tillotson.

or

followed b> consumption or diphtheric..
No lm divine haseviT b< en discovered wliicii
P.etss quickly and surely In such c.;s>
*,
PKRUl DAVIS; i»AI\ KILLKU. ; Jig
prompt us'* <‘f lIlls invaluable rcumiy has
Bavi*d thousands of lives.
1*5*1!: iiY P.WIS’ RAIN KILLER is

ship

have

olf

!

passed

over.

If

people are to quarrel often, it follows at a
corollary that their quarrels cannot be protracted beyond certain limits.
[George Eliot.
In
little

a

free country there is much clamor

w

th

suffering; ill a despotic state there is little
complaint but much suffering. [Carnot.
lb who tells a lie is not sensible how great a
task In- undertakes, for he must be forced to invent twenty more to maintain one.
[Pope.
There never did and never will exist anything
noble and excellent in a character
which is a stranger to the exercise of resolute
self-denial.
[Scott.

Every day

the Lord's day. it runs through all our livt s,
through the pages of the Holy Bible
"Thus saith the Lord."
[If. W. Longfellow.

[I!.

For nature beats in perfect tune.
And rounds with rhyme her everv rune.
Whether she works in land or sea.
>r underground her
alchemy.
W. Emerson.

Dick.

read

as

follows:

Pain Killer haslieen my household r*
medyfor
t*‘Itis for tla* past twenty-.-'*.- u
and nave
tiewr known it t
fail in «*!b t:i:g a cure.—
L. S Ca* •carat, Williamsville. N. V.
For thirty years 1 have used Pain Kili.fr, and
found it a never-tailing remedy fur colds and sore
th r< u t. Ii a u ton Si: a an.
Have received iinn.--.ii .t<- relief from colds and
Pore throat, and eons.d'*;*
your I'm:; Killer an
Invaluable reined;.. Oti>. ii. Lvekett, Dickinson,
N.
I have .past recovered from a very
veto cold,
whicn 1 have had for some time. 1 c.u M
\
relief until I tried \oar J ain Kii.i a.
h: h
relieved me immediately. I will iie\.r again l.o
without it. —(J.O. l oaci;, Lowndes, (ia.
Have used Pain Kii.m u in my iam.l, for forty
years, and have never known it to fail. I;
Lewis, Wayneslxiro, (ia.
I began usingP.AiN Killf.r ir my family twentyfive years ago and have used it ever since. and have
found no medicine to take its place. B. \V. Dyer,
Druggist, Oneida, N. Y.
For whooping-cough and cron]' it ia the l>est
preparation made. \V «• would not be without it.—
A. P Hovts, J.iberty Mills, Ya.
F
twenty-live years I have used Pain Killer
or colds and chapped lips, and( onrider it be* best
medicine ever offered.—Geo.Huoplr.W limmgton,
■

>

I was suffering set ore) v with brom-b.d s, and my
throat was so inflam'd 1 could sca:- «iy swallow
eny food. I w as advised t<> try your Pa n K im.fr,
ana after taking a few doses was completely
cu red.—T. Wilkin so n
Dr. Walton writes from foslr cton Your Pain
Kii.leu cures dii htheria and M*n*thr< at -o alarmt !.•»■»
body prevalent here, and has
known to
tail m a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs Lllkn B. M ason writes My per. was taken
violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. So many < hildron have died lvre. I vub
Mru d to call a physician, and tried
our Pain
Killer.
He was taken on Bin-day. and on
Wednesday his throat was clear. Jt was a wonderful cure, and f wish it could be known to tho
IKHtr mothers who an* losing bo many children.
For (bills and Fever PAIN KILLER has
no equ d.
Itcur**, when everything rise falls.
Delays an* oilon dangerous. A bottle of
Fain Killkk4ii tint house is a safeguard that
no family should lie without.
All druggists sell It at 23c., 50c.t and $1.00

per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS Sl SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
1 yr25

Great

LIQUID
FOR

BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.

tlTA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDIRICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
ALCOHOLIC DRINK._£! Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as

POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart's
blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. tW It works wonders,
curing
NERVOI* and GENERAL DEBILITY,
aa

MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.

Produces a

healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DEUCATE FEMALES, NURSINGMOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. MTFor sale by all
Druggists. $1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 10 Park Place, New York
City.

yrueow

from

Chase's

I‘'*r I)eat'i

first
After my labors for the last six years, myi
inclination is to rest at Chase’s Mills ; and
1 should do so if I could
conscientiously cooperate with many who claim to be Greenbackers. Selfish politicians are trying to
make honest men believe that crooked is
straight; and cralty money changers, who

to

elaiins.

Annuities.

Capt. Joshua Wing,
AViiig anil B. F. Wing,

father of Hon. C. A.
died in Winthrop, Feb.
lii, aged 89 years. He was the oldest mail in
town. He came here in 1800 from Cape Cod,
and lias lived here since. He has been a boot
manufacturer, one of the leading citizens, held
various positions of trust and enjoyed the perfect confidence of the people.
Miss Annie Louise Cary says that she has no
idea of withdrawing from her public
career,
and that there is no truth in the
report that she
is to marry a gentleman whom, she savs, she
has never seen.

1
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laims paid during
year.$<;.474.451
Total paid Policy-holder*
<

during

the year.

12.om,! 12.12

Real Instate.$47
mo.24
i’nited States and other Bonds. 19,222,n.4u.oo
Loans on Collaterals. 10,01.'>.000.00
Real lv-tate...
7,402,71! • o 1
Cash in Banks..
1.702.01.'.74
Interest Aecrued.
1,224.017.dj
on

Deferred Premium*..
Premiums in Tran.*it.

0
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:

V

n
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at four per
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purges out

*ek.stillin^ia,

on

makes

a

of

cure

most efieeta

series

If joii aiTarnai'.®
ea’v «
ofbusmeened by tho stni:n < i’ «
1
ffl your dutii'.s
H stimulant a n «1 nso
Hop Bitters.
B
If you uro youm* and
■ discretion
ui^sipa
m or
■
ied or
..monish
Q poor Ik*alth

iurkmir huuiors

the

oru.-n:.-, \vh-

in

Qj

they derange, and
wit-;-t* substance they dist ase and
destroy. Ayek’s
>ai:sai*a i:i i.i.a expels those humors from the
blood.
When th.-\ arc
the disorders they produce
sin’li
:,s
(
rations of t/u Liver, Stomach*
dis.-ipi* air,
Kidneys, Lunys, Erupt ions and Eruptive Diseases
ot the S/. in, St. .1
nthony's Eire, R ise or Erysipelas,
RimpU Rust ales. Blotches, Boils, Tumors, ’Tetter
and Smt Rh am, ''raid Head, Rinyicorm, Ulcers and
Son s. Rhnunati* n. .V. ara/yia, Ruin in the
Bones,
Side a no load, Emodr U\a/;niss, Sterility, l.eucorfuca ar.s/ny ye
direases. Dropsy,

§1
H

Bitters?1’

1

cal lull

into,

sl.7,79.-,.;itj
19.3ii4.7s

■
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KEATINti A FIELD, Agents,
Belfast, Me.
t. M. (llti.NOU, tieneral Agent, Portsmouth, N. II.
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Y
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Relieve all diseases of women peculiar
to the appearance and cessasion of the
menses, uterine disturbances, torpidit\
of

Hr.

functions,withloueorrlKea.dismeiior-

Clarke’s

Positive Cure

rinca, and hysteria, also in melancholia
ami other mental derangements. Alford
prompt relief to those distressing bearing down pains so peculiar to women.
Price $.'i per box. Sent free bv mail on
receipt of price. I)r. Clarke 'Medicine
Company, New York City.

I'eriudiral

Complaints and Weaknesses
best female population.
the
worst form of Female Comentirely
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation and ITIcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysull craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Frustration.
General Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Inuiour

cure

Pills.

jj'UiF
Ur.

ondary
remedy.

stage, whether primary,

tertiary, are an
They never fail to

or

sec-

Syphilitic
Pills

weaknessol tlie Kidneys and Hind
A quick and complete cure in 4 to
days of all urinary al'ections, Munrt
; ing. frequent or dillicult urination, mu
'•"us discharges and sediment in the
I urine from whatever cause induced,
whether of recent or long standing.
One to three boxes
usually sullicient.
| Price $2 per box ; boxes fori?.'*. Mailed free on receipt of
price. Address
I Dr. Clarke Medicine Company, V**v
I York City.
«

I
I

Clarke's
(■onorrtieu

I’ll

s

|

Pills.

No family should be without LTDIA E. FINKITAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
Sold bv all Druggists, ‘in

E 31 s:

.wit.tarwm

1

lyric

BALK IX C>l IiE A l>

II A

pntoncy,

youth,

I)r.

IM» IliURlTINO

i

nui 11 an irruea amtnn-

the result of self abuse in

sexual

in

excesses

maturer

other causes, ami producing
some of the
following effects: Ncr\ ous
ness, Seminal Emissions (night emissions by dreams), Dimness of sight,
Defective Memory. Physical Dee.uv,
Pimples on Face, Aversion to .Society
of Females, Confusion of
Ideas, Loss
of Sexual Power, Ac.,
rendering maryears,

I'lnrke’s

as

S

or

riage improper or unhappv. Are a
positive cure in 2 to 8 week"-. One to
boxes usually sufficient. Price Sd. Vi

six

Pills.

per box. Four boxes $.i. Sent by mail,
on receipt of price.
Address
Dr. Clarke Medicine Companv, New
York City.
lyreowli

.JEWETT

of the milking
his
will endeavor to
make
the
of litigating parties and
their counsel to call on him for professional aid instead of going out of the county for it, as lie will
now give his lime to his profession, and tin; service
;>f his clients, who will find him in his office
daily
From b \. m. to 12 at noon, and from 2 to 5 r. m, and
it his house at all other hours of the
day ready to
ittend to clients. The Waldo Bar embodies all*the
legal talent required to try both sides of any case in
•ourt, and need not submit to the mortification of
?oing out of the county for professional assistance.
A. (,. JEWETT.
Feb. 14, 1882.—JimT
on

•

Influenza, Asthma.,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and
Every affection of the

TO

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including

The Desirable Suit of Offices
the Store of

CONSUMPTION.

HIRAM CHASE &

SCMMAKV

<

(>K

ash in

Rank-.$
Rond- and Mortgage-, being tir-t lien

on Real Estate,
worth $3,600.75o;...
i nited states stork-, market value;..
Bank and Railroad Stocks and Ronds,

not dry up a
cough, and leave the cause
is the case with most preparation::, 1
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and
allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint."
DO NOT Els DECEi VisD
by articles bear
ing similar names. Be sure you get
as

Utf

HIHAYI

ton

n

THE SPRING TERM COMMENCES

TUESDAY, MARCH 7th,

continues 13 weeks. Tuition free.
For
particulars address
K. WOODBURY, Principal.
Castine, Feb. 13, 1882.—3wr7

And
further

lyreow48

SEAMEN WANTED.

FERTILIZERS!

HUNDRED SEAMEN WANTED IN ROCK-

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me

ONElaud JOHN
coasting.
S.
for

vou

I

Apply to
RANLElT, Shipping Agent

Rockland, Aug 30, 1$31.—20

At

no
use

Marlboro
SIRK, CIIARI
\

11 1

1

rule

inal

m nisi i n
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■
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TRADE MARK

unfailf«>r Sem-

m

Weaknc",

nrsiNK.-s

t\

maim:

m itiNii

BEFORE TAKING

I>i-oa>u> that follow as a
of >o|f \
se a
lo*-s nj Memory.
Innar-al I.as>i-

IT.ST I MON 1 A 1.8.

“1

regard Mr. Eddy as oneof the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
tieial intercourse."
Cl!AS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
"Inventors cannot employ

worthy

"i- more

capable

of

a

■SPLENDID VARIETIESfrT
W all abeled. your CHOICE 4>J

75

AFTER TAXIND.

more trustfor them an
at the Patent Of-

earlv and favorable consideration
fice."
EDMl NI) RCEKE.
I.ate Commissioner of Patents.

Boston, October 19, 1870.
Sir: You procured for
Since then you have
me in hundreds of cases, ami
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
It. 11. Eim>y,
in lSlo, my lirst
acted for and advised

E$(j.—Dear

me.

to.

Strong 1'

ll:J

too

.t

patent

have occasionally employed tin* best
agencies in
New > oik, Philadelphia and
Washington, but I still
give you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to emplov v»u.
Yours truly,
GEORGE DRAPER.

Boston, January J, 1882.—lyri

I’Ost-i’aidtoaUp.

establishments

than most

th«‘only

grow,an-, me

concern making a SIMIC! AL Bn-ii:e«-«,
K ises. Over50 lairge Houses ior Rosesal^ne.
Oar New <.ui<le, u complete Treads- g»a5“5
T"°
on i/ie I{ose,70pp,e/t:yantly illustrat' d,*§“
^

At a Probate Court held
t!u* ( ounty of W aldo,
February, A. l>. Isk-j.

Ornamental

Grasses,

Immortelles, Gladiolus,

Implements. Beautifully
trated. Over
loo pages.

ROCHESTER,N.Y.

illus-

Address

CHICAGO,ILL

&
200-206 Randolph St

BOSTON

LEAD

MFG

CO.

Olliee, -J4 and‘it* Oliver Street, Bo-t. Mi--.
(OltRODKIiS

AM*

MANTI'Ai'll i:i;KS.

STAR

BRAND"

POKE WHITE LEAD.
RED

LEAH AND l.ITUAltliE.

LEAD

PIPE

&

SHEET

LEAD.

TIN and TIN LINED PI PK, 1TMP*. s< H.DKIC^e.
COLD MEDAL iiwar*led by tin* Massachusetts
Charitable .Mechanic’s Association in 1**1.
Cm-

D. M. FERRY &
4tcow3

JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
Proto Commission liercyis,
AM,

UKAI.KKS

IS

Hay, Potatoes. Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
t'lieese, Kits— Poultry («aine. Salmon. Fresh

Hater Fish of all Unils. ,Ye. ill hinds
Barrel lleatlinu.
110 South Market St., Boston, M asis.
Shipments paid for soon as sold. Anv information given as to markets, A:e.
cni.'P

PHILO

Ally.

HER8EY,
& Counseiior ai Law,

No. 1, Ha rail in Work, Belfast, Me.
Having presided over the Probate and Insolvent
Court for the past four years, 1 feel that I can render
valuable counsel and service to all persons liavl ng
matters in said Court.
n.
Belfast, Jan. IT, 1*81—1)

GEO

STOCK FOR SALE.
UnmnrtW Short Horn Fulls
For salt* at the* Rritradier’s Island Farm. Apply to
W. T. COCHRAN.
Stockton, Feb. 2, 1882.—5

JOHNSON,

oi

MaiTirh'Vurnt; Chemists, N
a

>i ki:

at s.ant.

»

j

*vv

York

>

H MEAD'S MeC. slid CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
I

m-'

I

N. H. DOWNS’

|;

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second l’ue-*lav oi
.<

That the said Kxerulrix

a..tin-

inhale Court, held at Belfast, within an I
the County of Waldo, on tin* sei'-rndTit'-slr.
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ond Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show eause, if any they have, wiiv
the same should not he granted.
JAMKs I). LAMM >N. Judge
A true copy. Attest
A. Flkiviikk, Rcgi-tn
At a Probate Court held at
the County* ot Waldo, on
February, A. 1). 188*2.
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Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, B
j||
IN Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

s

n

LKWIS, widow of STKPIIKN s.
LKWIS, late of Belfast, in said County of
" al'io, deceased, having
presented her petition
praying that dower in certain real estate therein
de-erihed, may he assigned to her.
Ordered, That the said Petitioner give notice
t(' all persons interested bv
causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks -ue,\>-iveiv
in the Republican Journal, printed at Bel
fa-t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
«■-

I

il!:YRY, JOHXSOY £• I.ORD,

I

Props., Ilnrlindon,Vt

DOWNS* ELIXIR,f

r

iM-ih

>-t

LANK, Ydministrator of the estate ot
JOHN CAR\ KB, late «.f St-arsporl, in -ai l
ot
Waldo, deeeased, having pre-.iu.ied hioitnty
second account of Administration for allow .nice
nr lercd, That the said Administrator givt notice
to all persons interested bv causing a
»*op\ of tiiiorder to he published three weeks ,-ueecssivelv in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that the*,
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bci
fa-t, within and for -aid County, on the
ml
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, wi". 111«■
-ame should not he allowed.
JAMKS I*) LAMSUV, Judge.
A true copy. Attest: -A. A. Fi.kt< her, K<

J1L

E. JOHN SOM

R. W.

ROGERS.

\ KI><> ss --In ( ourt of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on tiie second Tuesday of Februar
ORR1
LLA II. LI BBY, Administratrix on 11..Is>2,
‘‘>late ot W M. L. LIBBY, late d Stockton, in said
V
^

Attorneys

at

S U KG E 0 N
No. 10 Main SI..

dual

HILLS,

DENTIST,
■

Belfast, Me. 3Jit

,

Merchants,

No. IS South Market Street,
References, by permission.
SILAS I’ElUl E ft ( <>
Isaac Rich & Co.,
1

t

Boston.
I yes
It,.,toil.

said account should not he allowed.
JAMKS I). I, AM SON'. .Judge.
A true copy. Attest.
\. A. Fi.kk uikk, R. gist.r.
—

TARTLINC
DISCOVERY !

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
victim of youthful imprudence causing PremaDecay, Nervous Detiility, l.ost Manhood, etc.,
laving tried in vain every known remedy, lias ili.
lovered a simple self-cure, which lie will send FREE
:o his fellow sufferers, address J. II.
REEVES. 4S
lialham St,. N. Y.
1yr37

SS. —iii Court of

Probate,

held at Bel.

fast, on the second Tuesday of I-. lxuan
1SS_», JOHN (,. PIP m I|\s, Administrator <m■ the
late of ISABELLA Cl XXIXUI1AM, late
t Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his
tirst and linal account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at
Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested
may attend a Probate ( our* to he held at Belfast on
the second Tuesday of March next, and show
cause,
it any they have, whv said account should not hr
allowed.
.its)
JAMES L). LAMSOX, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—A. A.
FhKTCHKU,Register.
Proliato, held at BelTuesday of February,
T <
IU‘N\KU>. Administrator 01, the c»
t.ite ot BLNJ AMIN II. OKA 1
late of Prospect, in
-aid County, deceased, having presented his tir<;
account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given three weeks

successively in the Republican Journal, printed in
Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested

may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
fast, on the second Tuesday of March next, ami
show cause, if any they have, why said account
should not be allowed.
JAMKS I). LAM son. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. FLETCHKK, Register.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed,
and has taken upon herself the trust of Kxecutrix
'I''I IK

1

RUBBER COATED SCYTHES..
Temper Not Started by Polishing, Oil Tempered, New Proeess.
Jopyrighted. Prices on application.
13w(i
FRED ATNVOOD, Wintorport, Me.

Notice o! Foreclosure.
llKI.EA'v EDWIN.IA< Kso\, of Belfast, hi
Hu- 1 •ur.tj or \V M.lo, on ill.,
| ,|;n ,,f I.-,.!,
| ,,f mortgage of that
niary. v. I> 1-7.-,. 1,, his ,|
dale, rooor led in W 11-1.• Registry
I,
■>»),,i 1 s \ Ml Kl. KINl.MMRY.oC Waldo,
a certain |i:inv!
land situated in said licit1 -I at
tl.e Head of Ihe Tide ...
ilhd, it being the -amo
--aid dai ksou of one \aroti V
pal'iad loll al
.Smart on tin id day of
Septcinlwr -V. I>. Is7:i, and
also Ilie same conveye-1 to .aid Smart Indeed, from
\\ a ker and recorded in
Waldo Registry,
IJenson
... I an. I’.ige hill, said
premises consisting of a
dwelling house, out liouse, and uliout 41! -oiiaiv
1 ’ds'd land
\ud whereas the conditions oi said
mortgage hating heen hroken, 1, the undersigned,
<'■•'11111 1 foreclosure of Hie same.
:!"'7
s VMI'EE KIM.SIil ItY.

\\T
» »

of the will of

KZRA M ANTKR, late of Winterport,
the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; sin* therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said deceased’s e-tatc to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
M. B. MANTKR.
to her.
Winterport, Feb. 15, 1882.—3wi‘
in

.V

ture

I y r:>

ss:111 Court of
A,.'l)0 ‘>n
W
▼ ?
tin* second
fast,

1>>_\ \\

lioston.

BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOB

her first and

Huai account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, thre.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all pcr-uis
interested, may attend at a Probate C< mi, to h.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, whv Un-

T'AI.lHi

law,

MAINE.

\J

County, deceased, having presented

JOHNSON & ROGERS,

_

CO., Detroit, Mich.

SEABURY

•

daily life at the White House and of
[amons occupants; shows the wonders and inside workings of
gives truthful revelation *
every Government Department; and
Df life‘‘behind the scenes,"
a wule-aicttke tc< in<iu.-‘c3 it
4S fine Engravings. The best selling book out Agoi o WiiMtul.
Ladi e«l o gran d ly. Extra Terms given* Send for circulars to the
HARTFORD PUBLISHING CO., li art lord, Couih.
Hwd

JPOR 1882

remedies will not even reliei o
Price 25 cents.
Beware of cheap Piasters made
with lead poisons.

■

..j

lust, within and f.*r said (Ounty, on the -e.
I'lie-day of March next, at ten o‘t the clock l.efor.
noon, and show eau.-e, if anv tin v liave, w hv in.
same should not be proved,
approved and -dl-w.
JA.MKs |). L \ MSI) N
tu i
A true copy. Attest:
A. A. Fl.K11 hkk, U,ui-t«r

<

By Mary Clemmer. It portrays the “tuner ff/V*
ana Prone*. Marvels and Mysteries of the Capitol;
^Sights
tells of the
nil its

W lI be mailed free to all
applicant*?, and tncustomers without
ordering it. It contains five colored plates, 600 engravings,
•.bout 200 page?, and full descriptions,
prices and directions for
I5i'0
varieties
of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
acting
Plants,
/mil Trees, etc. Invaluable to all. Send for it.
Address,

!•

ever

One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other

—...

IETt^arsiteshinlfott

9w8

1 > KI. [..

all persons interested by
causing* a cop\ of thi- r
del* to lie published three week- succe*-ive
:n tie
Repuhli(*an Journal printed at Belfa-i, that the
at
a
Probate
be
may appear
held it p. i
Court, to

H

.SAMUEL LITTLE, PnU M. J. UIMDE, Trans

Commission
Bulbs,

Are tho only improvement
made in Plasters

DOWNS1 tLIXiRrf5«R£%

FA IN A ( Rn< K KTT, named 1.
last will and testament
f AhKKPKPt
( ROCK KTT, late oi
au.!
Moekton, in .-aid
Waldo, deceased, having piv-enPd the -an. I-r

-.

THOMAS S. RICH & CO

Lilies, Hoses, Plants, Garden

(, ( M >

Ml*. the

"HE DiMCEE £l COWARD CO.
It:.■..•tirowm, V.’estt;
icrt'ti.Pu

ISAAC

anil

■.:■

ot

BELFAST,

mail FHKK tlieir Catalogin' for ls.ss, containing a
fall descriptive l’ricc-l.ist
of
1 lower, Field and Garden

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Piasters

at Belfast, with:|,

of March next, at ten
\
tie*
b.<k before
a,,
and show cause, if any they have,
why the -anie
should Dot be allowed.
JA Mbs D I,AMsi >N, Judire.
A true copv. Attest —A. A. Fu:jvm.u, R.-istor.

TTa.‘.-. fa

WE GIVE A WAY??«,!‘W
lioscri

person

securing

names.

■

DINGLE

‘‘BOSTON

76 State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Patents in the I’niled States; also in Great
Britain, France and other foreign countries. C<*pie."t the claims of
any Pat -nt furni-hed by remitting
one dollar.
A-<ignment- recorded at Washington.
A " igen eg in Hi, (nited States
possesses superior
jio ilit 'h >■ r\>r obt< intng /‘of cuts or ascertaining the
patent'd itihj or' inn ntions.
it. II. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

nun ii.*1.1

•

Probate.
Orih red,

i>si.

H/EBBY,

R.

«

IM.te-tament of .J A.MKS

CONAKI? GO'S
BEAPTIFt L KVEK-BLOOMKlJ

80,635.08

PATENTS-

it -mill-

having

similar soundSee that the word
C A P-C I N E is correctly spoiled

m.
C\R

last, in sail! County of Wahl.., den a-.O. im
presented hi second account o! Kv -up -i
:
allowance.
Ordered, That the -aid K\e ai!.»r ai e n< ; I>■ t.. i'
person- interested by eau-in;r a copv ,,j third.-i
1“ l,e pubiishni three week- aien
-i\. 1.
tie- it.
publican Journal printed at Pella t. that tie s n,a\
a).pear at a Probate Court, t > be held at lh-iia-t.
within and for said Countv, on the second To.
ia\

THE
MEHK INk CO., BisIValo., \. V.
Ajjr*Sold in Belfast, by It. II. Moimv.
!\C

47,399.68

MILES S. STAPLES.

Guardian
B. and IWAi

IMITATED,

■

3w7

Agent in Waldo County,

1 IK

County of Waldo, on the second TinFcbruarx, A. 1). lssj.
lit >A KDM A N. Kxceut..]-' t the la
\>

ITwS

Risks written.$4,699,957.00
Premiums received.
49.514.89
l.o se- Paid.
31,249.54

J >

the

|m■ nna lorrlma.

.mi in the Rack, Pimtie-- ni \ i.-nm, Premalittle,
ture Old Age, and many other Disease* that I ad tn
Insanity or Consumption and a Premature (.rave.
if.vd'ul! particular- in our pamphlet, which we
desire to -end free by mail t<> e\t-rv one. j;#y-Tlie
>p**eiiic Medicine i- sold I all drugiii-t- at sI pei
or w ill l.e sent fret
package, or six packages for
bv mail on tin; receipt of money, bv addres-ing

Total.$6,995,509.26
Amount

mg Plasters

ing

to all
per.-on- interested by causing a copy ,,j
Mb-' order to be published three w eek.- suece.-sivel
in the Republican Journal, printed at Bella -t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held ::i
Beifa.-t, within and for .-aid C<unity, on the
I’nesday of March next, at ten of the clock ben
noon, and show cause, if am thev have, whv tin
same should not be allowed.
JAMKS 1) I. A Mm *N, Jam.
A true (N*]i.. Attest:—A. A.Fi.r.n »11:i.. Reni-ier.

Imp;»t nfv.amlali

121,750.00

Estate.

HAVE BEEN

And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buy

KR, minor heirs ol ISAAC! ARYKR.J:
a
:
>ear-port, in -aid County of Waldo, d. east I, h.,\
in- presented his lir-t and tinal aecoun! of On
dian.-hip for allowance.
(Irdered, That the said Guardian give notice

I

>

664,625.00

Agents.

K«‘al

BENSON’S
CAPOINE
PLASTERS

a

Packard,

ing

1,555,>58 00

22J),750.00
85,819.1!)

>

Mie (

jjl

re sim

of Al GC-Tl
of (,. II REV( ounty of Wallinal account a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and f
ounty of W aldo, on the .-econd Tue-da■ of
February A. D. 1SS2.
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An

4,079,500.00

HAKE

Eastern State Normal School.

D3. WISTAR’S BALSAM CF WILD
CHERRY,
with the signature of I. BUTTS
on the wrapper.
CO Cents and S1.00 a Dottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally.

|
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TRAQE MARK

more

SON,

(
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HopBitters
fSF^SBBH

Gii ti \* upwmc

130,172.31

(market value.
>tate and nnniieip.il Bonds, (market
va*ut>).
Loans on stock-, pavahleon demand,
[market value of Collaterals, $3tl,.
O07.50).
Interest, dm* on !-t Januarv, 1882.
Premiums uncollected and in baud- of

°F

^

e

\SsKTS

AMERICAN HOUSE.
Possession given the first of March.

It does

*

i*>

Illlo

ld in thi- l nited Mate- available for the payment
,.}• losses by Fire and fur the protection of
1 *o 1 ii■ \ Holders of Fire Insurance :

Il'

OI’POBITK THE

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:

before

over

B

prevent*. <1
"<■ < y use of
"M

av.

Cash Assets.. .$'>,995,509.26

179-183 East Main St.

LET!

H

idney B

<»m<

1

r’*
^y.

m

1.943,733.00
245,59.).36
i.806,180.90

Will

having disposed
AO.itestablishment
farm,
for
interest

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

surplus.

Net

jjl y^J
J]1
Jjfl

v

-c

paid in.$3,000,000.on

prepaid,

LAW NOTICE.
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIAEL*-'
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

all

mi.i;

fi

an
gome

J
j

THE

Secures

‘lei

Hr.

apital

invaluable
cure when

IJVAI.i:.41U|i RE.SCni

^A*

t

direc ions are followed. Price
pel* box. Five Boxes $ in. Sent by mail,
prepaid, on receipt of price. Address
I>r. Clarke Medicine Companv, Ww
^ ork City.

Anti-

COMPANY,

Reserve for rnearned Premiums.
Reserve l'ovl'iij.aid Co-.-e-.

ROFtL i or any Blood Disorder.
In either

Clarke's

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its u e.
It will at all times and under nil circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female systt m.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LTDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles*"or $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkh&m
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

m

m

<

it: It may !
save your
■'i life. It has |
savf-c; bun’(.[ CrcLS,
\

JANUARY, 1882.
Ca-li

Massachusetts State standard. ii,U21 ,;W9 of
New A'ork State standard. 12,20ii,4.Vi.U4
Insuranrc In force January I. Iwj,
101.190 Poliries, Insuring $31.1,000.137.

c
(9
O

INSURANCE
OF

IVli. 20. |,v>2.—v

Beware

testament of SARAH J. REED, late of Belta-t. in
-aid County of Waldo, deceased, having pre-ented
the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the Executor then in named gi\.
l.otiee to all per.-onsinterested by causing a e,f
tlii- order to be published three weeks -nee,
in the Republican Journal printed at Belta-t, Mag
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, w it hi n and for said County, on tin* -ero ml
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock l>e! .rr
noon, and show cause, if any they have, w hy the
same should not he proved, approved an I uliowe 1.
JAMKs I). LA Mm >\, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—A. A. Fi.KK iikk, Register.

|

itol.'trjr

IEW YORK.
m.i'li* to tin* Insurance Commissioner of the
8tao* «• f .Maine on the First day of

A-

Surplus, January I. Iss’2.
By Company’s standard.$ 4,492,393.of

CO

i i

^

Bolt'a-t,

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tue-dav of
February, A. I). 1**2.
HKRSKY, named Lxeeutor in a ••or: ■■in
j JHIIJ)
I
instrument purporting iobethela-t wiiia.nl

I

Hop Bitters

ity

J. C. AYf R & CO., Lowell, Mass
Practical and Analytical (iirmist.
iy>»;
by all I »ru_-;i-ts .i ,> dealers in medicine.

1.773.71

Total Liabilities.$94,709,97,7.92

E

Bitters.
'j
•>u>-Mmi>< die

■

* —‘

Superintendent. Boston, Ylass.
I). L.WK, Agent, Belfast.

for allowance.
Ordered, That tin* -aid Guardi im ;
e notice n
all
persons interested hy causing
copy ot tin- -p(( j*
to be published three week.- sueeessivelv in tin j;
publican Journal printed at Belfast, th.it tin*' mm
appear at a Probate Court, to he held a? I’<• 1; •-{.
within and for said ( ounty, mi the -ee.md ’I’m
of March next, at ten of the • dock before i».:i,
and show eau.-e, if any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
JAMKS D. LA MS( >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.KK IIKK, Kegi-b

&

ovurnuu '/coinplaint, uisoase
of ti'O shnnach,
'iv:s, blood,
lit er or ucrvcs 1
m:'t

nonua). reo. tv, i>> j, inn
1 ■:
m ii
Iti*lta>! i*\ t*r\
W’K|tM-.si»u amlPKI
it 2.20 r. m.
la aviiur l’.'»-ton
i-i v Mom* v \
YVKDNKSDA \ ami KkI1» v V at .Y.00 r. M
I
!
tak ii at low ratns.
JAMKN LITTLKPIKLII.

i

Giiardiansliip

uidut'ij qB5
>18

pepsm,

.-

i‘KJ.!■ \ i:i i<

rent.$99,371,Col.00

£
es
a

(1

||

Hop B<

9

Ssjln
l'

fi

J>/?

Have von tiija

air,■ration and uterine
fy/s/njon:. Emaciation and Gen
W itii hi irdoparture health returns

1

•<,

4,492 iKl.ol

4-*

witsic, iiso

sutr.-i int: fiom any In

KATA.HD1N
ill. It. Unix,

('apt. \\

THKKK THIl’s PKB Y\ hhk until furl tier

At a
the

Hop

«*n

needs "rleausint:, t -*nin- or stimulating,
witleailinl'ixicntinj,

the

action

rely

Whoever y o u are,
whenever you bid

Ba

CAMBRIDGE,
oiiiiiH in inii

D. lss-2.

EoRGK HANCOCK, Guardian
J <
REYNOLDS, minor heir
NOI.DS late of Burnham, in -aid
do, deceased, having presented hi-

<

ness,

A

TIME.

OF

apt. Otis Ingraham,

(

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tm-day of

February,

By

of

system, tlm1
undermine health and settle into troublesome disorder-.
Kruptious •*! the skin are tin-appearance
on the surface of humors that should be
expelled
from the
i.
li t. rnal derangements are the determination <>: \ iie.-.e .-aim- humors to some internal

08,.>47.70

Fund

H

At a
the

Tuition for Cngllhh Branches Alone.
12 weeks.#15.00
0 months, day and evening. :{0.00

■

CHANGE

E< >1P IK II \NC< >CK, «Guardian of OUL aNKO
W. and JAMKS A. REYNOLDS, minor heirClIARLKS REYNOLDS, late of-, in -aid
County of Wah o, deceased, having presented his
Huai account of Guardianship for allowance.
• )rdered, That tin* said Guardian
give notice to all
persons interested hy causing a copy of this order
to be published hree weeks sm ees-d'Vclv in the lb
publican Jourm 1 printed at Belfast, that tlu-y may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel fa .-i.
within and for slid < ounty, on the second TtiosMa ■.
of March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show <;ause, if any they have, why the sauu
should not Ik* al'owed.
JAMKS 1). RAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.ktoikk, Register.

ini]

0|
M

at Wlnterport, Bueksporl, Seal-sport.
Belfast. Camden and liockland.

(1J
of

RHETORIC!.

Bangor

Touching

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdax
of February, A. 1). lss'2.

In letter writing particular attention is given to
correct Orthography, Punctuation, u>c of
Capitals
and Style.
The subject is e\pi.aitu d until the -tu
dent is familiar with the form, >t\ic, manner of
folding and every particular.
He’i> required to
write letters frequently, subject to careful criticism.
At the present day the study of Knglish <
nnposi
ti m is regarded of primarv
•u tama*. Attention
is given to the proper expression, and arrangement
ot ideas on anv given subject, ami the
improvement
made is v ery marked and sati-ia tory.

and

STEAisiSiHiiP CO.

use.

g

the BLOOD.

and Mandrake, with the
Iodides of Potash and

ss.4,

Agents’ Balances.
Surplus and Contingent Guarantee

for FERTILIZERS
lUu-8

u

Boston

Register.

SPELLING.

common

A. J>. 1882.

within and for said Countv, on the second T i.-^lav
of March next, at ten of tin* clock before
no.m,
and show cause, if any tliev have,
why the same
should not be allowed.
JAMES D. LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Utest:—A. A. FLETCHER,

Daily dictation exercises are written by each pupil .and corrected by a teacher. The words are selected and classified in such a manner ns to afford
the student practice in the spelling of words in

earth.

POSTER. M1LBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
lyeowS

Ordered, That the said Admr. give noth a (.ail
interested by causing a copy of this orpublished three weeks sue. e-’>-iveh in the
Republican Journal printed at Belfast,that tliev m v
appear at a Probate Court, to l e held at Belf.-M.,

•

v-is

ana

that it is the ''.reatest
1’i.ritier «n
PRICK, $1.00. TRIAL SI7K, 10 Cents.

ai

SOLI) IV BELFAST BY R. II. MOODY.

persons
der to be

p9^
wr

SARSAPARILLA,

Asset,.$*.4,1&tt.S07.!i2

Death-e.laiins not yet due.
Premiums paid in advance.

ine

above schedule

Systenuitic instruction is given in
sentences, practical punctuation, etc.

............

Reserve,

Call and set*

week.$ 5,00

10.00
includes all branches taught
in to
C :maier-'i il I) ’pirtmeut.
xessj iu.-. t mill a to 12 v. M., 2 to 4, and 7 to
p. m.
4M*>tu ie:its can enter at any time.
l

ortraii.'M

*2<»t.~*;

! Mshurseineiits.*11,7.'»7,014.09

T<»ta’

3

buy.

a

Commercial Arithmetic is made a specialty, particular attention being given to Fractions, percentage; including Interest, Discount, ('ummission .and
Brokerage, Protit and Loss, Insurance, Partnership, Averaging Accounts, Ca.-h Balances,etc. Frequent review s and weekly tests of what has been
studied, enable the teachers to become conversant
with the progress made. The coii.r-c of instruction
is most thorough and practical, not routined to
“mere going over," but mastering the subject »».*tore advancing to other ground.
Much‘of the
teacher’s labor is lost in a crowded school bv teaching, as lie is obliged to oftentimes, in a mas-. Here
is jm opportunity for careful, special, individual

i complaints which are very
I prevalent and alllictin^.
| It purifies the blood.

>

...

c
0

behind,

and stat-

comim n

This compound of the
vegetable alteratives. Sar-

21,0m
2,047,404 .*.*>

Expenses.

Liabilities. Januury I, I

are trying to!
enact law to rob honest masses who live

A newspaper has a great,
large mouth, and takes a good deal of
feed.
A forkful of hay and a ration of
meal from true men, who will not enter
into entangling alliances with either of
the old parties, is all that is needed to
make Them Steers plow a furrow from
the white birch hill-sides of Maine to the!
land of the olive aud orange. I am nowi
prepared to make thunder for subscribers.”

si 4' t,2

Dividends.
Surrendered Policie-.1.404,217
Commissions.
774,042

Total

thrive by swapping dollars,
by honest toil.

weeks, 2 evenings
weeks, 5

‘»,n."d J.*| .7j

Contingent OunranJee
tin::...
Ta\U'and Assessments.

PiNKHAM, OF LYNIi, Mii.

to

of

KITES OF TITTION PAYABLE ON ENTERING.
Commercial Course.
One Term of 12 weeks.. $15.00
Six Months, evenings included. 30.00
Evening ( lass.

.*17,21*. 1 i

Matured Kndowment*.

Mills.

col-}

Rents.

••

5

It will

principles

ARITHMETIC.

"■

-.

CHI

GRAMMAR.

arc of vital force in every day business
facts a
life.
Lecture.- on this subject will be delivered fre
quently, h\ TUI E P. PIERCE, one of the best
lawyers in the state, who is a practicing Attorney
of the Knox < ouuty bar.

10
H

classes.

Grubs,

t'l-ti-

ARLES F. CORDON, Administrator do i on is
J
non of the estate of ISAAC CARVER, late of
Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, ha\
ing presented his second account nt Administration
for allowance.

>

...

lvrT

a

certain

arc

iti;s 1111; \ i'.

*•

*'

for all those Painful

weekly Greenback newspaper. The
number will be issued March 15,1882.

*

Total Income.

Solon Chase is still alive and from
Chase’s Mills issues the following:
“I
shall print, at Chase’s Mills, a seven
umn

THE

Voice

There

Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic, Grammar, Rhetoric,
with I requent exercises in Knglish t 'om posit ion and
Letter Writing.
Instruction is also given in \lgehra and higher Knglish studies, when desired.
Each student receives individual in>trurti< n adapted to his needs, and is advanced according to his
ability and application, his progress depending not

February,

and

Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sarcs, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weakn: jscs aad Irregularities, Dizziness. Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven language
A
'.r-c “f Ituf '.
!*- hi -.•! Balers
il satisfy the m- st

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

At a
the

her work not men' book know ledge, but the advantage of \ ears of successful teaching in every branch.
In this department particular attention i-.'given to

Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples

Cures

Face

Tetter, Humors,

held at the Probate Otliee in Belfast aforesaid, on
the second Tuesday of March next, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
JAMES I). LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fletcher, Register.

training.

LAW.

ute law which every man should understand, hut
which, unfortunately, very few do understand; and
among these is the la w concerning eonti tets, negotiable paper, ageneie.-. partnerships, shipping, etc.
nmn reial Law, we are careful to enIn teaching <
force such
prim'ijdes a- are permanent, and such

\ d 'al

Mortgages

so common

A

COH'lERCIAL

AYER'S

Assets, January !. iss*>.

Is

The Merchants’ Express, of Lewiston,
has a popular dog, named “Dick,’’ which
has strongly marked proclivities and dn
interesting biography. Dick's original
owner was a Portland man to whom lie
seemed strongly attached.
Hut one raiuv
day Dick came into the store, wet and
muddy, and shook himself. His owner
kicked him out. After that day Dick rtilused to recognize his old master,
except
b> a snarl and a show of his teeth. The
dog made his home at the Eastern Express office in Portland, for a year, but
took a miff and went over to the Canadian
Express office. After remaining there'a
short time, Dick became offended and attached himself to the Merchants’ Express.
Dining all this time, Dick was accustomed to make an occasional railroad
trip,
going to Canada or to Maine towns for
brief visits, and always managing to
keep
fat. Due morning, a Merchants’
Express
cart was opened in Lewiston and out
jumped Dick. He has now made Lewiston his home for several months.
He is
a good dog, and sticks
closely to his exHe won’t go inside a raib
press team.
road station, for fear he might be sent
hack to Portland, and always jumps from
the teams when they go into the
yard,
Dn account of his extensive
travels, Dick
has a large acquaintance along the line of
the Drand Trunk railway, and is
regarded one of the veterans of the
express service
[Portland Advertiser.

countries..

HILLS,

graduate of Ml. Holyoke Seminary, an institution
of the highest rank. She is a
thoroughly dueatod,
competent and experienced teacher, who brings to
ft

at all upon

T he
bills, notes, drafts, accounts sales, accounts current
and other business papers, followed bv thorough
instruction in tin* principles of book-keeping, as
practiced in the best mercantile houses in this and
"tiler
He is required to write up sets of
hooks representing (iroecry, Dry Hoods, Furniture,
Produce and Commission business, stock brokerage, banking, etc. students are not allowed merely to copy from text books, but every point is
thoroughly explained by'an active teacher. Practical sets arc given to each to be worked from day to
day. so that hy this means every student becomes
acquainted with Hie principles of the Art as used
in business.

Premiums.$I2.l:>o.d2l.d2
I nteivst and

[Coleridge.

It i- a terrible moment in young lives wluu
the closeness df loves'bond has turned to t tie
power of galling.
[George Eliot.

lied a:

cvjm intent. Ii has b ri before the
pmeie
forty years. and i> must valu<*d
where it is best known.
A lew extracts from voluntary testimonials

WINSTON. I

and get the Genuine.

m. LYDIA E.

Commercial Law.

BOOK-KEEPING.
student is first drilled in making and filling

Disbursements during Year isst.

peculiar troubles

lolve
him

a
experience, like the stern light
at sea. illumines only the path which We

Human

1

A cnl«l or sor<* throat may not Room to
dmount in milch, ami if
prompt!., ai.buided
t*i can easily be ur* d; but negi-. r is ofrcv.

From

Men of warm imaginations neglect solid and
substantial happiness for what is showy and

j superficial.
;

Entry,
and Applied.

Penman-hip -bapidand Legible.

business Correspondence,
(iranimar and Spelling.

saparilla.

are
subjedl, Crown’s Iron
Bitters is invaluable. Try it.

sure

STUDY.

OF

Income during Year tssi.

ladies

Be

U

COURSE

OK

MISS JULIA A.

KILGORE,

For the Year ending December 41, iss|.

Christiansburg, Ya., iSSr.
Suffering from kidney ch.-ease,

Mrs. Jennie Hess.

permanently

a

1'•

or

—

enter at

an

Ol-

book keeping —1 Mimic and single
( ommerri d Arithmetic- Practical

OF \KH YORK.

Disease Cured.

For tne

«

CIIARiiK

Who is a Practical Ai r, mutant as well as a Teacher
of many years experience, whose former students
mav he found in all the leading commercial centres,
ami in every Mate of the I'uion, occupying positions of trust and profit.

Mutual Life Ims Os.,

and many remedies for palpitation
of the heart without receiving any
benefit, I was advised to try Brown’s
Iron Bitters. I have used two bottles and never found anything that
gave me so much relief.

doing evils is slavery, and the
thinking falsities is irrational.

classes. Students

no

Tin:

A.

STATEMENT OF THE

Yine St., Harrisburg, Fa.
Dec. e, 1081.
After trying different physicians

of

man.

Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
fhereon, to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court to lu*

DEPARTMENT,

I’.VDEK THE CIIAKHE

commenced

Heart Disease.

[Franklin.
Self-knowledge, self-reverence, self-control
These three alone lead on to sovereign power.
[Tennyson.

'i ork, York Co., Me.
I >r. lark .Johnson'.- Indian Blood syrup ha.- greatbenefited
me
for
ly
Dyspepsia and Difficulty of the
V rvou- svstem.
I would not be without it.
1. A WITH AM.

Bingham, Somerset Co.. Me.
I have u-ed Dr. Clark .Johnson*- Indian Blood
rilp for Disease of the '-tomacli and Liver, and
have been much benefited thereby.
Mils. s. KI< U AKDsi JN.

AM’1 Here being
any time.

ment.

—

Sv

15. Those who enter the Commereial Course
will learn a plain, neat “business hand.”
without
nourishes or shades. Written copies furnished each
student. Special attention given to figures.
N

which I could get no relief, 1
Brown's Iron Bitters, which
cured me completely. A child ot
mine, recovering from scarlet liver,
had no appetite and did not seem to
be able to cat at all. I gave him 1 ron
Bitters with the happiest results.
J. Kyle Montaoue.

W. arc more heavily taxed by our idiom s>,
pride and folly than we are taxed by gove-n-

Mill-. Lincoln Co., Me.

1 v a troubled v«
Dy-pep-iu and Indige.-tion,
and failed to find relief until I tried Dr. Clark .Johnson*- Indian Blood .Svrup, which greatly benefited
me.
Miss MAKY T. («KdVKs

department embraces Flourishing, old Knglish, German Test and Fancy Lettering. Pen Draw
ing, Card Writing, Hound Writing, lllaekboard
Writing, Analysis, etc.

from
tried

of a million of men. is
as nothing compared with the
perfidy of a nation.
[Garfield.

lincksport. Hancock

n

Kidney

15.00

This

Mrs. Mauy E. Bkasheak,
173 Bresunanst.

of it.

is not the less great when lie lies
and prostrate in the dust. [Seneea.

[Bentley.

humors.
There arc no spirits employed in it- manufact
lire, and it can he taken by the um-t delicate bahe,
or by the age. 1 and teehle, cun’ on/t/ brine/ ret/uired
in attention to directions.

2

taking Brown's Iron Bitters, and I
scarcely had strength enough to attend to my daily household duties.
I am now using the third bottle an 1
am regaining strength daily, and 1
cheerfully recommend it to all.
I cannot say too much >n praise

Hcligion is not only useful to civil society, but
fundamental to its very birth and constitution.

it

and all similar diseases.

Baltimore, Md., May 7, i83:>.
My health was much shattered by

of Thought.

neat, rapid

a

Ornamental Penmanship*
Teacher’s Course, 1 month, lessons daily-..$ 8.00

Cured of Rheumatism.

Lady

medicate the body too much, the mind too
If vou are well.jet yourself alone. [Dr.

We

little.
Hall.

Heart Disease, Paral-

riches the blood, thus beginning at
the foundation, and by building up
the system, drives out all disease.

man

vanquished

good for.

Its wonderful curative power is
simply because it purifies and en-

A long novitiate of friendship should precede
the vows of friendship.
[Bolingbroke.
A great

cure

Neuralgia,

If you do anything to please men, you 1 ave
fallen from your estate.
[Epictetus.

li Stimulates the Ptyallne in the Saliva, which
converts the Starch anil sugar of the food Into
glucose. A deficiency in Piy aline causes Wind and
Souring of the food in the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediately after eating the fermentation of food is prevented,
it acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kidneys.
It Kegulates tSi** Bowels.
It Purities the Blood.

DiV-d»

Instruction in Writing Alone
12 lessons, Including stationery.$3.00
24
5.00

[Shakespeare.
Every character is the joint product of nature
and nurture.
[Garfield.
Hope is a splendid thing for such as ha\ ii the
spirits to hear it. [Dickens.

ms *4t i; i*?o.
S

Iron Bitters is

Speak low. if you speak love.

12,000,000 Betties
his Si/rtiji l’ossr.ss'

guarantee to every student
and legible business hand.

ysis, Dropsy, Kidney Disease, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,

But winter came, the leaves were dead;
The mother-bird was first to go.
The nestlings from my sight have fled:
The nest is full of snow.
[St. Nicholas for March.

Dyspepsia,

A great many people are asking
what particular troubles Brown s

It will

1. too. had once a place of rest.
Where life, and love, and peace were mint—
Even as the wild-bird builds their nest.
When -kies and summer shine.

<

that poor penmen and ordinary writers are very
plenty now, and are not in demand, and that rapid
business writers who are more than ordinary, anal ways needed.

FACTS!

All. all are gone I I know not where;
And still upon the cold gray tree,
lamely, and tossed by every air.
That snow-tilled nest I see.

oc p»
•cz

p
^

C2
02 O

students.

REMEMBER

The song that through the branches ring-.
The nestling crowd with eager eyes,
'[’lie flutter soft of untried wings’.
The flight of glad surprise:—

zcfl

CO

o

«*

^

roS

c*6*

STRONG

The tender brooding of the day.
The silent, peaceful dreams of night,
The joys that patience overpay,
1'he cry of young delight.

io

CO

3*
cj :£;
*-*- 5cr

rr

3T-

G.

BARRON.

A.

ENGLISH

DEPARTMENT,

NI*KI{

I

The facilities for advancing students in the art of
WHITING are unequalled, the Principal being ac-

contest.

Woman’s Experience.
Mothers and daughters should feel alarmed when
weariness constantly oppresses them.
If I am
fretful from exhaustion of vital powers, and the
color is fading from my face, Parker’s Dinger
Tonic gives quick relief. It builds me up and
drives away pain with wonderful certainty.” Buffalo lady.

In summer's noon the leaves above
Made dewy shelter from the heat;
The nest was full of life and love;—
All. life and love are sweet!

BUSINESS

t:XDER THE CHARGE OF

constitute Burdock Blood Bitters, of which
highly commendatory reports are being constantly
received. Price $1.00, trial si/e 10 cents. For sale
by It. H. Moody, Belfast.
a

DEPARTMENT,

PENMANSHIP

Skillful

Preparation
Composed of roots, barks, and plants, that act in
harmony, and are a pleasant and effective medicine,

Vnd full of cruel snow.

C3
a

k&J
13
CJ

At a Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav
of February A. I>. 1882.

It is supposed that the reason the sailor returns
after many day s is because “he was bred on the

It swings upon the leafless tree.
By stormy winds blown to and fro;
Deserted, lonely, sad to see,

Syrup.

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv
of Waldo:

n

iriiii'i

WYMAN

UY RUSE TERRY COOKE.

Indian Blond

in

15. PIPER, Administrator of the estate of SUSAN H. PIPER, late of Swanville, In said County, deceased, respectfully reprc
sents that the goods, chattels and credits of said
deceased, are not sufficient to answer her just debts
and charges of administration by the sum of one
hundred and seventy-five dollars/
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey at public
or private sale so much of the real estate of said
deceased, as will satisfy said debts and incidental
charges and charges of Administration.
WYMAN B. PIPER.

A

Then thus we drinke our home brewed ale.
And gaylv elinke our glasses,
Contente of minde and precious store
All other wealthe surpasses,
elinke! elinke! drinke! drinke! upon his throne
The King may envyo Rob and Joan,
Then here's to Joan and Rohyn.
The

nr

Boiling hair in a solution of tea will darken it,
says an exchange, hut some folks don’t like to have
their tea darkened in that way.

Where there’s

BOTH.

Ifr. Kennedy's “Favorite Remedy” removes all
impurities from the blood, regulates the Liver and
Kidueys. Cures Constipation, and all diseases and
weaknesses peculiar to Females. It is for sale by
all our druggists at ONK DOLL YU a bottle.
lmT

PROBATE NOTICES.

Before you begin your heavy spring work after a
winter of relaxation, your system needs strengthening and cleansing to prevent an attack of Ague,
Bilious or
Spring Fever, or some other spring sickness that will unfit you for a season's work.
You
will save time, much sickness and great expense if
vou will use one bottle of
Bitters
in
famiIIop
your
ly this month. Don’t wait. See anotherVolumn.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
MpiIK
I concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust or Administratrix of the estate of
AMOS

LANK, late of Prospect,

in the County of Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons
"'ho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
her.
SARAH LANK.
Prospect, Feb, 15,1882.—3w7
as

NOTICE.
W.ti.no ss., Telj. 1, \ Ii, issi.
KEN oil execution and n ill he sold at
public
tii hi on I la- eighteenth day of March, A. I).
Isay, ,-,| ion of [he clock in the forenoon, al Porter's
law rn in Freedom Till i.e, in said 1
ountt of Wal
do, al! I!,, right, title and interest tv I ml soever which
ENOS FOYE and KOliEii’l K< »Y F. of said Free
lioiu, in said County of Waldo, or either of them
had on the second day of
duly, \. |>. ISM, when
Hie same was attached on the
original writ against
them, in and to a certain lot of land It ingin said
of 1 reednin, in said County of Waldo, with the

TA
*

lotyn

a 111

buildings standing thereon, formerly known as the
Sprague farm and latterly as the Fo'yc homestead,
abutting on land owned or in posscss'hm of the feilowing named persons, to wit: William Hussey,
Elijah liragdon, and the Ureelev place, Ac. For "a
further description reference mat lie had to the
M aldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 140, Page 180, eontaming forty lit e acres, more or less
EPHRAIM BI1AUDON,
■>w,
Constable of the town of Freedom.

Journal

Republican
riU'RSPA Y. MARCH J, 18S:*.

1SI.I.I AST.

To III*' ( ilizrns of

was

lielfuwt.

ing
We

respectfully submit to your consideration the following statement of our
Directors of the B. & M L. It.
11 for the past ten amt one-half years.

ae's ns

We iilso ask your careful

perusal
ppeuded legal opinion, by 8 C. 8*rout,
E a] of Portland, acknowledged tbroughit I lie state to be one of the ablest law-

in M line,
For several months past
have been charged with grievous of

rs

y
w

fences if not serious crimes against the
rights of the people of Belfast. A proper
regard for the opinions of our fellow eit-

has in bleed

i/.ens

Iii

1*71, with two
elected Directors of the II. It. Cor-

poration.
municipal
cut

\Vc

selected

were

hv

the

officers and

tlie vote of the
cast for- ns.
We were

shares was

s

dends.
The Directors believed that, “net earnfor dividends had no other mean-

iugs”

ing or interpretation than the sum remaining after making the provisions

above referred

to.

firmed

of the most

by

Tnis view is

con-

prominent
railroad men in New England, and is
fully sustained by the legal opinion heresome

to annexe.| to which your

attention

lots

publi- already heeu e died. Thus course, thus
briefly outlined, has been as we supposed
exceptions, we acceptable and satisfactory to the stock-

July

re

was no

d

to make tins

ns

cation.
w<

money that could
for dividend purposes.
policy of main1 aiuiug the sinkfnud should cease then the interest
usi

and expense of the orgai.iz ition must
first be provided for before there would
lie money that e mid be us el for divi

of the

.-

o

done, there

be legally
When the

No protests

holders.

presented

been

ever

against it have

to us ;

motions

no

resolutions proposing a change have
ever been
made at ‘lie meetings of the
or

entirely new board ; and knowing stockholders ; no injunctions have ever
something of the involved condition of been served upon us. On the contrary,
t‘... corporation, accepted the trust with at the meeting of the stockholders in
J'ne financial condition of 1*79 the following resolution,
hesitation.
approving
ti.
company was found, deplorable. A our action was unanimously passed :
iarpe ll rating debt past due, together
‘•Resolved that it is the opinion of the
with nianv heavy nu adjusted claims were stockholders that the action of the Directpressing upon the corporation for imme- ors iu declaring a dividend of four and
diate payment. There was no money in one-half per cent, to the preferred stockholders and reserving the remainder of
the treasury and no available assetts.
the net income of the road, as a sinking
Over $290,000 of the preferred and $00,fund lias been w ise and for the best inOdOnf the non preferred stock, subscriho.l terests of the company, and meets with
or had not been taken.
Suits were then the approval of the stockholders.”
an

pending to enforce
scriptions. With

the
<

payment of sub-

exception,

ne

these

iits failed and n hiring came from them
except heavy hills of costs ag.i ust, the
s

c

L

upany.

‘ss

than $20,0011 from the
to c mil1, would he

rental, f or tiic year

available to pay debts then due.
t i#k before n« was a difficult one.

Directors,

l'oration's

had

notes for

lorse.l

en

$50,501.

the time

being, the
large claim by

at

for

to meet

the rental

Tax

Payer,” two plans
slightly differing, but

were

annually
“Tub

forth,

set

both suggesting
of 811),

tiie division of the entire rental

000,

the Ca-

iron claim.

Iu the first number of

the

as

dividends, giving

preferred

and

stockholders.

O

(i per

5$

to the

ie

plan

cent,

to

non-prefeirt d
then suggests,

for meeting the interest of the funded
idol it, the retention by the o operation, of

$2.20 of the dividend of each share of

preferred

and

stock ; the

non-preferred

other

suggests, for meeting said interest
There the retention of a larger portion from the

the

e mtraetors, an 1
claims guarantee 1 by the company on labor mi l construction account.
V.edged securities were held by individuals

a

was

received.

The

It > it inf? debts and claims aggregated

ntly

have been sugges-

new plans
disposal of

Tile

lai.st the large sum of $200,000.
The
last cargo of iron had not been pari for.
O u Oitiz us, am mg whom were many of
your

Rece

ted for the

n liner ms

share of the

preferred stockholder,

mak-

ing the two class ‘s contribute in the ritio of their dividends or as (1 to 5j.
The

p irtios suggesting these plans have failed,
banks, requiring large sums of money, as yet, to show in wh it manner or by
or 'therwise incurring a
heavy sacrifice on what authority, they cm, after declaring
the securities pledged.
At that time the the dividend, witlih >ld enough of that
loan of $101.900 to the K. R. O >. bv the dividend to meet the interest liability of
o.

remained

city
no

a

temporary

note had ooeu given

ment for

payment made.

be

pursued was a
vital important! ).
iopted by

no

The

arrange-

policy

to

great and
Siveral liu*s of policy
m

nuil

suggested

ware
a

loan for which

and

itter

of

discussed.

the Directors

w is

Tout

deemed

the

corporation.

dared bee

A dividend

once

de

the property of the stockholder and if not paid as declared he has

a

aims

right of action

ns
no

f ir its rec ivery the same
for any demand dim him. There is
way that the property of a stock-

by holder,

whether dividend

other

or

prop-

best, both for the 11. 11 C >., and erty can be taken for the liabilities of the
the city. It was this :—Toe giving of corporation except by assessment, and
tim* notes in
tj.iveral ius'aucas w lore the assessment on stock paid for, is absolutecl ions were dj-ti lite mi l certain ; among ly prohibited by the laws of our State.
which was one to the city tor $101,909, E.tiier plan would be void in law and
and several others of smaller mil units ; neither is in accordance with the spirit
t

in

als) the

hiringi of money temporarily to
take up pledged securities and holding
them for a favorable opportunity, to sell

ami letter of the contract

as

understood

by all the stockholders. D.vileuds are
only declared under the ]8fh by-law,
without, uutiec issary sacrifice.
M my quoted in the appended opinion.
To
other claims were compromised and
this
the
law
stockholders
have
twice
paid
by
as fast ns the receipts of tne
rental, or the given tlmir interpretation ; once at a
aecomm idatiou of s mi> of the directors
meeting held January l.Vh, 1870, and
with their own private funds would allow. ngaiu at a meeting held iu
July 1878. At
Tuis policy was continued for seven years tiie former meetiug, held to determine
when all the claims and notes, except the whether to issue m irtg ige bonds, the
note of the city, were liquidated.
The stockholders voted to issue $150,0)0 iu
note to the citv would n it become due first Mortgage Bonds with interest at six
till 1885.
From 1878 to 1885 the inter- per cent, iu gold ; they also voted to isest to be paid from the rental would be sue second mortgage bonds “to
every
815,114 annually aud there would remain person or corporation taking or paying
of the rental, after paying it, nearly .$21,- for stock iu this
euupiny,” those to
000. This su^n accumulating each year the preferred stockholders should dnw
would he more .than sufficient to meet u pm i-eui, luimesi, muse to me liouthe city’s note at maturity. As prudent prefened to draw the rate
per ceut. probusiness men we deemed it our duty to vided in tiie 18th
by law. Tiiis action of
provide front the funds coming to
hands

annually,

ing the

a

sinking fund,

payment of this

policy of creating
beeu pursued from

This
has

note
a

our

for meet-

when due.

sinking

fund

1878 to the preseach year a sum has
been added to it, aud bon Is of the
city
of Belfast have been bought, of which

ent time and twice

814,000 have been takeu by the city,
dorsed

en-

the note of the R. R. Co. and
cancelled ; and the balance of the sinkon

the stoekh ilders give their understanding of the by-law and relative rights of
the different classes of stock as to dividends, at that time ; which was after the
payment of the interest on the first mortgage bonds, the preferred stockholder
should then receive 6 per ceut. nud the
balance go to the uou-preferred
other purposes as the same
needed. Whether this second

or

to such

might he
mortgage

was valid or uot does not affect tiie interall in Belfast bonds aud pretation of the by-law, made at that
The interpretation given at
amounting to 819,000, is in the hands of meeting.
the treasurer of the corporation, who is the second meeting,
.Tuly 1878, was exunder 850,000 bonds for the safe care of pressed in words iu tiie form of au amendit and his other trusts. The
policy thus ment defining tiie meaning of “net earnpursued has left a balance in the hands iugs" as used iu the 18th by-law, for divof the treasurer, each six months which idend purposes, and
re-affirming the inhas beeu carried to dividend account. terpretation of the former
At

ing

fund

now

meeting.

Tiiis balance has been declared as a div- both of these meetings the vote for the
idend upon the preferred stock, amount- city’s stock was cast iu favor of tiie action
ing to two and one fourth per cent semi- then taken, and represented 5000 out of
annually, aud has absorbed all the funds 5124 shares voting at the first meeting
carried to dividend account. It will be and about the same at the second. Tiie
borne in mind that the city owus more Directors
believing tins interpretation
than half of the preferred stock and reaccurate, have followed it. Tiie illustraceives the

larger part of this dividend. tion used iu “The Tax Payer” to sustain
The Directors believed it their
duty, first the second plan theriu suggested, is that
to provide for the annual interest on the of
“jetson” at sea, or tiie throwing over
funded debt, the expense of
maintaining a portion of the cargo or equipment to
the organization and for the
sinking fund save the remainder. In this there is an
to meet a

maturing

debt ; aud until this

absolute loss of the part thrown

or

cut

Supplement.

a vav, from property belougiug to vessel cannot have a decree for a dividend from
and cargo, and a legal right remains to the court, as preferred stockholders may.
To the non preferred stockholders the
assess both that the loss may be borne
Directors act »» trustees, and are required
while
in
the
ease
of the railroad to exercise their
equally ;
judgment to manage ti e
there was no loss of either preferre 1 < r property, and make
provision foi debts
non preferred stock or of
property in any and liabilities and repairs of coiporate
and from time to time declare
way by the issue of mortgage bonds, but property,
such dividends from profits ns m their
rather the addition of property to that
judgment may lie judicious, From the
already paid for by the stock, and which earnings they should pay current, expennow exists as a portion of the
property of ses of ttie business, matured debts, inthe corporation earning, like the rest of terest on miniatured debts, and make provision, if practicable, by siukitig fund or
the property, its relative share
f the
otherwise for liabilities to mature, as they
rental ; and another difference is, there deem
prudent, unless otherwise legally
is no legal or possible right remaining to directed by the stockiiohh rs. These duasi>ss
the stockholder for tnis added ties of the Directors are recognized in the
text books and
Bill's
many decisions.
property.
vs. Wood, IDS, B iro,
f si,
B iknap vs.
It is to be understood that the publicaDavis, 19, Me, 455, Bedbud It. it. vs.
tion of this statement is n >t an act of the B iwser, 48 Pa. S', i').
Brown vs. it.
E. 118. Jacksou vs.
Board of Directors in their official capac- It 4 Eug. L.
Newark It. Li. 2 Vrowu 277.
Green’s
ity, but of the individual Direcors, | r'
Brice’s Ultra \ ires, p. 201 and note a.
tictpating 111 it, who personally meet Si.ch It dfi Id on Railways S. 22 Sc note A
obligations as it imposes and who have 8. 212.
Creditors are entitled to all the earncontrolled the policy of the II. B., purings, if tji ceesary, to pay matured oidiga
sued, since July 1871.
flout, and it is certainly competent and
ClIAS. B. Hazeltise,
proper for th< D rectors to apply tlie iuSa.ul. Otis,
eouie to such
payment without waiting
1’illLO HeRSF.Y,
for creditors to compel it.
W.u. II. Brumll,
It the lSih by-law was susceptible of
John O. Brooks,
any other construction, it would be un
Edward Johnson,
reasonable and m vio'atiou of the rights
W.u. M. Woods,
of credltots, and would not be upheld l
y
Daniel Faunoi:,
the courts.
It is therefore to lie col:
Josiah Mitchell.
a rued, as it
may he consistently with its
Dated, Belfast, Feb. 27i.h, 1832.
language, as protecting the preferred
stockholders, ami after that vesting in
the Directors their usual legal
authority
The Opinion.
to use the surplus in
good faith to pro
I am asked my opinion as to the re- vide for maturing
obligations, to the ex
spective rights of the preferred and non elusion, in whole or in part as the case
preferred stockholders in the Belfast and may rt suit, of dividends to the ordinary
Moose-bead Lake Railroad to the earnings stockholders.
This view is fully susof the road.
tained by Chief Justice Shaw.
Barnaul
charter
The
authorized the company vs. Vermont and M iss. It. R. 7 Allen,
to issue both classes of stock, ami I un- 520.
derstand the by laws were adopte 1 by the
i’liat the stockholders s? umDrst lod
corporation before subscriptions to shick the bylaw is inude certain l>y the vote of
were obtained.
The 18th by-law pro- .January loth, lN7o, by which
they auvides that :
thorized ii second mortgage to secure
“Dividends on th« preferred stock shall bonds with coupons,
drawing six per
first be made semi annually from the net cent, absolutely to the
preferred stockearnings of said road, not exceeding six holders, while the bonds to non-preferred
stockholders draw such interest us they
per centum per annum, after which'dividend, it there shall remain a surplus, a Could obtain under this by-law.
dividend shall be made upon the nonMy construction therefore of the IMth
preferred stock up to a like par c -lit. per by-law, and the contract thereby created
is that the
annum, und should a surplus then re
corporation guaranteed to the
main of the net earnings after both of pref arid stockholder six
per cent, on his
anal dividends iu any one vear, the same stock, if the net
are sufficient to
earnings
shall be divided pro rata on all the stock. ’’ pay it.
That as to the surplus, if any
As the subscriptions for stock were remaining, the 1 breeturs were not
ohligt 1
mada under the charter and this by law to divide it all, if in their
judgment it
the by-law would be
regarded as enter- was prudent to retain a portion to provide
ing into the contract. Davis vs. Propri- for maturing obligations, and that as to
such surplus, they hud the right, if they
etors, 8 Mot. 321.
Article 20 of the original by laws pro- sa.v lit, without the amendment to the
vides for nu alteration of the by-laws at hy law, to create a sinking fund to
pay
certain meetings. This of course must the maturing city note. The dividend is
be regarded as assented to by the sub- to be made “from the net
eirnings," and
scribers to stock, but I do not think an tlie? surplus, after
paying prefeired stock
amendment could have the effect to dividends, means the sin
plus which the
change the substantial rights of the stock- Directors, in the exercise of their fair
holders, as they existed at the time of jmlgraent, think can be divided to the
subscription.
general stockholders, without ditnment
Preferred stock, ns we call it, or prefer- to the credit of the corporation or its leence shares, as it iR called in
England, gal liability and true interest to provide
by the name itself indicates its character. for its maturing obligations. The oppoIt iH a stock entitled to benefits in
pref- site view would lead to a distribution of
erence to other
stock, and it niav be in all the income from year to year, and
exclusion of it ;—while it is stock, and to when the city note shall mature, tin? cor
creditors of the corporation holds no high- potation would, have
nothing ?vith which
er rights than common
stock, as the cred- to pay it, and might be sued and have its
itors are to be paid if it takes the whole franchise sold on execution and Unis dtincome, or the whole property, as be stroy the whole properly of both sets of
tween the stockholders it largely pm takes stockholders. Such a course would be
of the character of a preferred loan to the bad business
management, would not be
corporation, the principal never to be re- approved by the courts, ami very possibly
paid, but the stipulated interest or divi might make the Directors personally ]i
dends to be absolutely paid nut
of a des- aide. Such a construction therefore, I
if apprehend, would not be adopted either
ignated fund,—ordinary earnings',
sufficient from year to year to do it.
by the court or business men, and must
Preferred stock is only a form of mort- be unsound as it leads to such ruiuous
gage, says Judge Rpdtield in his work on results.
J- lie iraportnnt question remains, What
Railways, S. 237. S e Green’s Brice’s
Ultra i ires, 2d ed. p. 1(14, note.
Union are “net earnings T'
Pacific R. R., vs. United States, 99, U.
The phrase has no absolute, defined
S. 123
legal meaning. It is sometimes used in
Sucli stock can only be issued when one senso and at times in others. To
the charter or some statute gives the au- correctly understand it in a given ease,
thority, or all the stockholders assent. the circumstances under which it is ust d,
Iu this case the authority is iu the char- the subject matter, the situation of the
ter, and it was exercised before any sub- parties, and the property expected to
scriptions for stock were made, so that make the earnings, must be considered.
the assent of all the stockholders has been
In the Union Pacific It. K. vs. United
given to this issue. Green’s Brice's Ul- States, 99 Supreme Court reports, tlie
tra Vires p. 1(44, note.
court was called upon to decide its meanxum
uj-mn rA[)lfD81V [MUYUlfH IUl
ing as used in the act of Congress gr lutn preference in dividends to the
preferred ing aid to the Railroad which requires
stock.
As between the stockholders nil the road to
pay to the United States upon
the burden of debts of the corpora ion its debt to
them, a portion of its net earnshould fall on the non preferred stock.
ings. A maj irity of the court say tlint
The fair construction of the by-law re- they have to determine “the
expenditures
quires the net earnings to go first to pay which are properly chargable against the
a dividend of 6
per cent to the preferred gross earnings in order to arrive at the
stock, if the net earnings are sufficient to net earnings, ns this expression is to tie
do so. The by-law is to have a reason- understood within the
meaning of the Art.
able application, having reference to the As a general
proposition net earnings are
business and common experience in such ttie excess of the gross
earnings over the
matters.
Under similar provisions the expenditures defravediu
producing them.
courts have uniformly held that as be- It
may often be difficult to draw a pretweer the stockholders, the net earnings cise line between
expenditures for conare to be applied first to the
payment in struction and the ordinary expenses infull from year to year of the agreed divi- cident to
operating and maintaining the
dends on the preferred stock whether the road, and works of a railroad
company.
lion-preferred stock receives anything or
“Theoretically, the expenses chargeable
not.
Bailey vs. Railroad, 17 Wal. 90 (U. to earnings include the general expense
S. Supreme Court.) Rates vs. A. & K. of
keepiug up the organization of the
Railroad, 49 Me. 491.
company, and all expenses incurred in
This right of preferred stockholders operating the works and
keeping them in
will be enforced by the courts, and such
good condition and repair, whilst expenstockholders may have au injunction from ses chargeable to
capital include those
the court to restrain the payment of divi- which are incurred in the
original condends to a non-preferred stockholder, or struction of the
works, and in the subseotherwise to divert the income of the cor- quent
enlargement and improvement
poration to tlie detriment of the preferred thereof.
stock.
Redfield on Railways, B. 211.
“With regard to the last mentioned
Henry vs. Great Northern Railway, 30. class of expenditures, however, namely,
Law Times, pp. 10, 141.
G.ftbrd vs. N. those which are incurred iu enlarging and
Jersey Railway, 2 Stockton’s Ch. Rep. improving the works, a difference of
171.
Green’s Brice’s Ultra Vires p. 164, practice prevails among railroad
companote, p. 173. 678. Williston vs. Mich. nies. Some charge to construction acSouthern & N. Ind. R. R. 13 Allen. 405. count every item of
expense, and every
Samuel vs. Holladay (per Miller .T, N.
part and portion of every item which goes
S. Supreme Court)
Am. Cor. Cases, to make the road or any of its appurVol. 1, p. 151.
tenances or equipments better than they
Dividends to ordinary or non-preferred were before, whilst others
charge to orstockholders are declared at the discretion dinary expense account and agaiust earnof the Directors, and of such portion of
ings, whatever is taken for that purpose
earnings as they deem desirable, and if from the earnings, and is not raised upon
they act in good faith the stockholders bonds or issues of stock. The tatter metli—

oil

is

denned the most conservative and hen

firial for the company and operates as a
restraint against injudicious dividends, and
the area mutation of a heart/ indebtedness
"The question is one of policy which is
usually left to the. discretion of the Direct-

ors.'

"hoc

making all ordinary improvel! as repairs, it is better for the.
stockholders and all those U'ho are interested,
in the property of the
enterprise that a purtn it 01 tiie earnings hIiouUi be
employed.”
And while the court held
pp. 420, 421.
in that case in
construing the statute involved, that interest on the bonded debt
should he charged to capital and not to
current expenditures, they allowed as
current expense a charge for
building
statious, shops, etc. In regard to the
interest on bonded debt, the court savg,
p. 422.
Though payable out af earnings
before any dividend ran be made to stork
holders, they cannot be deducted for the.
purpose oj ascertaining the net earnings of
the road as that term is to be understood in
the sixth section of' the Art.”
"
The bonded debt incurred for the pur
/>ose of construction and equipment is hit.
another form of capital, analogous to jireferred stock.''
I’ne court thus recognizes the fact that
the term “net earnings” has different
meanings according to the circumstances
to which it is applied, and us to stockholders seeking dividends it bus the same
signification as net income.—that is, that
portion of the earumgo that remains
proper to be divided among the stock
holdeis after paying all expenses of operating, flouting ami matured debts, < uirmt interest, and even permanent improvements, which are charged to eurlent xpense account, and making
provision for mat uriug debts, when prudent
so
n
In
thut
case
management
quires.
tin- United S'alcs were creditors and their
rigid as such wrie to be determined. As
to storkholdcis the court hold the rule would
bt dilfecenl.
i ue true dehmtion of “net
earnings”
as regards dividends to stockholdei 8, is
stated by the Supreme Court of tiie United States in St. John vs. Erie Bailin'd,
22 Wallace, 118. The court say : “The
preferred dividends were to he | aid out
of tiie net earnings of the road. The It xleal definition of net is, ‘Clear of ail
charge* and deductions.’t Webster.) ‘That,
which remains after the deduction of ail
charge* or all outlay, as net profit.’ (Worcester.) The popular acceptance of the
term is the same.”
To the same ell'.-ot is St. John vs. Erie
It. 10 Blateh. 271
in that ease the
court sav : “It hen till liabilities arc
pniti
nth, r taii ttj the yross rereipfs or oat tif
the net earninys, the remainder is the
profit
"t the stocfhohleis to yo towartls tlivitlends
which in that way are jmi'l out of the net
ments,

as

in

earninys
l

mess the contract shows
that terms
used in a technical sense, they are to
he understood i:i the
ordinary popular
sense.
This hv law w as adopted by practical business men, who knew that if the
road was t .vended to Mcosehead Lake,
as contemplated, a debt would muioubt
edlr be incurred, or at least might, be.
They also knew that under the terms of
the subscription work should not bo commenced till enough was subscribed to
build the mad from Belfast to a junction
with the M illie Central, that no provision was made for rolling stock, and thnt
a debt would
necessarily be incurred for
such rolling stock, which naturally should
be paid from earnings.
With this knowledge hy the stockholders it is absurd to
suppose that tiiuy used the te>'in “net
earnings” as applied to dividends iu a
sense which would exclude payment of
such ll >aling debts or the interest yearly
accruing. That they used the term in
the practical sense of net income, or net
profit, is made even more manifest by the
amendment to the 18th by-law adopted
by the stockholders in which they define
the tei m.
I hold that as between the two classes
of stockholders, in matters of dividends,
the amendment does not enlarge or restrict the scope mid true interpretation of
the original by -law.

are

Tiie result is, in my opinion, that
earnings, under the 18th by law, as
applied to dividends, mean that portion
1.

net

of gross earnings which remain after pay
lug interest on the debt, expense of main-

taining organization, expense of operating and repairs, if any, matured debts,

and such an omit retained for a sinking
fund as may be necessary to pay the floating debt at its maturity, if this can be
done consistently with the rights of the

preferred stockholders.

2. That from the net earnings so ascertained the preferred stockholders are
entitled to receive six per cent, per annum, if them is enough to pay it, before
tin* common stockholder receives any
thing.
3. That under the erigiual hy-law the
Directors Rre authorized, and it is their
duty, to create and maiutain a sinking
fund sufficient to pay the city note at
maturity, if this can ha done, after pay
ing six per cent, to the preferred stock,
unless the preferred stockholders consent
to increase the sinking fund by accepting
less than six per cent.
4. That as between the stockholders,
no portion of the debt is to be assessed
on or borne by the preferred stock,
hut
on the contrary, the preferred stockholders have the light to require that no dividend shall be paid to the non-preferred
stockholder* and that the sinking fund
shall not be divided or diverted, if by so
doing it will endanger the security of the
preferred stockholders to their six per
ceut. dividend.
5. Of course if creditors of the corporation require for their payment the
whole or a large part of the earnings, or
even the franchise and
property of the
Railroad they would be entitled to it,
although the effect might be to depre
ciate or destroy the value of both classes
of stock—but with this qualification, the
preference secured to the preferred stock
is to continue perpetually.
S. C. Strout.

